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Efforts to Secure the Release ot,
~ an IccounUiii lor~ fln!tea NatIons COJllll&nd

Personnel :ReId by the COJlllllUDIst luthori\:ies

Effor~s 1rl the J41Utaq Armistia. Commission

On SepteJlber 5'_ 1953, the Un!ted Nations Command component in
the J8.1itary Armistice Commission notified the Communist component
that a list was being prepared of United Nations Command lIilitary
personnel (inclu<1iDl Republic ot Korea 1li11tary personnel> known to
have been captured by the Communist side and to have been, at one
time, in COlllJl:W1ist custody.

On Sept_ber 9, 1953, the United Nations Command component gave
the C~8t component a list of 3,b04 names. A breakdown of thill
1i.t follows:

j
United states 9b4
Republic of Korea 2,410
Australia 9
Belgiu-Luxembourg 3
Colombia 2

" • " , -to ' ,I
\.-"", f

Canada 3
Greece 1
Turkey 5
Ouien of South Africa 8
t1n1.ted Kingdoa 19

The Couauniat component was told that the list giTen th_ was a
complete tabulation of the naaes of personnel who

<a> spoke, or were referred to, in broadcasts from Communist
radio stations,

(b) were listed bY' the Communists as captured,

(c) wrote letters from Communist prison camps, or

(d) were seen in Communist hands, on the way to prison
or in prison.

The Communists had not reported at11 of these men as having escaped or
died, as required by paragraph 58a of the Armistice Agreement. The
United Nations Command component requested the release of all of these
mel1 wbo were stUl held by the Communists, and an indi"Vidual acoounting
tor any who were no longer in Communist custody.

It should be noted that the United Nations Command had reported
the naIl.S (and an assigned serial number) of all personnel captured by
the Command to the International Committee of the Red Cross, which had
forwarded this intoraation to the COJDl\UJlist authorities. The Communists
had not carried out t.heir similar obligation under the Geneva Con.vention,
which both s ides bad undertaken to observe. Consequently, the United
Nations C01DlD8Jld li8t had to be made up troll evidence ot the kinds
_ntioned in the preceding paragraph.



In the September 9 meetiDg the Communist side took the list but
said, ttAll those prisoners of war in our custody who insisted on re
patriation were repatriated by september 6." However, the right was
reserved ot making "concr.t. comment" later.

On October 3, 1953 the Communist component reported, without
giving names, that $19 ot those listed had already been repatriated
and that 380 others ,'had previously been reported as "released at the
front", escaped, or dead.· "As to the rest ••• part. of thea are not
tor direct repatriation [that is, did not choose to be repatriated7
but most of them have never been captured at all." The United Nations
component again requested the release ot all personnel still held, or
a name-by-name accounting tor any no loager in Communist custody.

On May 1.3, 1954 the list stood at 3,405 names. The United Nations
Command component presented this list to the Communist side in the
Miliioary Armistioe Commission, saying, "We again ask that your side
furnish us with an accounting, indicating the present whereabouts ot
these 3,405 persons, and that all those still ali.... be retuned to our
side in accordance with the provisions ot the Armistice Agreement."
The CoJlBlUtlist side replied, "Prisoners ot war of your side once held by
our side were alread1 completely repatriated in aocordance with the
Armistice Agreement. The prisoners ot war not for direot repatriation
are held by our side pending the final dispositiond' the entire prisoner
of war question."

At this meeting, Lt. Gen. Lee Sang Cho did not acoept the list ot
names, but the list was picked up trOll the conterence table by a member
ot his staff.

At this same meeting the United Nations COJllDl.and acoounted b7
cat.gar,.- (but not by individual name) tor 98,71J2 North Korean and
Chinese personnel who, the Communists claimed, were still being held
by the Command in violation ot the Armistice Agreement. (See the
separate memorandum on these personnel.)

On May 22, 1954 the United Nations Command component renewed its
request for Ita specific eJq)lanation ot the current status ot each of
the" 3,40$ persons. The Communist answer waSI

"The rosters ot these people submitted by your side is based
on no tenable data at all. As early as at the Mllit8r7
Armistice Commission meeting on September 2l~ 1953~ our side
had concretel,. rejected tllis. whole roster ot your side as
being crudely manufactured."
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In August 1954 the United Nations Comand put together a revised
list of 2,640 nUles, taking into account all new information and
deleting the names of personnel lmOlfIl by that time to be dead or re-
patriated. On August 11, 1954 this revised li sf; was taken to a meeting
of the Military Arm:i.stioe CoDUDission. The oomplete record ot that
meeting is appended. The United Nations Commaad side said that it

,"

"ia desirous ot securiDg a complete report as to the current
status ot each ot these persons. It they are currently held
in North Korea, Manchuria, China or elsewhere, the location
of the place of custody and the reason theretor is requested."
If they are deceased, complAte information as to the tille and
place ot death and burial is requested. At Geneva we learned
that some are held in CODllDW'list China. "Sinoe their capti.,.
status resulted from the confiict in Korea, it is appropriate
that the necessary exchange at information conceming both
the place ot <Jet.ntion and the reason therefor be conducted
here in this commission. It

In retura, the United Nations COJlllDand side oltered to make a simultaneous
and reciprocal e.xchaage ot inf"orua tion, by' individual IUUne, for the 96,739
persons (although the Communists talked about 98,742, their list had only
96,739 names) who, the Communists olaimed, should haTe been returned to
thea.

The Communist answer was a categorical rejection both of the list
and ot the implicit contention that the Commission ~~_~_C?o~~"~"~.~~ body
to consider the oases ot the personnel held in Communist China.

"As to such an openly fabricated roster which your side
subllitted today in an attempt to slander our side, our
side categorically rejects it.... Tl1ere are no captured.
personnel ot your side tor whom our side has to gin addi
tional accounting."

"The matter of those military personnel of your side al
legedly retained by the authorities outside Korea, as a
result of your personnel' s activities, i8 beyond the autho
rlt1e8 ot the ll1litary Armi.tice Commission. Our side
considers that it is inappropriate to take up this ilTelevant
matter tor diseussioll at the meeting at the Jlilitary ArIIis
tic. Commission."

This tille the Communist side left the list ot unaccounted tor United
Nations Command personnel lJing on the conterenoe table when they lett.
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In September 1954 the Ohinese OOiD.13luniats in Peiping told the
United Kingdom Yinister, Trevelyan, that the list submitted on
June 14 was the same as the list presented by the United Nations
Command during negotiations in Korea. Trevelyan replied that the
June 14 representation by the United Kingdom constituted a separate
request from that :m~e by the United Nations Command in Korea and
that he hoped that the Chinese Communists could gi"f'e inf'ornation
on a few names at least.

About October 5, 1954, the Chinese CommWli8ts in Peiping said
to Trevelyan that they had nothing to add to their previous reply.
Both Trevelyan and the United Kingdom Foreign Office believe that
further representations by the United Kingdoll1 mission in Peiping
1It)uld be futUe.



Following is transcript of the portions of the .{;.~~11 }Jleeting
of the HAC as pertains to list of 2840 missing UN:: personnel. Both
Admiral Brittaids and the KPA/CVP statements are included:

47th meeting of the Military Armistice Commission held at
Pamnunjom, Korea J.'Z,~~,~~t.!954o UNC members present: RAdm To B.
Brittain, USN, l-ia.j Gen H. Hevrett, US!, Maj Gen Limsun Ha, ROKA, Brig
Gen \1. J. Clinch, -ySAF, and Brig 14. A. W. Rowlandson, UKA. Korean
Peoples Army Chinese Rloples Volunteers members II' esent: Lt Gen Lee
Sang Cho, KPA, l-Iaj Gen Ju Yon, KPA, and Gen Tsai Cheng Wen, CN.
l-i3eting convened at 1430 hours.

Statement begins:

Ur{;: I have a statement to make. On the 9th of September 1953,
we presented to your side a list of the names of United Nations
Command persol1..Tlel t.ho, according to our best available information,
were prisoners of war held by your side in the months immediately
preceding the end of active hostilities in Korea and who were not
returned to our side in the programs of prisoner exchange. As sub
sequently amended, the list currently in your hands totals 3405
individuals. The reason that we gave you these amendments from time
to time "Jas because of our sincere desire to provide your side tdth
the most accurate information possible so that a satisfactory account
ing could be made by your side for these prisoners of war. Because of
the fact that additional information has recently become available
'\-1hich vrarrants the deletion of a considerable number of names from the
list currently in your possession and since further amendments to the
original list might create confusion, we have prepared a completely
new list for your use. This new list supersedes and replaces all
previous information He have presented you on this subject. I now
hand you a list containing the names of 2840 United Nations Corrmmnd
personnel "Thom we are convinced ':Tere inyour hands and ",hom \ole con
sider as not having been accounted for in a satisfactory manner.
The names of persons of Korean nationality are listed in the Korean
language, all others are listed in English. (Admiral Brittain lays
list on table). The difference between this new list and previous
lists furnished amounts to 418 United States personi1el, 1 British
soldier and 146 Republic or-KOrea personnel. These deletions are
large+y personsde£ermined to'be deceased or. particularly in the
case of some of the Korean persons, t'lere found to have been repatriated.
The United Nations Command is desirous of securing a complete report
as to the current status of each of these persons o If they are
currently held in North Korea, Nanchuria, China or elsewhere, the
location of the place of custody and the reason therefor is requested.
If they are deceased, that informtion should also ;)8 furnished
together ,"ith any additional details available regarding cause of
death and place of burial, including an indication that the naains
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will be returned in the exchange prograJIl beginning on 1 September
1954. During the recent negotiations at Geneva it 'Has developed that
certainol" tne prisoners are being held in China. 'toTe are particularly
interested in obtaining information regarding these individuals.
Since their captive status resulted from the conflict in Korea, it is
appropriate that the necessary exchange of information concerning both
the place of detention and reason therefor be conducted here in this
commission. It is requested that for each name in this category the
reason for detenti~n and the time and place of their expected re-
lease be furnished 'to our side. The families of the personnel in this
unaccounted-for category'are anxious to re3,ch an early and satisfactory
settlement of this entire problem. Accordingly, immediately upon
receipt from your side of a complete accountjng b,y name for each of
these 2g40 Unite,g Nations Command personnel, in return and as evidence
of our sincerity'in desiring to exchange the most complete information
available on the present status of former prisoners of ~,lar, vIe are
prepared to present to your side an explanation by individual name for
the 98739 personnel of your side on the list you submitted to our side
on 21 September 1953. It is proposed that this exchange of information
will be reciprocal and simultaneous. Such an exchange of information
will contribute greatly to the successfUl accomplishment of our mission
of negotiations here in the Military Armistice Commission. I await
your reply as to vThen you expect to be able to furnish the information
'\lIe have requested and thereby expedite the receipt of the information
you desire regarding your list.

KPA and CPV': With regard to the captured personnel of your side
under our custody, our side all along acted in conformity vJith the
spirit of the Geneva Convention of 1949 relative to the treatment of
prisoners of w'ax,Eis well as the related agreement between both sides.
From our side all the prisoners of war have received humanitarian
treatment. The sick and injUred :arisonprs of '.Jar were repatriated to
your side in accordance with the "agreement for the repatriation of
sick and injured captured personnel".' AU"-,!:.!tE:l,,pri,.;?OIlers of .v,ar for
direct repatriation were repatriated to your side in accordance with
£hec'proVisions of Article III of the armistice agreement. All the
prisoners of war not .for direct re~~riation vIer,!., 4aPde<:!?ve:rto the
Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission in accordance with tEe pro"::
visions of Paragraph 51 of the armistice agreement and the "term of
reference for Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission", and those
among them persisting in their un"dllingness to go back to your side
were all turned over by the Red Cross societies of the Democratic
Peoples Republic of Korea and the Peoples Republic of China and are
awaiting appropriate disposition. Regarding the deceased and
escaped captured personnel of your side, our side already gave
accounting for them to your side as far back as December 1951 and
August 1952; that is, during the armistice negotiations. After the
armistice, our side immediately provided your side with concrete
information for four times in August 1953 in accordance with the
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armistice agreement. Your side had presented rosters in December 1951
and in September and October 1953 and asked our side to check them and
give answers and our side has already accounted on all of them on the
basis of actual information in our possession. As to such~.an open,ly
~~~£~ted r?~~er which your side submitted today in an attempt to
s~ander our side, our side categorically rejects it. The facts are
clear. .A..!!,,_()bH,gations relative to the prisoners of Har vlhich our
side shot9:~ fulfiJ4 under the agreements between the t,.Jo sides have
been carried out responsibly by our side. There are no captured
personnel of your side for whom our side has to giVe additional account
~hK~--":rt-is lmown to the whole world that your side has forcibly
"~ined large numbers of captured personnel of our side in violation
of the armistice agreement and the "terms of reference If and that up to
now your side has not yet given any responsible accounting. YoU" side
proposed to hold this meeting of the Military Armistice Commission to
discuss questions relating to the unaccounted-for prisoners of war.
Your side should have given a responsible accounting at this meeting
for our captured personnel forcibly retained by your side. HOvlever,
your side avoided mentioning yourr~sponsibilities, fabricated the
so-called rosters of your sides captured personnel and declared that
our side is requested to check up and give an accounting. Such
roster evidently Has fabricated by your side in an attempt to slander
our side and cover up your crimes of forcibly retaining the prisoners
of war. Your side has forcibly retained captured personnel of our
side. This can never be covered up with the absurd and totally fabri
cated roster submitted by your side today. Your side should give a
responsible accounting for the acts perpetrated by your side in
violation of the armistice agreement. Regarding the information vlith
vlhich your side should have furnished us by 'Hay of an accounting, it is
a responsibility vlhich your side should fulfill, and for your side
there is no justification whatsoever to delay thus far to fUrnish them
and much less to make any conditions for the fulfillment of your due
responsibility. On June 8, 1953, the two sides signed the "terms of
reference for Neutral Nations r~epatriationCommission" relative to the
question of the repatriation of prisoners of war. Ten days after
that your side connived with the South Korean authorities to violate
the said agreement in the course of the few days follo"ling June 18th
by forcibly retaining more than 27000 captured personnel of' our side
and impressing t:lem into the Army thereby totally depriVing them of

~. their opportunity to exercise their right to be repatriated. On
~ June 29, 1953, General Hark vI. Clark, former Commander in Chief of
~ your side, made the following formal and responsible statement: liThe
: United Nations C01llIiland is continuing its effort.s to recover the

prisoners of uar "Tho have escaped." However, up to the present not a
single one of the more than 27000 captured personnel of our side
forcibly retained and impressed into your Army has been recovered.
Your side has thus far failed to account for these more than 27000
captured personnel of our side whom your side forcibly retained in
violation of the a~eements. On January 20th and 21st, 1954, with
force and threats of force, your side delivered under guard more
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than 21000 captured persorme1 of our side to the South Korean Govern
Dlent and the Chiang Kai-Shek remnant clique and impressed them into
the Army. The Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission in its "final
report" dated February 18ttl, 1954, explicitly stated, "Unless the two
commands agree -orr"alternate procedures or courses of action in regard
to status and disposition of prisoners of war, any unilateral action
by any party concerned will not be in conform!ty with the said 'terms
of reference tll • Your side has thus far failed to account for these

. more than 21000 captured persorme1 of our side whom your side forcibly
retained, unilaterally disposed of and impressed into the Army in
violation of the "t-erms Of reference". At the meeting of the Hilitary
Armistice Commissicrn held on September 21st, 1953, as a. result of
checking such data as the rosters of our captured personnel submitted
a.t various times b.Y your side in the course of the armistice negotia
tions and the rosters of our captured personnel prepared by your side
and forwarded through the international Committee of the Red Cross
against the rosters of deceased and escaped prisoners of war submitted
by your side and the rosters of captured personlle1 of our side already
repatriated, our side handed over the rosters of 9'C!742 captured
personnel of our side for which our side asked your side to giva an
accounting. However, your side has thus far failed to give a responsible
accounting for the 98742 captured personnel of our side whose rosters
'tiere handed over on the basis of the data prepared and fOI'Yarded by
your side. Our side has long since repeatedly pointed out that your
side has the full responsibility for the aforesaid series of gross
violations of your side of the Geneva Convention, the armistice agree
ment as well as the "terms of reference II. Our side will definitely
pursue such cases of grave crimes of your side to the end. I now
request that your side give a responsible accounting for the aforesaid
crimes of your side in violation of the Geneva Convention and the
agreements between the two sides.

me: The mission of the Hilitary Armistice Commission is to
supervise the implementation of the armistice agreement. We seek
information from your side concerning the status of persormel of our
side for whom our side has been unable to account. We have offered
you information concerning personnel of your side concerning "rhom
you seek information from our side. Your answer evades the imple
mentation of the armistice agreement o By resorting to name calling
you decide nothing. You lr.no'W that. We calIon you to demonstrate
your willingness to fulfill your armistice ebligations. Not only
our side, but all mankind awaits your ansl-Jer. He suggest you calruly
consider our pr'oposal Hhich is set forth in the record. The re
sponsibility is now yours~ Will you categorically state that, dis-

J
: regarding those personnel of our side who chose non-repatriation and

are now in the custody of your Red Cross, that there are no otherI prisoners f9~rly'. members of the United Nations Connnand held in
I China or elsewhere?

KPA and CP\T: The matter of those military personnel of your
side allegedly retained by the authorities outside Korea, as a
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result of I2~.~:r,§?~'1els acti,yities, is be;rond the authorities of
the Hl.'11=tary Armistice 'C6mfui.ssion. Our side considers that it is
i~opriate to take up this irrelevant matter for discussion at
the meeting of the 1-11litary 1I1'm±st1ceC6mmission. The sick and
injured captured personnel of your side have been repatriated in com
pliance with the "agreement for the repatriation of sick and injured
captured personnel". The captured personnel of your side for direct
repatriation have been repatriated in compliance with Article III of
the armistice agreement. The captured personnel of your side not for
direct repatriation were all transferred to the Neutral Nations
Repatriation Commission in comnliance with Paragraph 51 of the armistice
agreement and the "terms 'of reference for Neutral Nations Repatriation
Commission lt and among ,.hom all those prisoners of var persisting in
their unwillingness to return to your side are not avlaiting appropriate
disposition. With regard to the deceased and escaped captured person
nel of your side, our side has long since given accountings to your
side on successive occasions. The fact is extremely clear that there
are no captured personnel of yo~""'slde for vIhom our side has to give ,,----
a.c1d:t~tona.l accounting. Nm>l, I want to ask you the follovring questions:
In June 1953 your side in violation of the agreements perfidiously and
forcibly retained more than 27000 captured persoTh'1el of our side and
the cOlnmander in chief of your side admitted that he Hould make
efforts to recover them. Have they all been recovered now? lillen will
they be returned to our side? I await your answer.

me: To ansvrer your question, as you have been told many times
before, the 27000 prisoners of vrar had escaped before the armistice
agreement vJaS signed. You Here Hell aware of this action '<Then your
side signed the armistice agreement. You are obviously not prepared.
at this meeting to commit yoursel:f to the humanitarian action which
we propose. In the hope that you will reconsider this position, I
propose that we recess until either side has anything to bring up.

KPA and epv: The statenent just made by your side is not a
responsible accounting. I have further question to ask you. Is
:TOur sic3.~pre:pa.red to give a responsible accounting for more than
21000 captured personnel of our side lIhom your side forcibly
retained in January 1954 in violation of the ttterms of reference"?

individually
UI'l:: The list we propose to exchange lIith you accounts/for

the 98742 names you submitted to our side.

KPA 2nd CP'T: Today your side has been persistently evading to
give a direct and responsible answer to the question of the captured
persormel of our side v/hom your side forcibly retained and for whom
your side is responsible for giving an accounting. The statement
which you have just made is not an accounting at all. Your side
should account for the large numbers of our captured personnel
forcibly retained as a result of incessant persecutions and massacres
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perpetrated by your side in the prisoner of uar camps, the more than
27000 captured personnel of our side forcibly retained by your side
in June 1953, the more than 21000 captured personnel of our side
forcibly retained by your side in January 1954, and the 9'i?!742
captured personnel of our side ,,,hose rosters Here presented by our
side as early as in September 19530

IvIeeting adjourned at 1726 hours.
r

Note: KPA ew left .the list of unaccounted for mIC personnel
lying on the table \-There it had been placed by Admiral Brittain.

Statement ends.



Efforts at Geneva

In June 19S4~ United States Ambassador U. Alexis Johnson met
four times at Geneva with Wang Ping-nan of the Chinese Communist
Foreign Office to discuss United States and United Nations Command
personnel held by the Chinese Communist regi.1ll.e. JIr'. HUIlPhrey
Trevelyan~ the United Kingdom Cbarge in Peiping, also participated
in the first two me~tings.

Ambassador Johnson gave to Wang lists ot United States citizens,
both civilian am m1litary~ who, we had good reason to believe, we~
held by the ChiDese Communists. The list of military personnel in
cluded 29 D8118S, - the crew of 14 of Col. Arnold's :8-29, the tour
jet pilots, and six Naval and five Coast Guard personnel trom two
aircraft lost off Swatow on January l8~ 1953. The six Naval personnel
were the crew of a P2v5 aircraft shot down by Chinese Communist anti
aircraft fire 1V'hile on a reconnaissance missloft off Swatow. In the
ensuing searcb and rescue operation a PBM seaplane cra.hed in the same
vicinity with its crew of five Coast Guard personnel. There was reason
to believe that some of the crews ot these aircraft might have been
picked up by the Chinese Communists.

Ambassador Johnsen. asked that all persona on the lists be released
at the earliest possible opportunity, and stressed that others might be
detained whose names did not appear on the list. Wang commented that
the only Americans who wish to leave China but were detained had engaged \
in espionage am sabotage, had been prosecuted according to the law, and I

had been gi'Yen sentences based on the crimes committed. ~

In response to a question from Ambassador Johnson at the second
meeting on June 10, Wang said at the next meeting five days later that,
the Chinese Communist authorities would consider commuting sentences
or grantiDi earq~~1.t~se to prisoners who have areoord of goOd
behavior. Wang then proposed a joint statement to the effect that
nationals ot each in the territory of the other would be allowed to
return to their homeland. However~ in answer to a question troll Ambas
sador Johnson, Wang indicated that "la.... violators" lfOuld be in a dit
ierent category and thus implied that sucb a statement would not
include Americans imprisoned in Communist China.

At the final meeting on June 21, Wang gave the results of a
"prelimiMrT' in'Yestigation of the lists of detained Americans. With
respect to military personnel~ he denied that the eleven Navy and Coast
Guard persormel had been captured by the Communists~ stating that they



knew that two aircraft had crashed into the sea ten nautioal miles
from the Kwangtung coast but had no information as to the fate of
the crews. As for the Air Force personnel~ Wang said that three of
the crew of Col. Arnold' s 13-29 had died attempting to parachute over
Antung, and the remaining fifteen were serving prison sentences. He
concluded by saying that the cases of all detained Americans are
under examination and "can be properly settled" in the light of pro
gress of diseussion~'atGenevan.

In all of the foregoing discussions it was clear that Wang was
attempting to inter-relate the eases of detained Americans with those
of the 5,000 Chinese students who~ he alleged, were detained ill the
United States against their will. (See the separa.te discussion of
this Sllbject.)

Subsequently, several meetings took place between officers of the
two sides; however, !'1othing new developed with respect to detained
military personnel.

United Nations

On June 14, 1954~ the United Kingdom llission in Peiping sent a note
to the Chinese Communists asking for an accounting of all United Nations
COlO1l1SDd personnel still unaccounted for and the return or those who might
still be in Chinese Communist territory. Attached to the note were lists
or United Nations Command personnel.

So far as United States military personnel are concerned, the names
of all ,26 Array, Navy, Air Foree and Marine personnel unaccoW'lted for at
that time were included in the lists. The names of the eleven Coast
Guard and liav,y personnel were not inclUded, since these had not been
under the United Nations Command at the time of their plane orash. With
respect to Jidssing Commonwealth personnel who bad been under the United
Nations Command, accordL"lg to our L"1formation, the British included a
substantially larger number than had been previous1.7 shown on the United
Nati:)ns CommaDd lists:

United KiDgdea Arrq 101
United Kingdom NaV1

and Marines 5
United Kingdom Air Fore. 9
Australian Army 21
Australian Air Force 19
Canadian ArJay 15
Canadian Air Force 1
South Afrioan Air Foree IS
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF,

UNITED NATIONS COMMAND, ON THE ONE HAND, AND

THE SUPREME COMMANDER OF THE KOREAN PEOPLE'S

ARMY AND THE COMMANDER OF THE CHINESE

PEOPLE'S VOLUNTEERS, ON THE OTHER HAND,
CONCERNING A MILITARY ARMISTICE IN KOREA

PREAMBLE

The undersigned, the Commander-in-Chief, United Nations

Command, on the one hand, and the Supreme Commander of the

Korean People's Army and the Commander of the Chinese

People's Volunteers, on the other hand, in the interest of stopping

the Korean conflict, with its great toll of suffering and bloodshed

on both sides, and with the objective of establishing an armistice

which will insure a complete cessation of hostilities and of all

acts of armed force in Korea until a final peaceful settlement

is achieved, do individually, collectively, and mutually agree to

accept and to be bound and governed by the conditions and

terms of armistice set forth in the following Articles and

Paragraphs, which said conditions and terms are intended to

be purely military in character and to pertain solely to the

belligerents in Korea.

(3)
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ARTICLE I

MILITARY DEMARCATION LINE AND

DEMILITARIZED ZONE

1. A Military Demarcation Line shall be fixed and both
sides shall withdraw two (2) kilometers from this line so as
to establish a Demilitarized Zone between the opposing forces.
A Demilitarized Zone shall be established as a buffer zone to
prevent the occ~.rrenceof incidents which might lead to a
resumption of hostilities.

2. The Military Demarcation Line is located as indicated
on the attached map (Map 1). PI

3. The Demilitarized Zone is defined by a northern and a
southern boundary as indicated on the attached map (Map l)~JI

4. The Military Demarcation Line shall be plainly marked
as directed by the Military Armistice Commission hereinafter
established. The Commanders of the opposing sides shall have
suitable markers erected along the boundary between the
Demilitarized Zone and their respective areas. The Military
Armistice Commission shall supervise the erection of all
markers placed along the Military Demarcation Line and along
the boundaries of the Demilitarized Zone.

5. The waters of the Han River Estuary shall be open to
civil shipping of both sides wherever one bank is controlled by
one side and the other bank is controlled by the other side. The
Military Armistice Commission shall prescribe rules for the
shipping in that part of the Han River Estuary indicated on
the attached map (Map 2). ['I Civil shipping of each side shall
have unrestricted access to the land under the military control
of that side.

6. Neither side shall execute any hostile act within, from,
or against the Demilitarized Zone.

7. No person, military or civilian, shall be permitted
to cross the Military Demarcation Line unless specifically
authorized to do so by the Military Armistice Commission.

I The originals of these maps, large-scale in size, are deposited with the signed
original Agreement in the archive~ of the Department of SLate where they are
available for reference.
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8. No person, military or civilian, in the Demilitarized Zone

shall he permitted to enter the territory under the military
control of either side unless specifically authorized to do so by

the Commander into whose territory entry is sought.

9. No person, military or civilian, shall be permitted to enter
the Demilitarized Zone except persons concerned with the
conduct of civil administration and relief and persons
specifically authorized to enter by the Military Armistice
Commission.

10. Civil administration and 'relief in that part of the
Demilitarized Zone which is south of the Military Demarcation
Line shall be the responsibility of the Commander-in-Chief,
United Nations Command; and civil administration and relief
in that part of the Demilitarized Zone which is north of the

Military Demarcation Line shall be the joint responsibility of
the Supreme Commander of the Korean People's Army and the

Commander of the Chinese People's Volunteers. The number
of persons, military or civilian, from each side who are
permitted to enter the Demilitarized Zone for the conduct of
civil administration and relief shall be as determined by the
respective Commanders, but in no case shall the total number
authorized by either side exceed one thousand (1,000) persons
at anyone time. The number of civil police and the arms to

be carried by them shall be as prescribed by the Military

Armistice Commission. Other personnel shall not carry arms
unless specifically authorized to do so by the Military Armistice
Commission.

11. Nothing contained in this Article shall be construed to
prevent the complete freedom of movement to, from, and within

the Demilitarized Zone by the Military Armistice Commission, its
assistants, its Joint Observer Teams with their assistants, the

Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission hereinafter established,

its assistants, its Neutral Nations Inspection Teams with their
assistants, and of any other persons, materials, and equipment

specifically authorized to enter the Demilitarized Zone by the
Military Armistice Commission. Convenience of movement shall
be permitted through the territory under the military control of

38566 0 - 53 - 2
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either side over any route necessary to move between points
within the Demilitarized Zone where such points are not
connected by roads lying completely within the Demilitarized
Zone.

ARTICLE II

CONCRETE ARRANGEMENTS FOR CEASE·FIRE

AND ARMISTICE

A. GENERAL

12. The Commanders of the opposing sides shall order
and enforce a complete cessation of all hostilities in Korea by
all armed forces under their control, including all units and
personnel of the ground, naval, and air forces, effective twelve
(12) hours after this Armistice Agreement is signed. (See

Paragraph 63 hereof for effective date and hour of the
remaining provisions of this Armistice Agreement.)

13. In order to insure the stability of the Military Armistice

so as to facilitate the attainment of a peaceful settlement through
the .holding by both sides of a political conference of a higher

level, the Commanders of the opposing sides shall:

a. Within seventy - two (72) hours after this
Armistice Agreement becomes effective, withdraw all of their
military forces, supplies, and equipment from the
Demilitarized Zone except as otherwise provided herein. All
demolitions, minefields, wire entanglements, and other hazards
to the safe movement of personnel of the Military Armistice
Commission or its Joint Observer Teams, known to exist
within the Demilitarized Zone after the withdrawal of military

forces therefrom, together with lanes known to be free of all
such hazards, shall be reported to the Military Armistice
Commission by the Commander of the side whose forces
emplaced such hazards. Subsequently, additional safe lanes
shall be cleared; and eventually, within forty-five (45) days
after the termination of the seventy-two (72) hour period, all
such hazards shall be removed from the Demilitarized Zone as

r·
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directed by and under the supervision of the Military Armistice
Commission. At the termination of the seventy-two (72) hour

period, except for unarmed troops authorized a forty-five (45)

day period to complete salvage operations under Military
Armistice Commission supervision, such units of a police nature
as may be specifically requested by the Military Armistice
Commission and agreed to by the Commanders of the opposing
sides, and personnel authorized under Paragraphs 10 and 11
hereof, no personnel of either side shall be permitted to enter
the Demilitarized Zone.

"
b. Within ten (10) days' after this Armistice Agreement

becomes effective, withdraw all of their military forces, supplies,

and equipment from the rear and the coastal islands and waters
of Korea of the other side. If such military forces are not
withdrawn within the stated time limit, and there is no mutually
agreed and valid reason for the delay, the other side shall have

the right to take any action which it deems necessary for the
maintenance of security and order. The term "coastal islands", as
used above, refers to those islands which, though occupied by one

side at the time when this Armistice Agreement becomes
effective, were controlled by the other side on 24 June 1950;
provided, however, that all the islands lying to the north and
west of the provincial boundary line between HWANGHAE-DO
and KYONGGI-DO shall be under the military control of the
SupreII.1e Commander of the Korean People's Army and
the Commander of the Chinese People's Volunteers, except the

island groups of PAENGYONG-DO (37°58'N, 124°40'E),
TAECHONG - DO (37°50'N, 124°42'E), SOCHONG - DO
(37°46'N, 124°46'E), YONPYONG-DO (37°38'N, 125°40'E),
and U-DO (37°36'N, 125°58'E), which shall remain under the
military control of the Commander-in-Chief, United Nations
Command. All the islands on the west coast of Korea lying south
of the above-mentioned boundary line shall remain under the
military control of the Commander-in-Chief, United Nations

Command. (See Map 3.) ['1

c. Cease the introduction into Korea of reinforcing
military personnel; provided, however, that the rotation of units
and personnel, the arrival in Korea of personnel on a temporary

I See footnote 1, ante, p. 4.
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duty basis, and the return to Korea of personnel after short
periods of leave or temporary duty outside of Korea shall be
permitted within the scope prescribed below. "Rotation" is
defined as the replacement of units or personnel by other units
or personnel who are commencing a tour of duty in Korea.
Rotation personnel shall be introduced into and evacuated from
Korea only through the ports of entry enumerated in Paragraph
43 hereof. Rotation shall be conducted on a man~for-man basis;
provided, however, that no more than thirty-five thousand
(35,000) persons in the military service shall be admitted into
Korea by either side in any calendar month under the rotation
policy. No military personnel of either side shall be introduced
into Korea if the introduction of such personnel will cause the
aggregate of the military personnel of that side admitted into
Korea since the effective date of this Armistice Agreement to

exceed the cumulative total of the military personnel of that
side who have departed from Korea since that 9ate.
Reports concerning arrivals in and departures from Korea
of military personnel shall be made daily to the Military

Armistice Commission and the Neutral Nations Supervisory
Commission; such reports shall include places of arrival
and departure and the number of persons arriving at
or departing from each such place. The Neutral Nations
Supervisory Commission, through its Neutral Nations Inspection
Teams, shall conduct supervision and inspection of the rotation
of units and personnel authorized above, at the ports of entry
enumerated in Paragraph 43 hereof.

d. Cease the intro1uction into Korea of reinforcing
combat aircraft, armored vehicles, weapons, and ammunition;
provided, however, that combat aircraft, armored vehicles,
weapons, and ammunition which are destroyed, damaged, worn
out, or used up during the period of the armistice may be
replaced on the basis of piece-tor-piece of the same effectiveness
and the same type. Such combat aircraft, armored vehicles,
weapons, and ammunition shall be introduced into Korea only
through the ports of entry enumerated in Paragraph 43 hereof.
In order to justify the requirement for combat aircraft, armored
vehicles, weapons, and ammunition to be introduced into Korea
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for replacement purposes, reports concerning every incoming
shipment of. these items shall be made t~ the Military Armistice
Commission and the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission;
such reports shall include statements regarding the disposition
of the items being replaced. Items to be replaced which are
removed from Korea shall be removed only through the ports of
entry enumerated in Paragraph 43 hereof. The Neutral Nations
Supervisory Commission, through its Neutral Nations Inspection
Teams, shall conduct supervision and inspection of the
replacement of combat aircraft,. armored vehicles, weapons, and
ammunition authorized above, at the ports of entry enumerated
in Paragraph 43 hereof. .

e. Insure that personnel of their respective commands
who violate any of the provisions of this Armistice Agreement
are adequately punished.

f. In those cases where places of burial are a matter of
record and graves are actually found to exist, permit graves
registration personnel of the other side to enter, within a
definite time limit after this Armistice Agreement becomes
effective, the territory of Korea under their military control, for
the purpose of proceeding to such graves to recover and evacuate
the bodies of the deceased military personnel of that side,
including deceased prisoners of war. The specific procedures
and the time limit for the performance of the above task shall
be determined by the Military Armistice Commission. The
Commanders of the opposing sides shall furnish to the other
side all available information pertaining to the places of burial
of the deceased military personnel of the other side.

g. Afford full protection and all possible assistance
and cooperation to the Military Armistice Commission, its
Joint Observer Teams, the Neutral Nations Supervisory
Commission, and its Neutral Nations Inspection Teams, in the
carrying out of their functions and responsibilities hereinafter
assigned; and accord to the Neutral Nations Supervisory
Commission, and to its Neutral Nations Inspection Teams, full
convenience of movement between the headqu~rters of the
Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission and the ports of
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entry enumerated in Paragraph 43 hereof over main lines of
communication agreed upon by both sides (See Map 4)~11 and

between the headquarters of the Neutral Nations Supervisory
Commission and the places where violations of this Armistice
Agreement have been reported to have occurred. In order to
prevent unnecessary delays, the use of alternate routes and
means of transportation will be permitted whenever the main
lines of communication are closed or impassable.

-
TIAS ~j8~
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" h. Provide such logistic support, including
commuriications and transportation facilities, as may be
required by the Military Armistice Commission and the Neutral
Nations Supervisory Commission and their Teams.

i. Each construct, operate, and maintain a suitable
airfield in their respective parts of the Demilitarized Zone in
the vicinity of the headquarters of the Military Armistice
Commission, for such uses as the Commission may determine.

j. Insure that all members and other personnel of
the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission and of the Neutral
Nations Repatriation Commission hereinafter established shall
enjoy the freedom and facilities necessary for the proper exercise
of their functions, including privileges, treatment, and
immunities equivalent to those ordinarily enjoyed by accredited
diplomatic personnel under international usage.

14. This Armistice Agreement shall apply to all opposing
ground forces under the military control of either side, which
ground forces shall respect the Demilitarized Zone and the area
of Korea under the military control of the opposing side.

15. This Armistice Agreement shall apply to all opposing
naval forces, which naval forces shall respect the waters
contiguous to the Demilitarized Zone and to the land area of
Korea under the military cuntrol of the opposing side, and shall
not engage in blockade of any kind of Korea.

16. This Armistice Agreement shall apply to all opposing
air forces, which air forces shall respect the air space Qver the
Demilitarized Zone and over the area of Korea under the military
control of the opposing side, and over the waters contiguous to
both.

1 Sec footnote 1, ante, p. 4.

"
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17. Responsibility for compliance with and enforcement of

the terms and provisions of this Armistice Agreement is that of
the signatories hereto and their successors in command. The

Commanders of the opposing sides shall establish within their
respective commands all measures and procedures necessary to

insure complete compliance with all of the provisions hereof by
all elements of their commands. They shall actively cooperate

with one another and with the Military Armistice Commission
and the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission in requiring

observance of both the letter and the spirit of all of the provisions
of this Armistice Agreeme~t.

18. The costs of the operations of the Military Armistice

Commission and of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission
and of their Teams shall be shared equally by the two opposing
sides.

B. MILITARY ARMISTICE COMMISSION

1. COMPOSITION

19. A Military Armistice Commission is hereby established.

20. The Military Armistice Commission shall be composed of
ten (10) senior officers, five (5) of whom shall be appointed by

the Commander-in-Chief, United Nations Command, and five

(5) of whom shall be appointed jointly by the Supreme

Commander of the Korean People's Army and the Commander
of the Chinese People's Volunteers. Of the ten members, three

(3) from each side shall be of general or flag rank. The two (2)

remaining members on each side may be major generals,

brigadier generals, colonels, or their equivalents.

21. Members of the Military Armistice Commission shall be

permitted to use staff assistants as required.

22. The Military Armistice Commission shall be provided

with the necessary administrative personnel to establish a
Secretariat charged with assisting the Commission by

performing reco~d-keeping, secretarial, interpreting, and such

other functions as the Commission may assign to it. Each side

1
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shall appoint to the Secretariat a Secretary and an Assistant
Secretary and such clerical and specialized personnel as required
by the Secretariat. Records shall be kept in English, Korean,
and Chinese, all of which shall be equally authentic.

23. a. The Military Armistice Commission shall be initially
provided with and assisted by ten (10) Joint Observer Teams,
which number may be reduced by agreement of the senior
members of both sides on the Military Armistice Commission.

b. Each Joint Observer Team shall be composed of not
less than four (4) nor~ore than six (6) officers of field grade,
half of whom shall be appointed by the Commander-in-Chief,
United Nations Command, and half of whom shall be appointed
jointly by the Supreme Commander of the Korean People's Army
and the Commander of the Chinese People's Volunteers.
Additional personnel such as drivers, clerks, and interpreters
shall be furnished by each side as required for the functioning
of the Joint Observer Teams.

TIAS ~78~ 12

2. FUNCTIONS AND AUTHORITY

24. The general mission of the Military Armistice
Commission shall be to supervise the implementation of this
Armistice Agreement and to settle through negotiations any
violations of this Armistice Agreement.

25. The Military Armistice Commission shall:

a. Locate its headquarters in the vicinity of
PANMUNJOM (37°57'29"N, 126°40'00"E). The Military
Armistice Commission may re-Iocate its headquarters at another
point within the Demilitarized Zone by agreement of the senior
members of both sides on the Commission.

b. Operate as a joint organization witvout a chairman.

c. Adopt such rules of procedure as it may, from time
to time, deem necessary.

d. Supervise the carrying out of the provisions of this
Armistice Agreement pertaining to the Demilitarized Zone and
to the Han River Estuary.

,-
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e. Direct the operations of the Joint Observer Teams.

f.· Settle through negotiations any violations of this
Armistice Agreement.

g. Transmit immediately to the Commanders of the
opposing sides alI reports of investigations of violations of this
Armistice Agreement and all other reports and records of
proceedings received from the Neutral Nations Supervisory
Commission.

h. Give general sup~rvision· and direction to the
activities of the Committee for Repatriation of Prisoners of
War and the Committee for Assisting the Return of Displaced
Civilians, hereinafter established.

i. Act as an intermediary in transmitting
communications between the Commanders of the opposing sides;
provided, however, that the foregoing shalI not be construed to
preclude the Commanders of both sides from communicating
with each other by any other means which they may desire to
employ.

j. Provide credentials and distinctive insignia for its
staff and its Joint Observer Teams, and a distinctive marking for
all vehicles, aircraft, and vessels, used in the performance of its
mission.

26. The mission of the Joint Observer Teams shalI be to

assist the Military Armistice Commission in supervising the
carrying out of the provisions of this Armistice Agreement
pertaining to the Demilitarized Zone and to the Han River
Estuary.

27. The Military Armistice Commission, or the senior
member of either side thereof, is authorized to dispatch Joint
Observer Teams to investigate violations of this Armistice
Agreement reported to have occurred in the Demilitarized Zone
or in the Han River Estuary; provided, however, that not more
than one half of the Joint Observer Teams which have not been
dispatched by the Military Armistice Commission may be
dispatched at anyone time by the senior member of either side
on the Commission.
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3. GENERAL

30. When the Military Armistice Commission determines that

a violation of this Armistice Agreement has been corrected to its

satisfaction, it shall so report to the Commanders of the opposing

sides.

,-

14

31. The Military Armistice Commission shall meet daily.

Recesses of not to exceed seven (7) days may be agreed upon by
the senior members of both sides; provided, that such recesses

may be terminated on twenty-four (24) hour notice by the

senior member of either side.

29. When the Military Armistice Commission determines

that a violation of this Armistice Agreement has occurred, it shall

immediately report such violation to the Commanders of the
"

opposing sides. '

28. The Military Armistice Commission, or the senior

member of either side thereof, is authorized to request the

Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission to conduct special

observations and inspections at places outside the Demilitarized

Zone where violations of this Armistice Agreement have been

reported to have occurred.

TIAS :!i8:!

32. Copies of the record of the proceedings of all meetings of

the Military Armistice Commission shall be forwarded to the

Commanders of the opposing sides as soon as possible after each

meeting.

33. The Joint Observer Teams shall make periodic reports

to the Military Armistice Commission as required by the

Commission and, in addition, shall make such special reports as

may be deemed necessary by them, or as may be required by

the Commission.

34. The Military Armistice Commission shall maintain

duplicate files of the reports and r~cords of proceedings required

by this Armistice Agreement. The Commission is authorized to

maintain duplicate files of such other reports, records, etc., as
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may be necessary in the conduct of its business. Upon eventual
dissol,ution of the Commission, one set of the above files shall
be turned over to each side.

35. The Military Armistice Commission may make
recommendations to the Commanders of the opposing sides with
respect to amendments or additions to this Armistice Agreement.
Such recommended changes should generally be those designed
to insure a more effective armistice.

C. NEUTRAL NATI(j~S SUPERVISORY COMMISSION

1. COMPOSITION

36. A Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission is hereby
established.

37. The Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission shall be
composed of four (4) senior officers, two (2) of whom shall be

appointed by neutral nations nominated by the Commander-in
Chief, United Nations Command, namely, SWEDEN and

SWITZERLAND, and two (2) of whom shall be appointed by
neutral nations nominated jointly by the Supreme Commander
of the Korean People's Army and the Commander of the

Chinese People's Volunteers, namely, POLAND and
CZECHOSLOVAKIA. The term "neutral nations" as herein

used is defined as those nations whose combatant forces have
not participated in the hostilities in Korea. Members appointed to

the Commission may be from the armed forces of the appointing

nations. Each member shall designate an alternate member to
attend those meetings which for any reason the principal
member is unable to attend. Such alternate members shall be
of the same nationality as their principals. The Neutral Nations

Supervisory Commission may take action whenever the number
of members present from the neutral nations nominated by one

side is equal to the number of members present from the neutral

nations nominated by the other side.

38. Members of the Neutral Nations Supervisory
Commission shall be permitted to use staff assistants furnished
by the neutral nations as required. These staff assistants may
be appointed as alternate members of the Commission.

!
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39. The neutral nations shall be requested to furnish the
Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission with the necessary
administrative personnel to establish a Secretariat charged with
assisting the Commission by performing necessary record
keeping, secretarial, interpreting, and such other functions as
the Commission may assign to it.

16

40. a. The Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission shaH
be initially provided with, and assisted by, twenty (20) Neutral
Nations -~nspection Teams, which number may be reduced by
agreement of the .senior members of both sides on the Military
Armistice Commission. The Neutral Nations Inspection Teams

shall be responsible to, shall report to, and shall be subject to the
direction of, the Neutral Kations Supervisory Commission only.

b. Each Neutral Nations Inspection Team shall be
composed of not less than four (4) officers, preferably of field
grade, half of whom shall be from the neutral nations nominated
by the Commander-in-Chief, United Nations Command, and
half of whom shaH be from the neutral nations nominated
jointly by the Supreme Commander of the Korean People's Army
and the Commander of the Chinese People's Volunteers.
Members appointed to the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams
may be from the armed forces of the appointing nations. In
order to facilitate the functioning of the Teams, sub-teams
conposed of not less than two (2) members, one of whom shall
be from a neutral nation nominated by the Commander-in-Chief,

United Nations Command, and one of whom shall be from
a neutral nation nominated jointly by the Supreme Commander
of the Korean People's Army and the Commander of
the Chinese People's Volunteers, may be formed as
circumstances require. Additional personnel such as drivers,
clerks, interpreters, and communications personnel, and such
equipment as may be required by the Teams to perform their
missions, shall be furnished by the Commander of each side, as
required, in the Demilitarized Zone and in the territory under
his military control. The Neutral Nations Supervisory
Commission may prvvide itself and the Neutral Nations
Inspection Teams with such of the above personnel and

TIAS :!782
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Neutral Nations Inspection
enumerated in Paragraph 43

equipment of its own as it may desire; provided, however, that
such. personnel shall be personnel of the same neutral nations
of which the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission is
composed.

2. FUNCTIONS AND AUTHORITY

41. The mission of the Neutral Nations Supervisory
Commission shall be to carry out the functions of supervision,
observation, inspection, -~and investigation, as stipulated in
Sub-paragraphs 13c and 13d and Paragraph 28 hereof, and to

report the results of such supervision, observation, inspection,
and investigation to the Military Armistice Commission.

42. The Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission shall:

a. Locate its headquarters in proximity to the
headquarters of the Military Armistice Commission.

b. Adopt such rules of procedure as it may, from time
to time, deem necessary.

c. Conduct, through its members and its Neutral
Nations Inspection Teams, the supervision and inspection

provided for in Sub-paragraphs 13c and 13d of this Armistice
Agreement at the ports of entry enumerated in Paragraph 43
hereof, and the special observations and inspections provided
for in Paragraph 28 hereof at those places where violations of
this Armistice Agreement have been reported to have occurred.
The inspection of combat aircraft, armored vehicles, weapons,
and ammunition by the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams shall
be such as to enable them to properly insure that reinforcing
combat aircraft, armored vehicles, weapons, and ammunition
are not being introduced into Korea; but this shall not be
construed as authorizing inspections or examinations of any
secret designs or characteristics of any combat aircraft,

armored vehicle, weapon, or ammunition.

d. Direct and supervise the operations of the Neutral
Nations Inspection Teams.

e. Station five (5)
Teams at the ports of entry

, I
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hereof located in the territory under the military control of the
Commander-in·Chief, United Nations Command; and five (5)

Neutral Nations Inspection Teams at the ports of entry

enumerated in Paragraph 43 hereof located in the territory

under the military control of the Supreme Commander of the
Korean People's Army and the Commander of the Chinese

People's Volunteers; and establish initially ten (10) mobile
Neutral Nations Inspection Teams in reserve, stationed in the
general vicinity of the headquarters of the Neutral Nations

Supervisory Comrpission,which number may be reduced by

agreement of the senior members of both sides on the Military

Armistice Commission. Not more than half of the mobile

Neutral Nations Inspection Teams shall be dispatched at any
one time in accordance with requests of the senior member of

either side on the Military Armistice Commission.

f. Subject to the provisions of the preceding Sub
paragraph, conduct without delay investigations of reported
violations of this Armistice Agreement, including s u c h
investigations of reported violations of this Armistice
Agreement as may be requested by the Military Armistice
Commission or by the senior member of either side on the
Commission.

g. Provide credentials and distinctive insignia for its
staff and its Neutral Nations Inspection Teams, and a distinctive
marking for all vehicles, aircraft, and vessels, used in the
performance of its mission.

43. Neutral Nations Inspection Teams shall be stationed at
the following ports of entry:

L TIAB :n8~

Territory under the military control
of the United Nations Command

18

Territory under the military control
of the Korean People's Anny and
the Chinese People's Volunteers

r-

INCHON

TAEGU

PUSAN

KANGNUNG

KUNSAN

(3T28'N, 126'38'E)

(35'52'N, 128'36'E)

(35'06'N, 129'02'E)

(37'45'N, 128'54'E)

(35'59'N, 126'43'E)

SINUIJU

CHONGJIN

HUNGNAM

MANPO

SINANJU

(40'06'N. 124'24'E)

(41'46'N. 129'49'E)

(39'50'N, 127'37'E)

(41 '09'N, 126'18'E)

(39'36'N, 125'36'E)

These Neutral Nations Inspection Teams shall be accorded fuIl
convenience of movement within the areas and over the routes of
communication set forth on the attached map (Map 5).- 1'1

I Sec footnote I. ante, p. 4.
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3. GENERAL
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'44. The Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission shall
meet daily. Recesses of not to exceed seven (7) days may be
agreed upon by the members of the Neutral Nations Supervisory
Commission; provided, that such recesses may be terminated on
twenty-four (24) hour notice by any member.

45. Copies of the record of the proceedings of all meetings of
the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission shall be forwarded
to the Military Armistice Commission as soon as possible after
each meeting. Records ahall be kept in English, Korean, and
Chinese.

46. The Neutral Nations Inspection Teams shall make
periodic reports concerning the results of their supervision,
observations, inspections, and investigations to the Neutral
Nations Supervisory Commission as required by the Commission
and, in addition, shall make such special reports as may be
deemed necessary by them, or as may be required by the
Commission. Reports shall be submitted by a Team as a whole,
but may also be submitted by one or more individual members
thereof; provided, that the reports submitted by one or more
individual members thereof shall be considered as informational
only.

47, Copies of the reports made by the Neutral Nations
Inspection Teams shall be forwarded to the Military Armistice
Commission by the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission
without delay and in the language in which received. They shall
not be delayed by the process of translation or evaluation. The
Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission shall evaluate such
reports at the earliest practicable time and shall forward their
findings to the Military Armistice Commission as a matter of
priority, The Military Armistice Commission shall not take
final action with regard to any such report until the evaluatioa
thereof has been received from the Neutral Nations Supervisory

Commission. Members of the Neutral Nations Supervisol"1
Commission and of its Teams shall be subject to appearance
before the Military Armistice Commission, at the request of the
senior member of either side on the Military Armistice
Commission, for clarification of any report submitted.

r



ARTICLE III

ARRANGEMENTS RELATING TO PRISONERS OF WAR

50. The Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission, or any
member thereof, shall be authorized to communicate with any

member of the Military Armistice Commission.

49. The Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission may

make recommendations to the Military Armistice Commission

with reSpect to amendments or additions to this Armistice

Agreement. Such- recommended changes should generally be those

designed to insure a more effective armistice.

r-
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51. The release and repatriation of all prisoners of war

held in the custody of each side at the time this Armistice
Agreement becomes effective shall be effected in conformity

with the following provisions agreed upon by both sides prior
to the signing of this Armistice Agreement.

a. Within sixty (60) days after this Armistice Agreement

becomes effective, each side shall, without offering any hindrance,

directly repatriate and hand over in groups all those prisoners of

war in its custody who insist on repatriation to the side to
which they belonged at the time of capture. Repatriation shall

be accomplished in accordance with the related provisions of this

Article. In order to expedite the repatriation process of such
personnel, each side shall, prior to the signing of the Armistice

Agreement, exchange the total numbers, by nationalities, of

per80nneI to be directly repatriated. Each group of prisoners
of war delivered to the other side shall be accompanied by

rosters, prepared by nationality, to include name, rank (if any)
and internment or military serial number.

48. The Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission shall
maintain duplicate files of the reports and records of proceedings

required by this Armistice Agreement. The Commission is

authorized to maintain duplicate files of such other reports,

records, etc., as may be neces8ary in the conduct of its business.
Upon eventual dissolution of the CommiSSIOn, one set of the

above files shall be turned over to each side.

TIAS 2782
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b. Each side shall release all those remaining prisoners
of war, who are not directly repatriated, from its military control
and from its custody and hand them over to the Neutral Nations

Repatriation Commission for disposition in accordance with the
provisions in the Annex hereto: "Terms of Reference for Neutral
Nations Repatriation Commission."

c. So that there may be no misunderstanding owing to
the equal use of three languages, the act of delivery of a prisoner

of war by one side to the other side shall, for the purposes of this
Armistice Agreement; be called "repatriation" in English,
" %~ " (SONG HWAN)' in Korean, and " it jg "

(CH'IEN FAN) in Chinese, notwithstanding the nationality or
place of residence of such prisoner of war.

52. Each side insures that it will not employ in acts of war
in the Korean conflict any prisoner of war released and
repatriated incident to the coming into effect of this Armistice

Agreement.

53. All the sick and injured prisoners of war who insist
upon repatriation shall be repatriated with priority. Insofar as
possible, there shall be captured medical personnel repatriated

concurrently with the sick and injured prisoners of war, so as to
provide medical care and attendance en route.

54. The repatriation of all of the prisoners of war required by

Sub-paragraph 51a hereof shall be completed within a time limit

of sixty (60) days after this Armistice Agreement becomes
effective. Within this time limit each side undertakes to
complete the repatriation of the above-mentioned prisoners of
war in its custody at the earliest practicable time.

55. PANMUNJOM is designated as the place where

prisoners of war will be delivered and received by both sides.
Additional place(s) of delivery and reception of prisoners of
war in the Demilitarized Zone may be designated, if necessary,

by the Committee for Repatriation of Prisoners of War.

56. a. A Committee for Repatriation of Prisoners of War
is hereby established. It shall be composed of six (6) officers of
field grade, three (3) of whom shall be appointed by the

3~15f;(j 0 - 53 - 4
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Commander-in-Chief, United Nations Command, and three (3)
of whom shall be appointed jointly by the Supreme Commander of
the Korean People's Army and the Commander of the Chinese
People's Volunteers. This Committee shall, under the general
supervision and direction of the Military Armistice Commission,
be responsible for coordinating the specific plans of both sides for
the repatriation of prisoners of war and for supervising the
execution by both sides of all of the provisions of this Armistice
Agreement relating to the repatriation of prisoners of war. It
shall be the duty of this Committee to coordinate the timing of the
arrival of prisquers of war at the place(s) of delivery and
reception of prisoners of ,war from the prisoner of war camps of
both sides; to make, when necessary, such special arrangements
as may be required with regard to the transportation and welfare
of sick and injured prisoners of war; to coordinate the work of
the joint Red Cross teams, established in Paragraph 57 hereof,
in assisting in the repatriation of prisoners of war; to supervise
the implementation of the arrangements for the actual
repatriation of prisoners of war stipulated in Paragraphs 53
and 54 hereof; to select, when necessary, additional place(s)
of delivery and reception of prisoners of war; to arrange
for security at the place(s) of delivery and reception of
prisoners of war; and to carry out such other related functions
as are required for the repatriation of prisoners of war.

b. When unable to reach agreement on any matter
relating to its responsibilities, the Committee for Repatriation
of Prisoners of War shall immediately refer such matter to the
Military Armistice Commission for decision. The Committee

for Repatriation of Prisoners of War shall maintain its
headquarters in proximity to the headquarters of the Military
Armistice Commission.

c. The Committee for Repatriation of Prisoners of War
shall be dissolved by the Military Armistice Commission upon
completion of the program of repatriation of prisoners of war.
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57. a. Immediately after this Armistice Agreement

becomes effective, joint Red Cross teams composed of
representatives of the national Red Cross Societies of the
countries contributing forces to the United Nations Command
on the one hand, and representatives of the Red Cross Society
of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and repreS'entatives
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of the Red Cross Society of the People's Republic of China on the
other hand, shall be established. The joint Red Cross teams shall
assist in the execution by both sides of those provisions of this

Armistice Agreement relating to the repatriation of all the

prisoners of war specified in Sub-paragraph 51a hereof, who
insist upon repatriation, by the performance of such
humanitarian services as are necessary and desirable for the

welfare of the prisoners of war. To accomplish this task, the
joint Red Cross teams shall provide assistance in the delivering
and receiving of prisopers of war by both sides at the place(s)

of delivery and reception of pri,soners of war, and shan visit the
prisoner of war camps of both sides to comfort the prisoners of
war and to bring in and distribute gift articles for the comfort

and welfare of the prisoners of war. The joint Red Cross teams
may provide services to prisoners of war while en route from
prisoner of war camps to the place(s) of delivery and reception

of prisoners of war.

b. The joint Red Cross teams shall be organized as set
forth below:

(1) One team shall be composed of twenty (20)
members, namely, ten (10) representatives from the national Red

Cross Societies of each side, to assist in the delivering and
receiving of prisoners of war by both sides at the place(s) of
delivery and reception of prisoners of war. The chairmanship of

this team shall alternate daily between representatives from the

Red Cross Societies of the two sides. The work and services of
this team shall be coordinated by the Committee for Repatriation
of Prisoners of War.

(2) One team shall be composed of sixty (60)
members, namely, thirty (30) representatives from the national
Red Cross Societies of each side, to visit the prisoner of war
camps under the administration of the Korean People's Army
and the Chinese People's Volunteer3. This team may provide
services to prisoners of war while en route from the prisoner
of war camps to the place(s) of delivery and reception of
prisoners of war. A representative of the Red Cross Society
of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea or of the Red Cross
Society of the People's Republic of China shall serve as chairman
of this team.

'"



(3) One team shall be composed of sixty (60)
members, namely, thirty (30) representatives from the national
Red Cross Societies of each side, to visit the prisoner of war
camps under the administration of the United Nations Command.
This team may provide services to prisoners of war while
en route from the prisoner of war camps to the place(s) of
delivery and reception of prisoners of war. A representative of a
Red Cross Society of a nation contributing forces to the United
Nations Command shall serve as chairman of this team.

- r (4) In order to facilitate the functioning of each
joint Red Crbss team, sub-teams composed of not less than two (2)
members from the team, with an equal number of representatives
from each side, may be formed as circumstances require.

(5) Additional personnel such as drivers, clerks,
and interpreters, and such equipment as may be required by the
joint Red Cross teams to perform their missions, shall be
furnished by the Commander of each side to the team operating
in the territory under his military control.

(6) Whenever jointly agreed upon by the
representatives of both sides on any joint Red Cross team, the
size of such team may be increased or decreased, subject to

confirmation by the Committee for Repatriation of Prisoners
of War.

c. The Commander of each side shall cooperate fully
with the joint Red Cross teams in the performance of their
functions, and undertakes to insure the security of the personnel
of the joint Red Cross team in the area under his military
control. The Commander of each side shall provide such
logistic, administrative, and communications facilities as may be

required by the team operating in the territory under his
military control.

d. The joint Red Cross teams shall be dissolved upon
completion of the program of repatriation of all the prisoners of
war specified in Sub-paragraph 51a hereof, who insist upon
repatriation.

58. a. The Commander of each side shall furnish to the
Commander of the other side as soon as practicable, but not later
than ten (10) days after this Armistice Agreement becomes

•
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effective, the following information concerning prisoners
of war:

(1) Complete data pertaining to the prisoners of
war who escaped since the effective date of the data last
exchanged.

(2) Insofar as practicable, information regarding
name, nationality, rank, and other identification data, date and
cause of death, and place of burial, of those prisoners of war who
died while in his custody.

b. If any prisoners of war escape or die after the

effective date of the su~plementary information specified above,

the detaining side shall furnish to the other side, through the

Committee for Repatriation oi Prisoners of War, the data

pertaining thereto in accordance with the provisions of

Sub.paragraph 58a hereof. Such data shall be furnished at ten-day

intervals until the completion of the program of delivery and

reception of prisoners of war.

c. Any escaped prisoner of war who returns to the

custody of the detaining side after the completion of the

program of delivery and reception of prisoners of war shall be

delivered to the Military Armistice Commission for disposition.

59. a. All civilians who, at the time this Armistice

Agreement becomes effective, are in territory under the military
control of the Commander-in-Chief, United Nations Command,

and who, on 24 June 1950, resided north of the Military

Demarcation Line established in this Armistice Agreement shall,

if they desire to return home, be permitted and assisted by the

Commander-in-Chief, United Nations Command, to return to
the area north of the Military Demarcation Line; and all

civilians who, at the time this Armistice Agreement becomes
effective, are in territory under the military control of the

Supreme Commander of the Korean People's Army and the

Commander of the Chinese People's Volunteers, and who, on

24 June 1950, resided south of the Military Demarcation Line

established in this Armistice Agreement shall, if they desire to
return home, be permitted and assisted by the Supreme

Commander of the Korean People's Army and the Commander

of the Chinese People's Volunteers to return to the area south

r·



c. Measures to assist in the return of civilians provided
for in Sub-paragraph 59a hereof and the movement of civilians

provided for in Sub-paragraph 59b hereof shall be commenced by
both sides as soon as possible after this Armistice Agreement
becomes effective.

of the Military Demarcation Line. The Commander of each
side shall be responsible for publicizing widely throughout

territory under his military control the contents of the provisions

of this Sub-paragraph, and for calling upon the appropriate
civil authorities to give necessary guidance and assistance to all
such civilians who desire to return home.

d. (1) A Committee for Assisting the Return of
Displaced Civilians is hereby established. It shall be composed
of four (4) officers of field grade, two (2) of whom shall be
appointed by the Commander - in - Chief, United Nations
Command, and two (2) of whom shall be appointed jointly by
the Supreme Commander of the Korean People's Army and
the Commander of the Chinese People's Volunteers. This

26

b. All civilians of foreign nationality who, at the time this
Armistice Agreement becomes effective, are in territory under the
military control of the Supreme Commander of the Korean
People's Army and the Commander of the Chinese People's

Volunteers shall, if they desire to proceed to territory under the
military control of the Commander-in-Chief, United Nations
Command, be permitted and assisted to do so; all civilians of
foreign nationality who, at the time this Armistice Agreement

becomes effective, are in territory under the military control of
the Commander-in-Chief, United Nations Command, shall, if
they desire to proceed to territory under the military control of
the Supreme Commander of the Korean People's Army and the

Commander of the Chinese People's Volunteers, be permitted
and assisted to do so. The Commander of each side shall be
responsible for publicizing widely throughout the territory under
his military control the contents of the provisions of this
Sub-paragraph, and for calling upon the appropriate civil

authorities to give necessary guidance and assistance to all such
civilians of foreign nationality who desire to proceed to territory
under the military control of the Commander of the other side.
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Committee shall, under the general supervision and direction of
the Military Armistice Commission, be responsible for
coordinating the specific plans of both sides for assistance to the
return of the above-mentioned civilians, and for supervising the
execution by both sides of all of the provisions of this
Armistice Agreement relating to the ret urn of the
above - mentioned civilians. It shall be the duty of this
Committee to make necessary arrangements, including those of
transportation, for expediting and coordinating the movement
of the above-mentioned civilians; to select the crossing point(s)
through which th~ above~mentioned civilians will cross the
Military Demarcation Line; to arrange for security at the
crossing point(s) ; and to carry out such other functions as are
required to accomplish the return of the above-mentioned
civilians.

(2) When unable to reach agreement on any
matter relating to its responsibilities, the Committee for
Assisting the Return of Displaced Civilians shall immediately
refer such matter to the Military Armistice Commission for
decision. The Committee for Assisting the Return of Displaced
Civilians shall maintain its headquarters in proximity to the
headquarters of the Military Armistice Commission.

(3) The Committee for Assisting the Return of
Displaced Civilians shall be dissolved by the Military Armistice
Commission upon fulfillment of its mission.

ARTICLE IV

RECOMMENDATION TO THE GOVERNMENTS

CONCERNED ON BOTH SIDES

60. In order to insure the peaceful settlement of the Korean
question, the military Commanders of both sides hereby

recommend to the governments of the countries concerned on
both sides that, within three (3) months after the Armistice
Agreement is signed and becomes effective, a political conference

of a higher level of both sides be held by representatives
appointed respectively to settle through negotiation the questions
of the withdrawal of all foreign forces from Korea, the peaceful

settlement of the Korean question, etc.
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ARTICLE V

MISCELLANEOUS

hours on the
Korean, and

MARK W. CLARK
General, United States

Army
Commander-in-Chief,
United Nations

Command

L,.J. \<,,~
WILLIAM K. HARRISON, JR.
Lieutenant General, United States

Army
Senior Delegate,
United Nations Command Delegation

28

PRESENT

PENG TEH-HUAI
Commander,
Chinese People's

Volunteers

1
~t!/1v

NAMIL
General, Korean People's Army
Senior Delegate,
Delegation of the Korean People's

Army and the Chinese People's
Volunteers

KIM IL SUNG
Marshal, Democratic

People's Republic
of Korea

Supreme Commander,
Korean People's Army

61. Amendments and additions to this Armistice Agreement
must be mutually agreed to by the Commanders of the opposing
sides.

62. The Articles and Paragraphs of this Armistice
Agreement shall remain in effect until expressly superseded
either by mutually ac~eptable amendments and additions or by
provision in an appropriate agreement for a peaceful settlement
at a political level between both sides.

63. All of the provisions of this Armistice Agreement, other
than Paragraph 12, shall become effective at e 2- 00 hours
on Z 7 J u l..y 1953.

Done at Panmunjom, Korea, at I 0 0 0
Z 71k. day of J U L Y • 1953, in English,
Chinese, all texts being equally authentic.
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TERMS OF REFERENCE

FOR

NEUTRAL NATIONS REPATRIATION COMMISSION

(See Sub-paragraph 5tb)

I

GENERAL

ANNEX

1. In order to e¥ure that all prisoners of war have the

opportunity to exercise their right to be repatriated following an
armistice, Sweden, Switzerland, Poland, Czechoslovakia and

India shall each be requested by both sides to appoint a member to

a Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission which shall be
established to take custody in Korea of those prisoners of war

who, while in the custody of the detaining powers, have not
exercised their right to be repatriated. The Neutral Nations

Repatriation Commission shall establish its headquarters within

the Demilitarized Zone in the vicinity of Panmunjom, and shall

station subordinate bodies of the same composition as the Neutral

Nations Repatriation Commission at those locations at which the
Repatriation Commission assumes custody of prisoners of war.
Representatives of both sides shall be permitted to observe the
operations of the Repatriation Comm;ssion and its subordinate

bodies to include explanations and interviews.

2. Sufficient armed forces and any other operating
personnel required to assist the Neutral Nations Repatriation
Commission in carrying out its functions and responsibilities
shall be provided exclusively by India, whose representative shall
be the umpire in accordance with the provisions of Article 132
of the Geneva Convention, and shall also be chairman and
executive agent of the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission.
Representatives from each of the other four powers shall be
allowed staff assistants in equal number not to exceed fifty (50)
each. When any of the representatives of the neutral nations is
absent for some reason, that representative shall designate an
alternate representative of his own nationality to exercise his
functions and authority. The arms of all personnel provided for
in this Paragraph shall be limited to military police type small
arms.



II

CUSTODY OF PRISONERS OF WAR
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5. At the time the Neutral Nations Repatriation

Commission assumes control of the prisoner of war installations,

the military forces of the detaining side shall be withdrawn
therefrom, so that the locations specified in the preceding
Paragraph shall be taken over completely by the armed forces

of India.

4. All prisoners of war who have not exercised their right of
repatriation following the effective date of the Armistice

Agreement shall be released from the military control and from
the custody of the detaining side as soon as practicable, and, in
all cases, within sixty (60) days subsequent to the effective da.te

of the Armistice Agreement to the Neutral Nations Repatriation
Commission at locations in Korea to be designated by the
detaining side.

3. No force or threat of force shall be used against the
prisoners of war specified in Paragraph 1 above to prevent or

effect their repatriation, and no violence to their persons or

affront to their dignity or self-respect shall be permitted in any
manner for any purpose whatsoever (but see Paragraph 7
below). This duty is enjoined on and entrusted to the Neutral

Nations Repatriation Commission. This Commission shall
ensure that prIsoners of war shall at all times be treated
humanely in accordance with the specific provisions of the

Geneva Cpnvention, and with the general spirit of that
Convention.

6. Notwithstanding the provisions of Paragraph 5 above,
the detaining side shall have the responsibility for maintaining
and ensuring security and order in the areas around the locations

where the prisoners of war are in custody and for preventing and
restraining any armed forces (including irregular armed forces)
in the area under its control from any acts of disturbance and

intrusion against the locations where the prisoners of war are
in custody.

TIAS ~TS~



III

EXPLANATION

7. Notwithstanding the provisions of Paragraph 3 above,
nothing in this agreement shall be construed as derogating from

the authority of the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission
to exercise its legitimate functions and responsibilities for the

control of the prisoners of war under its temporary jurisdiction.

TIAS 278231

8. The Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission, after
having received ahd taken into custody all those prisoners of war
who have not exercised 'their right to be repatriated, shall
immediately make arrangements so that within ninety (90)

days after the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission takes
over the custody, the nations to which the prisoners of war

belong shall have freedom and facilities to send representatives

to the locations where such prisoners of war are in custody to
explain to all the prisoners of war depending upon these nations

their rights and to inform them of any matters relating to their

return to their homelands, particularly of their full freedom to

return home to lead a peaceful life, under the following
provisions:

a. The number of such explaining representatives shall
not exceed seven (7) per thousand prisoners of war held in
custody by the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission; and

the minimum authorized shall not be less than a total of five (5);

b. The hours during which the explaining

representatives shall have access to the prisoners shall be as

determined by the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission,
and generally in accord with Article 53 of the Geneva Convention

Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War;

c. All explanations and interviews shall be conducted in

the presence of a representative of each member nation of the
Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission and a representative

from the detaining side;

d. Additional provisions governing the explanation
work shall be prescribed by the Neutral Nations Repatriation
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10. Any prisoner of war who, while in the custody of

the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission, decides to exercise
the right of repatriation, shall make an application requesting

repatriation to a body consisting of a representative of each

member nation of the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission.
Once such an application is made, it shall be considered
immediately by the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission
or one of its subordinate bodies so as to determine immediately
by majority vote the validity of such application. Once such an
application is made to and validated by the Commission or one
of its subordinate bodies, the prisoner of war concerned shall
immediately be transferred to and accommodated in the tents

set up for those who are ready to be repatriated. Thereafter,
he shall, while still in the custody of the Neutral Nations

Commission, and will be designed to employ the principles
enumerated in Paragraph 3 above and in this Paragraph;

e. The explaining representatives, while engaging in
their work, shall be allowed to bring with them necessary
facilities and personnel for wireless communications. The
number of communications personnel shall be limited to one
team per location at which explaining representatives are in
residence, except in the event all prisoners of war are
concent~ated in one location, in which case, two (2) teams shall
be permftted. Each team shall consist of not more than six (6)
communications personnel.

9. Prisoners of war in its custody shall have freedom and
facilities to make representations and communications to the
Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission and to representatives
and subordinate bodies of the Neutral Nations Repatriation
Commission and to inform them of their desires on any matter
concerning the prisoners of war themselves, in accordance with
arrangements made for the purpose by the Neutral Nations

Repatriation Commission.
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V

RED CROSS VISITATION

Repatriation Commission, be delivered forthwith to the prisoner
of war exchange point at Panmunjom for repatriation under
the procedure prescribed in the Armistice Agreement.

,-
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12. Essential Red Cross service for prisoners of war in
custody of the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission
shall be provided by India in accordance with regulations issued
by the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission.

11. At the expiration of ninety (90) days after the transfer
of custody of the prisoners of war to the Neutral Nations
Repatriation Commission, access of representatives to captured
personnel as provided for in Paragraph 8 above, shall terminate,
and the question of disposition of the prisoners of war who have
not exercised their right to be repatriated shall be submitted to the
Political Confererl~e recommended to be convened in Paragraph
60, Draft Armistice Agreement, which shall endeavor to settle
this question within thirty (30) days, during which period the
Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission shall continue to
retain custody of those prisoners of war. The Neutral Nations
Repatriatio,l Commission shall declare the relief from the
prisoner of war status to civilian status of any prisoners of
war who have not exercised their right to be repatriated and for
whom no other disposition has been agreed to by the Political
Conference within one hundred and twenty (120) days after the
Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission has assumed their
custody. Thereafter, according to the application of each
individual, those who choose to go to neutral nations shall be
assisted by the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission and the
Red Cross Society of India. This operation shall be completed
within thirty (30) days, and upon its completion, the Neutral
Nations Repatriation Commission shall immediately cease its
functions and declare its dissolution. After the dissolution of the
Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission, whenever and
wherever any of those above-mentioned civilians who have been
relieved from the prisoner of war status desire to return to their
fatherlands, the authorities of the localities where they are shall
be responsible for assisting them in returning to their fatherlands.
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LOGISTICAL SUPPORT l<'OR PRISONERS OF WAR
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VI

PRESS COVERAGE

17. The Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission shall
provide medical support for the prisoners of war as may be

practicable. The detaining side shall provide medical support as
practicable upon the request of the Neutral Nations Repatriation
Commission and specifically for those cases requiring extensive

treatment or hospitalization. The Neutral Nations Repatriation

Commission shall maintain custody of prisoners of war during
such hospitalization. The detaining side shall facilitate such

custody. Upon completion of treatment, prisoners of war shall
be retul'lled to a prisoner of war installation as specified in
Paragraph 4 above.

13. The Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission shall
insure freedom of the press and other news media in observing
the entire operation as enumerated herein, in accordance with
procedures to be established by the Neutral Nations

Repatriation Commission.

15. The cost of repatriating prisoners of war to the

exchange point at Panmunjom shall be borne by 'the detaining
side and the cost from the exchange point by the side on which
said prisoners depend, in accordance with Article 118 of the

Geneva Convention.

16. The Red Cross Society of India shall be responsible for
providing such general service personnel in the prisoner of war
installations as required by the Neutral Nations Repatriation
Commission.

14. Each side shall provide logistical support for the
prisoners of war in the area under its military control, delivering
required support to the Neutral Nations Repatriation

Commission at an agreed delivery point in the vicinity of each

prisoner of war installation.
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18. The Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission is
entitled to obtain from both sides such legitimate assistance

as it may require in carrying out its duties and tasks, but both

sides shall not under any name and in any form interfere or

exert influence.

VIII

LOGISTICAL SUPPORT FOR THE NEUTRAL NATIONS

REPA1RIATION COMMISSION

19. Each side shall be responsible for providing logistical
support for the personnel of the Neutral Nations Repatriation
Commission stationed in the area under its military control, and
both sides- shall contribute on an equal basis to such support
within the Demilitarized Zone. The precise arrangements shall
be subject to determination between the Neutral Nations
Repatriation Commission and the detaining side in each case.

20. Each of the detaining sides shall be responsible for
protecting the explaining representatives from the other side
while in transit over lines of communication within its area, as
set forth in Paragraph 23 for the Neutral Nations Repatriation
Commission, to a place of residence and while in residence in the
vicinity of but not within each of the locations where the
prisoners of war are in custody. The Neutral Nations
Repatriation Commission shall be responsible for the security of
such representatives within the actual limits of the locations
where the prisoners of war are in custody.

21. Each of the detaining sides shall provide transportation,
housing, communication, and other agreed logistical support to
the explaining representatives of the other side while they are in
the area under its military control. Such services shall be
provided on a reimbursable basis.

IX

PUBLICATION

22. After the Armistice Agreement becomes effective, the
terms of this agreement shall be made known to all prisoners of
war who, while in the custody of the detaining side, have not
exercised their right to be repatriated.

r
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PROCEDURAL MATI'ERS

WILLIAM K. HARRISON, JR.
Lieutenant General, United

States Army
Senior Delegate,
United Nations Command

Delegation
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X

MOVEMENT

NAMIL
General, Korean People's Army
Senior Delegate,
Delegation of the Korean People's

Army and the Chinese People's
Volunteers

24. The interpretation of this agreement shall rest with the
Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission. The Neutral Nations
Repatriation Commission, and/or any subordinate bodies to which
functions are delegated or assigned by the Neutral Nations
Repatriation Commission, shall operate on the basis of majority
vote.

25. The Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission shall
submit a weekly report to the opposing Commanders on the status
of prisoners of war in its custody, indicating the numbers
repatriated and remaining at the end of each week.

26. When this agreement has been acceded to by both sides
and by the five powers named herein, it shall become effective
upon the date the Annistice becomes effective.

Done at Panmunjom, Korea, at 1400 hours on the 8th day of
June 1953, in English, Korean, and Chinese, all texts being equally
authentic.

23. The movement of the personnel of the Neutral Natio .
Repatriation Commission and repatriated prisoners of war sh
be over lines of communication as determined by the command(s
of the opposing side and the Neutral Nations Repatriatio
Commission. A map showing these lines of communication sha
be furnished the command of the opposing side and the Neutral
Nations Repatriation Commission. Movement of such personne~

except within l.ocations as designated in Paragraph 4 above, shall
be under the control of, and escorted by, personnel of the side in
whose area the travel is being undertaken; however, such
movement shall not be subject to any obstruction and coercion.
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TEMPORARY AGREEMFN'I' SUPPLEMENTARY 'l\} 'llIB

ARMISTICE AGREEMENT

In order to meet the requirements of the disposition of

the prisoners of war not for direct repatriation in ncco~lance

wi til the provisions of the Terms of Reference for Neutral

Nations Repatriation Commission, the Commander.in-Chief, United

Nations Command, on the one hMd, and the supreme COl1llllsnder of

the Korean People's Arrrr:r and the Conunander of the Cnineee People's

Volunteers, on the ou,er hand, ib pursuance of the provisiolls in

Paragraph 61, Article V of the Af:reel'lent concernlnt; a military

armistice in Korea. agree to conclude the follouing Temporary

Agreement supplementary to the Armistice Mreement:

1. Under tile provisions of Paragraphs I, and 5, .~rticle n

of the Terms of Reference for 1leutr,,1 Nations Rep"triation

Commission. the Un1 ted l~ations Command !las tne right t.o

rlesienete the area beh,een me Hilitary Oemare>at1on Line and

the eastern and southern boundaries of the Demilitarized

Zone he tween the Imjin fliver on the south and the road leading

south from Okum-ni on the northeast (the main road leading

southeas t from Parunun.iOftl not included), as the :>rea wi thin

which the United Nations Conunand nill turn over the prisoners

of war, who are not directly repat.riated a,ld whom tile United

!lations Convnand has the responsibility for keeping under its

custody, to the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission and

the armed forces of India for custody. The United Nations

Command shall, prior to the sipning of the Armistice Agreement,

iniom the side of tile Korean People's Army and the Chinese

People's Volunteers of the approximate figures by nationality

of such prisoners of >Jar held in its custody.

2. If there are prisoners of war under taeir custody

who request not to be directly repatriated, the Korean People's

Army and the Chinese People's Volunteers have the right to

designate the area in the vicinity of P&~unjom between the

!lUitary Demarcation Line and the western and northern boundaries

( 117)



construction operations. None of such personnel shaD. remain

b. A definite number of prisoners of war as decided

a. After the cease-fire comes into effect, tm!l.rmed

118

Commission and its subordinate bodies, the armed forces of

c. The personnel of the Neutral Nations Repltriation

custody to the area under the control of their own side.

sides shall be withdrawn imtnediately from the areas of

war have been taken over, the armed forces of the detaining

representatives and observation representatives of both sides,

India, the Red Cross Society of India, the explaining

of custody designated respectively by both sides to be turned

forces of the detaining sid~s to the above-mentioned areas

upon by both sides, who are in the respective custody of both

sides and who are not directly repltriated, shall be

specifically authorized by the Military Armistice Commission

to be escorted rellpectively by a certair, number of armed

construction operations.

over to the Neutral Nations Repatriation COlllinission and the

personnel of each side shall be specifically authorized by

the Military Armistice COlUlUission to enter the above-mentioned

provided:

in the above-mentioned areds upon the completion of the

inform the United Nations COIIlIIl3.nd side of the approxillate

figures by nationality of such prisoners of war.

3. In accordance with Paragraphs 6, 9 and 10, Article I

of the Armistice Agreem~nt, the following plragraphs are hereby

their custody who request not to be directly repatriated, the

Korean People I s Army and the Chinese People's Volunteers shall

custody. After knowing that there are prisoners of wr under

area designated by their own side to perform necessary

prisoners of war will be turned over to the Neutral Nations

armed forces of India for custody. After the prisoners of

of the Demilitarized Zone, as the area within which such

Repltriation Commission and the armed forces of India for

'l'IAS :!7s2
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hours on the

MARK W. CLARK
General, United States

Army
Commander-in-Chief,
United Nations

Conmand

/000

WIlLIAM K. HARRISON, JR.
Lieutenant General, United States

Army
Senior- Delegato,
United Nc>tions Command Delegation

1953, in English, Korean, and

PRESENT

Conunander,
Chinese People's

Volunteers

day of JULY

Done at Panmunjom, Korea, at

lie The provisions of SUb-para;;raph 3c 01. this agreement

5. This Agreement shall be abrogated upon the completion

119

the functions provided for in the Terms of Reference for

the complete freed"", of moveMent to, from, a.'ld within the

Neutral Nations Repatriation Co~nission shall be specifically

as well as the required material and equipment, for exercising

authorized by the Hilitary Armistice Commission to have

above-mentioned areas rl~sir.nated respectively by both sides

for the custody of prisoners of war.

enjoyed by those persoQ'lel mentioned above un~er Paragraph 11,

c
shall not be construed as derogating ~rom U,e privileges

Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission.

Article I of the Armistice Agreement.

NAM IL
General, Korean People's Army
Senior Delegate,
Delegation of the Korean People's

Army and the Chinese People's
Volunteers

of the mission provided for in the Tenn$ of rreference for

Chinese, all texts being equally authentic.

KIM 1L SUNG
Marshal, Democratic

People's Republic
of Korea

Supreme Commander,
Korean People's Army
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The armistice Agreement
and

Understanding Agreed upon at the LLAC

The Armistice Agreement· concluded at Panmunjon: orl.July 27,
1953 provided for the return of all prisoners of war deslrlng re
patriation. Paragraph 51 of the Armistice ~greement provides in
part as follows:

51. liThe release and repatriation of all prisoners of war
held in the custody 01' eaC!.1 side at the time this Armistice
Agreement becomes effective shall be effected in conformity
with the following provisions agreed upon by both sides prior
to the signing of this Armistice Agreement.

"a. ilithin sixty (60) days after this Armistice ~gree
ment becomes effective, each side shall, without offering any
hindrance, directly repatriate and hand over in groups all
those prisoners of war in its custody who insist on repatria
tion to the side to which they belonged at the time of capture.
Bepatriation shall be accomplished in accordance with the re
lated provisions of this Article. In order to expedite the
repatriation process of such persormel, eacr~ side shall, prior
to the signing of the Armistice Agreement, exchange the total
numbers, by nationalities, of personnel to be directly re
patriated. Eacii group of prisoners of i,var delivered to the
other side shall be accompanied by rosters, prepared by
nationality, to include na~e, rank (if any) anu internment
or military serial number.

\lb. Eacfi side shall release all those remalnlng
prisoners of war, who are not directly repatriated, from
its military control and :from its custody and hand them
over to tbe Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission for dis
position in accords.nce with the provisions in the Annex
hereto: 'Terms of Reference for Neutral Nations Repatriation
Commission. III

Paragrapb 54 prOVides:

"'I'he repatriation of all of the prisoners of war re
quired by Sub-paragrapL. 51a hereof shall be completed 'Hi thin
a time limit of sixty (60) days after this Armistice Agree
ment becomes effective. Within this time limit each side
undertakes to complete the repatriation of the above
mentioned prisoners of war in its custody at the earliest
practicable time. 1I

The Comprehensive characte~ of the Armistice provisions is
further em~nasized in the Terms of Reference for tbe Neutral
l\ations Repatria.tion Commission anne:<:ed to the Armistice Agreement
and mentioned in Paragraph 5lb. Paragraph 1 of t~e ~erms of
Reference prOVides in part as follows:
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"l. In order to ensure that all prisoners of war have
the opportunity to exercise their right to be repatriated
following an armistice, Sweden, Switzerland, Poland,
Czechoslovakia and India shall each be requested by both
sides to appoint a member to a Neutral Nations Repatriation
Commission which shall be established to take custody in
Korea of those prisoners of war who, while in the custody of
the detaining powers, have not exercised their right to be
repatriated. • ~.II .

Subsequent paragraphs provide a time table which would ensure
the relief from prisoner of war status to civilian status of any
prisoner of war not exercising the right to be repatriated.

The Armistice Agreement contains no exceptions to the
principle that all prisoners of war desiring repatriation are to
be returned.

The all inclusive character of this concept was expressly
recognized by both sides at the sixteenth meeting of the Militar
Armistice Commission on August 31, 1953. Relevant excerpts from
the minutes of that meeting are attached.

Attachment:

Relevant Excerpts from
Minutes oUQ.tl:l.,J~leeting
of N~C, August 31 , 1953.

~-,...j..:..<_ .,<""c",,;;;<>~"''';';C'''';':':'M-,~ ...,, .'.



Excerpt from
Minutes of the Sixteenth Meeting of the

Military Armistice Commission
August 31, 1953

,

KPA & CPV:

A. !lIn accordance with the armistice agreement and the
understanding between both sides on administrative details for
the operation of rep~triation of prisoners of war, and repatria
tion of prisoners of'war by both sides, at the present speed, will
soon be concluded. On August 29, 1953, our side stated at the
meeting of the Committee for the Repatriation of Prisoners of War
that our side will repatriate before the conclusion of the repatria
tion operation all prisoners of war in our custody who insist on
repatriation, but-;-o:n·'nfeOtheiF 'hand, your side has openly de
clared that your side will hold prisoners of war as hostages in an
attempt to retain a considerable number of the captured personnel
of our side.

B. "Army Secretary, Robert Stevens, of the United States
even indicated specifically that among them there would be over
250 captured personnel of the Chinese People's Volunteers. This
is an overt violation of international practice, the Geneva
Convention and the Korean Armistice Agreement. Facts show that
among the captured personnel of our side whom your side is
attempting to retain, there are: Pak Sang-Ryon, Li In-Choi,
Kim Tae-Hun, Sim Tae-Bong, Om Jong-Hyop, Li Jong-Jin, Lo Jae-Kil,
of the Korean People's Army and Wucheng-Te, Wang Fang, Wei Lim,
Li Yen, Sun Chen-Kwan, Li Te-Taai, of the Chinese People's
Volunteers, who have not y'et been returned to our side until now.
Your side should state in unequivocal terms whether your side is
ready to repatriate to our side in accordance with the armistice
agreement, all captured personnel of our side whom your side is
attempting to retain including those mentioned above. Your side
is requested to give an expeditious and responsible reply.1t

UN:

"We note that you refer to personnel of our side in your
custody as prisoners of war, and, you refer to personnel of your
side in our custody as captured personnel. In an attempt to
clarify any possible misunderstanding, do these two terms mean
exactly the same thing? If so, do you intend to return all
captured personnel of our side?"

KPA & CPV;

(

, "When the terms 'pri>egner of war' and ., captw;oed personnel'
are used by our side, ~t!.e,j,,£.,m~laQiD~.~j.s.t4~>same. We have repeatedly

Jmade definite statements that our side will repatriate, before the

conclusion
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conclusio:r; of. the repatriation o~erc;tion aU-£9;l?tu:::rE:lq,"l?~:r~,8E.:B:!?1
of your s1de 1n our custody who 1ns1st upon repatr1at10n.

,. '~~"'A "r'," .... _ ..__ ."", ..,,'~.' ., ..•.• _ •• _ _ ,,_ "J~-"-' "

A. "We have repeatedly pointed out that in raising this
question your side is merely seeking a pretext for retaining our
captured personnel.

B. "We request you to give us a clear answer whether your
side is going to ret~rn to our side before the conclusion of the
repatriation work all the prisoners of war who insist upon repatria
tion as is clearly provided in the armistice agreement, such as:
Pak Sang-Ryon, Li In-Choi, Kim Tae-Hun, Sin Tae-Bong, Le Jong-hyop:
Li Jong-Jin, Li Choi-Kyum, Lo Jee-Kil, of the Korean People's Army,
and W Ch'eng-Te, Wang Fang, Wei Lin, Li Yen, Sun Chen-Kwan,
Li Te-Tsai, of the Chinese People's Volunteers and others whose
number amounts to over 250, as well as enumerable other prisoners
of war who insist upon repatriation and whom your side keeps
forcibly under retention. 1I

UN:

"We give you exactly the same assurance that we have just re
ceived from you. We consider that the return of all tt.e captured
personnel in our custody desiring repatriation includes pre-captured
and post~captured offenders and suspects as well as witnesses to
such cases. Does your understanding agree with our understanding?"

KPA & CPV:

A. lJAccording to the agreement reached between both sides,
both sides are bound in duty to return directly all the prisoners
of war who insist upon repatriation. A large number of our captured
personnel who insist on repatriation are under your retention at
present. We would like to know if all such personnel as Pak Sang
Ryon and Jong-Jin, who insist upon repatriation and who are under
your retention are included in the list of the prisoners of war
for direct repatriation. In other words, is our underst~ding

correct that your side will return them to our side before the
conclusion of the repatriation work?

, \ .B. "Our side has repeatedly stated that our side will re-

Ipatriate bef.. o.re....the..co.. nc. lusion of .the repatriation operat1.'0.. n.....a.l.....l..captured personnel of your side who insist upon repatriation,
including tl:!.Q.§.e... p.xls.QPers of war who have conuni tted crime~.J~7~fo,re

9;r:'_-af-t§.:r::_._~!l.~~:r:_~_~J2_t~re.If .. .

UN:

"We will repatriate all prisoners of war exactly in conformity
with the provisions of the armistice agreement and according to the
present schedule. While I am not conversant with the names of the

individual
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individual prisoners you mentioned, however, all captured personnel
in our custody desiring repatriation are inclup.ed. fI

KPA & CPV:

UIn order to make the matter clear I will repeat. It is the
understanding of our side that you will return to our side the
personnel of our side who insist upon repatriation and whose names
I have just mentioned, above as well as all our personnel under your
detention who insist upon repatriation. Is this understanding of
ours correct?"

UN:

nAIl personnel of both sides who insist on repatriation will
be repatriated. I have no personal knowledge of the individuals
you mentioned, but if they are prisoners of war in our custody and
desire repatriation, they will be repatriated. Our side repeats
that both sides have agreed there are no exceptions. 1t

KPA & CPV: •
$II consider that since your top level authorities have openly

declared that your side will retain a large number of our captured
personnel, it is most important for your side to reply today that
those detained captured personnel will all be repatriated. Such
an answer will be beneficial to the smooth operation for the re~

patriation of prisoners of war."

UN:

UI have noted your observations and will forward them to the
proper authorities. Our. side believes that both sides are now in
complete agreement that there will be no exceptions. n



Compliance with the Armistice Agreement

The. United Nations Command has complied with its obligatioDII under
the Armistice Agreement, both those concerning prisoners of war and
those concerning the introduction of military personnel am combat
materiel into Korea.

With respect to prisoners, the Armistice Agreement in paragraph 51
provides for -the release and repatriation of all prisoners of war held
in the custody of each side at the time this .A.rm1stice Agreement becomes
effective••••" It vas UDderstood by both sides that this provision
included prisoners accused of pre-eapture or post-capture offenses. This
understanding vas explicitly stated by both sides at.a meeting of the
Military Armistice CollDlli.sion on August 31, 1953. (In this connection see
Tab~

At the time of the andstiC8, the UJdted Nations CommaDd held 418
CODlDl'UIlist prisoners accused of war crimes and 36 prisoners who were
witnesses with respect to those crimes. In addition the Command heLd 166
Communist prisoners accused of post-capture offenses, including murder,
and 118 prisoners who vere witnesses to those criaea. All of these
prisoners were repatriated to Communist custod1" by September 9, 1953.

The CODIIID1Jlista have accused the United Nations Command of 1l1egall,y
retaining 98,742 prisoners. The accusation is DOt. tne. This subject is
discussed in Tab::J.1. In fact, all prisoners who were in United Nations
CODllll8Ild custody at the time of the armtstice and who insisted upon
repatriation were repatriated in accordance with the provisioDII of the
Armistice Agreement.

The United Nations Command has also complied with the prOTisions of
the Armistice Agreement which relate to the introduction of JRilit&17
personnel and oombat materiel. Attached i. a United Statu Depart.meIIt of
Defense pres. release of Hay 29, 1954. This release includes memoranda to
the M':Uitary .Armistice ColllllJiasion from the Polish and Czech -.-bers of the
Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission charging the United Nations Co-.and
with a number of specific violations of the Armistice Agreement, and an
answering memorandum from the Swiss and Swedish members of the Neutral
Nations Supervillor,r Comm:i.8sion rebatting in detail t.he chargee ot the
Czech and Polish &embers. The llemoraDdum trem the Swiss and Swedish
members dated !faT 4, 1954 ends with this conclUilion,

ltThere is no deD1ing that the United Nationa Command has
laid itself wide open to inspection and observation by the
Neutral Nations Inspection Teams and has never attempted t.
conceal &Ill"thing from the Neutral lations SuperV'1sory Comm:18111on,
not even its mistakes and clerical shortcomings. There is no
evidence that the United laticD COJIIJIIEU¥i aide intentionally or
eYeIl inadvertently had violated those provisiona of the Armistice
Agreement, the application ot which is the CODCern of the Neutral
Nations Superviso17 ComJIillsion. As far as the SYedillh and Swiss
Members have been able to find the UDited Nations CoJlllll8.11d has
loyal.ly aDi sincerel.y abided by both the letter and the spirit of
the Armistice agreement."
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The Department of Defense today released the following two documents relating to the
Neutral Nations Supervisory qommission in Korea:

1. Memorandum of the Polish and Czechoslovak Members of the Neutral Nations
Supervisory Commission to the Military Armistice Commission of April 30
(A ttachment C).

2. Memorandum of the Swedish and Swiss Members of the Neutral Nations Supervisory
Commission to the Military Armistice Commission of May 4 (Attachment D).

The following additional documents, which also are pertinent, were previously made
public by the UNC at Panmunjom:

1. General Lacey's Letter of April 15 to the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission
(A ttachment A).

2. Memorandum of the Swedish and Swiss Members of the Neutral Nations Supervisory
Commission to the Senior Member, United Nations Command Military Armistice
Commission of May 4 (Attachment B).

Uzlder the terms of the Armistice Agreement both the UN Command and the Communist
side agreed to the formation of a Military Armistice Commission (MAC) whose function would
be to supervise the implementation of the Armistice Agreement and to settle through negotia
tion any violations of the Armistice by either side. The Armistice Agreement also provided
for the formation of a Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission (NNSC) which, functioning
under the MAC, was assigned among other responsibilities that of carrying out investiga
tions of alleged violations of the Armistice. Provision was also made for Neutral Nations
Inspection Teams (NNITS) which, under tlle supervision of the NNSC, .were to assist the
NNSC in carrying out its functions.

The most important function of the NNIT's was to insure that neither side increased its
military capability in North or South Korea through the build-up of military forces, equip
ment, and supplies. For this purpose, the Armistice Agreement stated that the NNIT's
would be stationed at specified ports of entry in both North and South Korea in order properly
to fulfill this mission. Furthermore, the Armistice Agreement provided that the Military
Armistice Commission, or the senior member of either side thereof, is authorized to request
the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission to conduct special ob5ervations and inspe<;;tions
at places outside the Demilitarized Zone where violations of this Armistice Agreement have
been reported to have occurred.

The NNSC is composed of repres,entatives from Switzerland and Sweden, chosen by the
United Nations side and of representatives of Communist Poland and Communist Czechoslo
vakia, chosen by the Communist side.

From the outset the activities of the NNSC indicated that the Czech and Polish members
were not "neutral" in their approach to the mission, functions, and responsibilities which
they had solemnly accepted as members of a neutral supervisory commission. It soon became

- 1 -



evident that the Polish and Czech ITleITlbers of the NNSC were following a specific line of
obstructionist tactics established and set forth by the senior cOITlmunist meITlber of the MAC.
These tactics apparently are intended to generate propaganda and intelligence opportunities
for the COITlITlunists while serving as a "cover" to prevent disclosure and investigation of the
ITlilita.ry build-up in North Korea.

On April 15, 1954, Maj. Gen. Lacey, senior UN member of the MAC, in a letter to the
NNSC (Attachment A) set forth a number of instances in which the NNSC had failed to act on
specific UN COITlITland requests for investigation of armistice violations by the COITlITlunist
side. T'he reply of the Swiss and Swedish members to General Lacey's letter (Attachment
B) stated that it had been impossible for the NNSC to investigate the UNC allegations because
of the negative attitude of the Chinese COITlmunist and North Korean military authorities, and
because of the restrictive t'lctics of the Polish and Czech ITlembers of the NNSC. The Swiss
and Swedish reply made clear ·their belief that the NNSC was under a clear obligation to carry
out these inve~tigationsr They declined, therefore, any responsibility for the state of affairs
resulting from the non-cooperation of their Czechoslovak and Polish colleagues who held
different views·.

The Polish and Czech zneznbers submitted an 8-page report (Attachment C) to the MAC
on alleged UN Coznznand violations of the Armistice Agreement and charged that it was the
UN Coznznand that was obstructing the successful execution of the inspection znissions assigned
to the NNSC.

In re'sponse to the Coznmunist report the Swedish and Swiss zneznbers of the NNSC, who
had been making a sincere attempt to carry out their re sponsibilitie s objectively, stated
in a separate memoranduzn to the MAC of May 4 (Attachment D) that they had rejected the
Polish and Czech report in its entirety, and that the report had been forwarded to the MAC
in the name of the Polish and Czech members only and without the agreeznent of the Swiss
and Swedish members. The Swiss and Swedish meznbers went on to coznznent on the report
submitted by the Czech and Polish members in considerable detail. In summing up their
views, the Swedish and Swiss members stated:

"These are some of the coznznents that Swedish and Swiss members want to present in
order to refute allegations which they consider to be a tissue of malicious fabrication,
gratuitous distortions, znisleading half-truths, and delusive insinuations without foundation
in reality. The methods resorted to consist largely in isolating facts and figures from their
proper context and in making sweeping generalizations on the basis of premises thus dis
torted.

"There is no denying that the United Nations Coznmand has laid itself wide open to in
spection and observations by the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams and has never attempted
to conceal anything from the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission, not even its mistakes
and clerical shortcomings. There is no evidence that the United Nations Command side in
tentionally or even inadvertently has violated those provisions of the Armistice Agreement,
the application of which is the concern of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission. As
far as the Swedish and Swiss meznbers have been able to find, the United Nations Command
has loyally and sincerely abided by both the letter and the spirit of the Armistice Agreement. "

In sum, the attached documents establish the necessity for good faith by all parties
concerned in the successful operation ·of an organization such as the NNSC. The conspicuous
lack of good faith on the part of the Communists is clearly responsible for the inability of
the NNSC to discharge the responsibilities assigned to it by the Armistice Agreement.
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ATTACHMENT "A"

GENERAL LACEY'S LETTER OF APRIL IS, 1954, TO THE NNSG

TO: The Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission:

1. For investigation of violations of the Armistice Agreement by the Korean People's
Army/Chinese People's Volunteers side, during the period 29 November 1953 to 9 February
1954, the following facts are presented for your immediate consideration.

2. On 29 November 1953, after the Korean People's Army/Chinese People's Volunteers
in a meeting of the Military Armistice Commission refused to submit a joint letter to the
Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission, the United Na.tio~s Command unilaterally requested
the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission to investigate the case of three soldiers ap
prehended by the United Nations Command on 19 November 1953 in the Joint Security Area.
The~e three soldiers were identified beyond question to be former soldiers of the Republic
of Korea Army. The place and date of their capture by the Korean People's Army/Chinese
People IS Volunteers was firmly established. Although ample evidence was available to
verify the fact that these persons were impressed into the Korean People's Army/Chinese
People's Volunteers military units, and were retained after 24 September 1953, a clear
violation of paragraph 51 of the Armistice Agreement by the Korean People's Army/
Chinese People's Volunteers, the Czech and Polish members of the Neutral Nations Super
visory Commission refused to participate in any proceedings for the consideration of this
critical matter as a violation of the Armistice Agreement.

3. On 18 December 1953, after the Korean People's Army/Chinese People's Volunteers
in another meeting of the Military Armistice Commission again refused to submit a joint
letter to the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission, the Unite~ Nations Command uni
laterally, and for the second time, requested the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission to
investigate the case of two individuals apprehended by the United Nations Command, South
of the Southern boundary of the Demilitarized Zone on 10 December 1953. These individuals,
as in the case of the three Republic of Korea Army persons previously cited, were also
identified beyond question to be former soldiers of the Republic of Korea Army who had been
impressed into the Korean People's Army/Chinese People's Volunteers military units. Their
retention after 24 September 1953 constituted a second clear violation of paragraph 51 of
the Armistice Agreement by the Korean People's Army/Chinese People's Volunteers. For
the second time, the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission failed to take any action on
a unilateral request from the Senior Member of a side as authorized in paragraphs 28 and 42F
of the Armistice Agreement. For the second time, the Czech and Polish members of the
Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission refused to participate in the performance of their
solemn obligation under the terms of the Armistice Agreement.

4. On 18 January 1954, and again on 26 January 1954, the United Nations Command sub
mitted separate unilateral requests to the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission to investi
gate specific military units of the several Republic of Korea Army persons, who had been
impressed into the military service of the Korean People's Army/Chinese People IS Volunteers,
in order to ascertain whether these and other individuals had also been forcibly detaine,p in
the territory under the military control of the Korean People's Army/Chinese People's
Volunteers. For the third and fourth time, respectively, the Czech and Polish members of
the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission again refused to cooperate in the investigation
of Korean People's Army/Chinese People's Volunteers violations of the Armistice Agreement.
The arguments presented by the members gave every indication of being mere excuses to
prevent the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission from confirxning Korean People's Army/
Chinese People IS Volunteers violations of the Armistice Agreement in the territory under the
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,military control of the Korean People's Army and the Chinese. People's Volunteers. Particu
larly significant, however, was the fact that the responses of the Polish and Czech members
as evidenced by an examination of the minutes of the 89th and 96th meetings of the Neutral
Nations Supervisory Commission, conformed to and appeared to be unduly influenced by the
contents of two prior letters of 19 January and 27 January, issued by the Senior Member of
the Korean People's Army and Chinese People's Volunteers, Military Armistice Commission,
as his reply to the United Nations Command unilateral requests submitted to the Neutral
Nations Supervisory Commission on 18 January and 26 January, respectively. Substantiation
of such influence is found in the following remark made by the Polish member and confirmed
by the Czech member, at the 96th meeting of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission:
"The Polish Del;egatiori also deems it its duty to declare that for the above stated reasons it
will not agree--'either now or in the future--to a request of one of the sides to conduct any
investigation in connection with the issue of retention of the captured personnel of the other
side--until settlemeI\t or understanding is 'reached on the matter by the two opposing sides or
by the forthcoming political conference. 11 Such a decision by the' Czech and Polish members
is considered by the United Nations Command to render the Neutral Nations Supervisory Com
mission ineffective for future investigation of any Armistice violations' relating to captured
Republic of Korea Army personnel impressed into Korean People's Army and Chinese People'
Volunteers military units.

5. Finally, on 9 February, 1954, the United Nations Command unilaterally requested the
Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission to investigate the illegal introduction of combat
material into the territory under the military control of the Korean People's Army and the
Chinese People's Volunteers, in violation of the Armistice Agreement. Names of places
and exact locations were included in this request of the United Nations Command. Before
the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission had officially announced its decision regarding
the United Nations Command request, the Senior Member of the Korean People's Army and
Chinese People's Volunteers, Military Armistice Agreement, addressed a letter to the Senior
Member of the United Nations Command, Military Armistice Commission, denying all the
facts presefited. Concurrently he forwarded an almost identical letter to the Neutral Nations
Supervisory Commission. The influence that this letter had on the proceedings of the Neutral
Nations Supervisory Commission cannot be discounted.

6. In attempting to veil these Korean People's Army and Chinese People's Volunteers
violations, the Senior Member of the Korean People's Army and Chinese People's Volunteers,
Military Armistice Commission, charged the United Nations Command with violations of the
Armistice Agreement, with no foundation in fact. In addition to labeling the United Nations
Command charges slanderous fabrication, the Senior Member of the Korean People's Army
and Chinese People's Volunteers, Military Armistice Commission, attempted to offset the
United Nations Command requests for investigation of violations by submitting unfounded
charges against the United Nations Command. In a letter dated 23 February 1954, the Neutra
Nations Supervisory Commission indicated its inability to carry out its pledged obligations
with regard to the United Nations Command requests of 9 February 1954. This letter was
received on 19 March 1954. This was the fifth time that the Czech and Polish members of
the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission refused to participate in the performance of
their duties as members of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission, in accordance with
the provisions of the Armistice Agreement.

7. Reliable information available to the United Nations Command shows that the Korean
People's Army and Chinese People's Volunteers have introduced operating combat aircraft
into the territory under the mil con of the Korean People's Army and the Chinese People's
Volunteers, and are introducing combat equipment in such a manner as to by-pass and evade
the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams at the ports of entry in the territory under the mil con
of the Korean'People's Army and the Chinese People's Volunteers, all of which acts are
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deliberate violations of the Armistice Agreement. Although the Senior Member of the United
Nations Command, Military Armistice Commission, has requested that investigation of these
violations be accomplished by the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission, the Senior Member
of the ~orean People's Army and Chinese People's Volunteers, Military Armistice Commission,
has stated that no such inspection could ever be permitted since the Korean People's Army and
Chinese People's Volunteers have not violated the agreement. The Senior Member of the Korean
People's Army and Chinese People's Volunteers, Military Armistice Commission, as the repre
sentative of his commanders, has clearly violated that portion of paragraph 17 of the Armistice
Agreement which states "the commanders of the opposing sides shall establish within their
respective commands all measures and provisions necessary to insure complete compliance
with all of the provisions hereof by all elements of their commands. They shall actively co
operate with one another and with the Military Armistice Commission and the Neutral Nations
Supervisory Commission in requiring the observance of both the letter and the spirit of all of
provisions of this Armi~ice Agreement. It

8. The United Nations Command has made every effort to fa'cilitate the operations of the
Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission in the territory under the mil con of the United
Nations Command and has in good faith complied with the letter and spirit of the Armistice
Agreement. The Neutral Nations Inspection Teams have been given maximum freedom to
inspect incoming and outgoing equipment according to the agreement. The Neutral Nations
Inspection Teams have been given access to documents listing combat materiel and military
personnel introduced into and evacuated from the territory under the military con of the
United Nations Command. With the aid of these documents they have been able to accomplish
their supervisory duties quickly and efficiently. At airfields the teams received information
on all arrivals and departures of aircraft including approximate flight appointment times,
type of aricraft, and flight numbers. The teams have been allowed to board cargo aircraft
to accomplish their inspections and inspections have been carried out daily. The United
Nations Command has always willingly and freely complied with requests of the Neutral
Nations Inspection Teams for additional information. The United Nations Command, in its
desire to carry out both the spirit and letter of the Armistice Agreement, has allowed the
above mentioned freedom to the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams in spite of the fact that it
has been obvious from the first that the Polish and Czech members of the Neutral Nations
In5pection Teams have been utilizing this very freedom for the purpose of taking advantage
of administrative errors and technical discrepancies to charge the United Nations Command
with deliberate efforts to violate the Armistice Agreement. If the United Nations Command
had intended to violate the Armistice Agreement it would have followed the system used
in the territory under the military control of the Korean People's Army and Chinese People's
Volunteers. In that territory the Neutral Nations Inspection T e ams have been so restricted
and handicapped by the established procedures that they have been unable to report or inves
tigate any possible violations of the Armistice. Since the Czech and Polish members of the
Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission have subscribed to and supported the views of the
Senior Member, Korean People's Army and Chinese People's Volunteers, Military Armis
tice Commission, before making proper investigations of violations to the Armistice Agree
ment, as requested by the Senior Member of the United Nations Command, Military Armis
tice Commission, it appears clear that the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission has
been paralyzed to such a degree that it cannot carry out its pledged obligations as outlined
under the terms of the Armistice Agreement. The acceptance of the Korean People's Army
and Chinese People's Volunteers views of the letters of 19 January, 27 January and 12
February, respectively, by the members from Poland and Czechoslovakia, without considera
tion of the evidence submitted by the United Nations Command, serves to prevent other in
vestigations for substantiated charges of violations of the Armistice Agreement committed
by the Korean People's Army and Chinese People's Volunteers.

9. It is obvious that the exercise of the full responsibilities of the Neutral ,Nations
Supervisory Commission is confined to the area of the United Nations Command. In the
territory under the military control of the Korean People's Army and the Chinese People's
Volunteers, the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission has been unable to conduct investi-
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gations as provided fc;>r in the ArIl1istice "AgreeIl1ent. The Czech and Polish Il1eIl1bers of the
Neutral Nations Supervisory COIl1Il1ission, and the Senior MeIl1ber of the Korean People's
Arxnyand the Chinese People's Volunteers, Military ArIl1istice COIl1Il1ission, have obstructed
the work of the Neutral Nations Supervisory COIl1Il1ission to date, and their recent stateIl1ents
appear to preclude the Neutral Nations Supervisory COIl1Il1is sion froIl1 ever perforIl1ing all
of its pledged obligations in the future. In view of the outright repudiation by the Korean
People's ArIl1Y and Chinese People's Volunteers of this portion of the ArIl1istice AgreeIl1ent,
and the inability of the Neutral Nations Supervisory COIl1Il1ission to carry out the obligations
charged to it by the saIl1e agreeIl1ent, the United Nations ComIl1and considers that its rights
as a signatory to the Arnlistice AgreeIl1ent have been denied it. There is to date no indication
that the Neutral Nations Supervisory COIl1Il1ission either can or will fulfill, in the area under
the Il1ilitary control of the Korean People's Army and Chinese People's Volunteers, the full
obligations which f~ Il1ernbers undertook by accepting office on the Neutral Nations Super
visory COIl1Il1ission. Neither has the Neutral Nations Superviso:x:y COIl1Il1ission acknowledged
the fact that in prohibiting' inspections lawfully requested by the United Nations COIl1mand
the Korean People's ArIl1y and Chinese People's Volunteers have, in effect, unilaterally
abrogated that part of the ArIl1istice AgreeIl1ent applicable to the functions of the Neutral
Nations Supervisory COIl1Il1ission in the territory under the Il1ilitary control of the Korean
People's ArIl1Y and Chinese People's Volunteers.

Signed J. K. Lacey, Maj. Gen., USAF
Senior MeIl1ber, USMAC
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ATTACHMENT "B"

May 4, 1954

TO: Senior Member, United Nations Command Military Armistice Commis sion.

FROM: Swedish and Swiss Members of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission.

With reference to your letter of 15 April 1954 directed to the Neutral Nations Super
visory Commission the Swedisl1;and Swiss members of the Commission submit the following
comments:

The armistice agreement signed on 27 July 1953 by the Commander-in-Chief, United
Nations Command, on the one hand, and the Supreme Commander of the Korean People's
Army and the Commander of the Chinese People's Volunteers, on the other hand, provides
for the establishment of a Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission. The nations, neutral
in the sense of the armistice agreement, who were called upon to appoint members to this
commission, were not consulted on the provisions or the armistice agreement that were
to rule its activities. The relevant provisions of the armistice agreement had therefore
to be accepted as they read, with the Military Armistice Commission being the sole authori
tative body in respect to their interpretation. It became apparent from the start that many
provisions of the armistice agreement were liable to be interpreted in different ways and
also that there were too many loopholes left to enable the application of thorough control
of the rotation of military personnel and of the replacement of combat materiel. Under the
circumstances it became evident that the abidance by the provisions of the armistice agree
ment came to depend more on the good will and on the good faith of the s.ignatories than on
the efficiency of the control activities of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission. In
addition, the operations of this commission were hampered by the fact that in many in
stances the vote of its four members was found to be equally divided, resulting in a dead
lock. The cases referred to in your letter met this fate. That is why no action could be
taken on your requests that neutral nations inspection teams be sent to the territory under
the military control of the Korean People's Army and the Chinese People's Volunteers
in order to investigate alleged violations of the armistice agreement. The Swedish and
Swiss members of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission maintained that the com
mission was under a clear obligation to carry out these investigations, as required both
by the letter and even more by the spirit of the ·armistice agreement and, therefore, they
decline any responsibility for the state of affairs resulting from the non-cooperation of
their Czechoslovak and Polish colleagues who held different views. The Swedish and Swiss
members also feel concern with regard to the negative attitude taken by the Korean People's
Army and Chinese People's Volunteers side with regard to some of the requests submitted
by your side. It is the considered opinion of the Swedish and Swiss members that lest some
of the provisions of the armistice agreement are to become completely inoperative, the
whole problem of supervision and especially of investigation concerning alleged violations
of the armistice agreement should be considered by the Military Armistice Commission for
further clarification. Under the present circumstances, the Neutral Nations Supervisory
Commission will not be in a position to operate as was probably intended by the signatories
of the armistice agreement. The Swedish and Swiss members are, furthermore. of the
opinion that the control activities of the fixed neutral nations inspection teams in the terri
tory under the military control of the Korean People's Army and the Chinese People's
Volunteers are not being carried out satisfactorily and in full accord with the spirit of the
armistice agreement, owing to the restrictive practices imposed on the activities of the
teams by their Czechoslovak and Polish members.

Signed: Paul Mohn, Major General
Swedish Member NNSC.
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ATTACHMENT "C"
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/s/ F. Bures
/t/ BURES, F. Lt. Gen.

Czechoslovak Member of the NNSC

This mission of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission lies precisely in exercis
ing supervision that during the Armistice no military reinforcements are introduced by the
signatory sides to the Armistice Agreement so as to ensure the stability of the Korean Arm
istice and facilitate the peaceful settlement of the Korean question.

Under the Armistice Agreement, the two sides which had taken part in the Korean War
invited the neutral nations and established the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission to
carry out the functions of supervision, observation, inspection and investigation, so as to
ensure that neither side violates the provisions of the Armistice Agreement. As stipulated
in paragraph 13 the supervision conducted by the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission
should ensure that neither side violates the provisions that no reinforcing military personnel,
combat aircraft, armoured vehicles, weapons, and ammunition may be introduced, and that
these combat materiel is replaced on the basis of piece-for-piece of the same effectiveness
and the same type. In case such violations are committed by either side, the Neutral Na
tions Supervisory Commission has the responsibility to report them to the Military Armis
tic e C ommis s ion.

Report of the Polish and Czechoslovak Members of the Neutral Nations
Supervisory Commission to the Military Armistice Commission Concerning
Introduction of Military Reinforcements Into Korea in Violation of the Armis
tice Agreement by the United Nations Command Side in the Period From
July 27, 1953, to April 15, 1954.

April 30, 1954

Facts enumerated in the report of April 15, 1954, signed by the Czechoslovak and Polish
Members on the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission have fully revealed that the Neutral
Nations Inspection Teams in the territory under the control of the United Nations Command
side have been operating under all sorts of restrictions and obstructions imposed by the Unite
Nations COIIll'Iland side, therefore, it is impossible for the Teams to conduct effective and

TO: The Military Armistice Commission

Annexed: Report of the Polish and Czechoslovak Members of the Neutral Nations Supervisory,
Commission to ilie Military Armistice Commission.

The Polish and Crzechoslovak Members of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission
submit to the Military Armistice Commission the report conc~rning introduction of military
reinforcements into Korea in violation of the Armistice Agreement by the United Nu.tions
Command side in the period from July 27, 1953, to April 15, 1954.

FROM: The Polish and Czechoslovak Members of the Neutral Nations Supervisory
Commission.

Polish Member of the NNSC

/s/ L. Krzemien
/t/ KRZEMIEN L. Maj. Gen.
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complete supervision and ins.pection of the combat materiel introduced by the United Na
tions Command side. However, judging merely from the data available under such circum
stances to the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission, the facts are already clear that
the United,Nations Command side is violating the Armistice Agreement by introducing mil
itary reinforcements and that the same side while introducing combat materiel, is violating
the explicit provisions of the Armistice Agreement stipulating that replacement may take
place only on the basis of "piece-for-piece of the same effectiveness and the same type ".
On the other hand, as it transpires from the results of the supervision and inspection con
ducted by the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission and its Neutral Nations Inspection
Teams, the Korean People's Army and the Chinese People's Volunteers side has always
been strictly observing the provision of the Armistice Agreement.

The Polish and Czecho.slovak Members of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission
consider it their responsibility to report to the Military Armistice Commission what they
have observed of the violations of t.he Armistice Agreement by the United Nations Command
side in introducing military reinforcements since the Armistice.

II

Sub-paragraph l3d of the Armistice Agreement prohibits "the introduction into Korea
of reinforcing. combat aircraft, armoured vehicle s, weapons and ammunition ". The same
sub-paragraph further stipulates that combat materiel shall be replaced "on the basis of
piece-for-piece of the same effectiveness and the same type". Thus, it is perfectly clear

. that an item of combat materiel may only be replaced piece for piece by the same amount
of combat materiel of the same effectiveness and the same type.

Under the restrictions and obstructions imposed on the Neutral Nations Inspection
Teams by the United Nations Command side, the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission
as well as the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams is actually unable to conduct normal, com
plete and effective supervision and inspection of the introduction of combat materiel by the
United Nations Command side. Thus, the data possessed at present by the Neutral Nations
Supervisory Commission concerning the introduction of military reinforcements by the
United Nations Command side in violation of the Armistice Agreement are apparently very
incomplete. However, these data, though incomplete, have already made it incumbent on
the Polish and Czechoslovak Member s of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commis sion to
draw the conclusion that since the Armistice the United Nations Command side has been all
along introducing military reinforcements in violation of the relevant provision of the
Armistice Agreement.

In the file of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission, there are numerous re
ports from the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams as well as other data and statistics con
cerning such violations of the Armistice Agreement committed by the United Nations Com
mand side. The summary reports and evaluations of the Neutral Nations Supervisory
Commis sion concerning the rotation of military per s onnel and replacement of combat ma
teriel for the period from July to November 1953, have also revealed such facts. The
Military Armistice Commission has all these documents on file, therefore in this report
only a few examples will be cited to illustrate the situation now in existence.

Since the Armistice, the United Nations Command side has never observed the provi
sion concerning "piece-for-piece of the same effectiveness and the same type" on the in
troduction of combat materiel. Take combat aircraft as an example, the United Nations
Command side successively introduced into Korea, during the period of eight months be
tween August 1953 and March 1954, more combat aircraft in fifteen types than it had
shipped out, in violation of the provisions of the Armistice Agreement. And these air
craft all are major types of combat aircraft used in Korea, including bombers like B-26-B,
and B-26-C. reconnaissance bombers like RB-26, reconnaissance fighters like RF-80-C.
fighters like F-5l, as well as various types of jet fighters, including F-84-C, F-86-Fl,
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F-86-FIO, F-86-F30, F-94-B etc. The statistics by the end of March 1954, show that the
United Nations Command side has already introduced 97 combat aircraft in these types
more than it shipped out. These facts of over introduction of certain types of reinforcing
combat aircraft have been specifically pointed out both in the summary reports and the
evaluation made by the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission concerning the rc1tation
and replacement for the periods from July to September and from October to November
1953.

In order to ensure that replacements are carried out on the basis of piece-for-piece of
the same effectiveness and the same type, all types and subtypes of combat aircraft, ar
moured vehicles, weapons and ammunitions must be subjected to complete supervision and
inspection. The Neutr~l Nations Supervisory Commission has adopted a resolution that sub
types of these combat.materiel should be reported. However, the United Nations Command
side still refuses to report the' subtypes of combat aircraft.

The Military Armistice Commis sion has reached an agreement on a clear definition of
combat aircraft providing that combat aircraft are: "/1/ aircraft which are designed to
expend destructive ordnance and which even though not equipped with weapons at a given
time, can have weapons installed in them at any time, and /2/ aircraft designed for weather,
photography, and visual reconnaissance or tactical air coordination". But, the United
Nations Command side, disregarding the Agreement on the definition of combat aircraft
reached in the Military Armistice Commission in which it took part, unilaterally declared
that certain types of combat aircraft were not combat aircraft and refused to report their
introduction into Korea. The number of such aircraft introduced into Korea but unreported
by the United Nations Command side and discovered by the Neutral Nations Inspection
Teams in spite of various restrictions and obstructions imposed by that side, has amounted
to 177 up to April 15. 1954.

Sub-paragraph 13d of the Armistice Agreement explicitly stipulates that combat ma
teriel shall be introduced into or shipped out of Korea for replacement purposes only
through the ports of entry enumerated in the, Armistice Agreement. Nevertheless, the
Neutral Nations Inspection Teams have discovered that the United Nations Command side
introduced combat ai~craft into Korea by-passing ports of entry specified in the Armistice
Agreement.

For example, the Neutral Nations Inspection Team at Taegu has discovered after in
vestigation that one combat aircraft of the United Nations Command side /VB-17 48-3798/
had been introduced into Korea outside the specified ports of entry in the period of Decem
ber 1953-January 1954. This is a serious violation of the provisions of the Armistice
Agreement.

Disassembled parts, dismantled parts and spare parts of combat aircraft, armoured
vehicles, weapons and ammunition can be assembled into items of such combat materiel
or used to strengthen their effectiveness. Therefore, in order to ensure that replace
ments shall be carried out "on the basis of piece-for-piece of the same effectiveness and
the same type ", and that no reinforcing combat materiel shall be introduced, disassembled
parts, dismantled parts and spare parts of such combat materiel should be supervised and
inspected by the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission. In vie~ of this, the Neutral
Nations Supervisory Commission has adopted a resolution instructing the Neutral Nations
Inspection Teams to carry out supervision and inspection of disassembled parts and spare
parts of combat materiel. However, up to now, the United Nations Command side still
refuses to allow the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission and its Neutral Nations
Inspection Teams to carry out the supervision and inspection of such disassembled parts,
dismantled parts and spare par ts.

It must be pointed out, that on October 12, 1953, while charging the Korean People '5

Army and Chinese People 's Volunteers side with the alleged introduction of reinforcing
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combat aircraft in crates, before the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission, the United
Nations Command side indicated that the introduction of combat materiel in the form of
disassembled parts, dismantled parts and spare parts was a violation of the Armistice
Agreement, and hence it requested that an investigation be conducted. It was proved as a
result of the investigation that the allegation was entirely false and no violation of the
Armistice Agreement had been committed, it indicates, however, that the United Nations
Command side considers disassembled parts, dismantled parts and spare parts to be com
bat materiel. Thus the stand of the United Nations Command side refusing the supervision
and inspection of such combat materiel not only runs counter the provisions of the Armistice
Agreement but also is contradictory to its own stand, while bringing the charge against the
Korean People's Army and the Chinese People's Volunteers side.

Only according to the v~ry incomplete data possessed by the Neutral Nations Supervi
sory Commission, in the fi~st seven months of the operation of the Neutral Nations Super
visory Commission up till the end of February 1954, the United Nations Command side has
introduced large quantities of disassembled parts, dismantled parts and spare parts of
combat materiel without subjecting them to the supervision and inspection of the Neutral
Nations Supervisory Commission. These parts can at least be assembled into weapons of
the following nomenclatures and quantities:

"'

Guns and howitzers of different calibers
Machine guns of different calibers
Rocket Launchers of different calibers
Mortars of different calibers

465
1,365
6,400

145

As to the introduction of the above combat materiel the United Nations Command side,
in disregard of the" provisions of the Armistice Agreement and the resolutions of the Neu
tral Nations Supervisory Commission unilaterally declared that since they were disassem
bled parts, dismani:led parts and spare parts, the United Nations Command side refused to report
them to the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission and rejected the supervision and in
spection of the Commission. It is beyond the shadow of doubt that such introduction consti
tutes a reinforcement of military strength. In shipping in such combat materiel into Korea
and rejecting the supervision and inspection of such combat materiel by the Neutral Nations
Supervisory Commission, the United Nations Command side has in both cases violated the
provisions of the Armistice Agreement.

The United Nations Command side's refusal of reporting the introduction of disassem
bled parts, dismantled parts and spare parts of combat materiel to the Neutral Nations Su
pervisory Commission and the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams makes supervision and
inspection of a considerable portion of combat materiel of that side impossible. The intro
duction into Pusan of 106 mortars cal. 4.2 by the United Nations Command side which was
disclosed on September 4, 1953, by the Neutral Nations Inspection Team stationed at Pusan
has confirmed that the United Nations Command side has actually been making use of this
pretext to introduce reinforcing combat materiel. The United Nations Command side did
not report at all the introduction of this shipment of weapons to the Neutral Nations Super
visory Commission and the Neutral Nations Inspection Team. The Neutral Nations Inspec
tion Team merely discpvered unexpectedly and by chance many suspicious-looking boxes
among a pile or other cargo. Upon the insistence of the Team personnel the boxes were
opened and what was discovered were dismantled parts of brand-new mortars. Further
investigation established that these weapons constituted a total of 106 complete sets of
brand -new mortar s cal. 4. 2, contained in 318 separate boxe s with each complete set of
mortar packed up in three boxes.

The United Nations Command side has been introducing reinforcing combat materiel
in a great variety of ways. The practice of the United Nations Command side of refusing
to report the introduction of disassembled parts, dismantled parts and spare parts on the
one hand and shipping ill con-lbat =ateriel under the guise of disassembled parts, dismantled
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parts and spare parts on the other is a kind of tactics of concealing complete items as parts
while introducing combat materiel, The practice of reporting incomplete items as com
plete ones is employed while shipping out replaced combat materiel, Such practice has
been frequently found out by the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams. For example the United
Nations Command side reported on February I, 1954, that 12 mortars, 4.2 caliber, 9
mortars, 81 mm. and 2700 rifles, cal. .30 would be shipped out of Korea through Pusan
for replacement purposes. However, the results of the actual supervision and inspection
by the Neutral Nations Inspection Team showed that some parts of these weapons as tubes
of mortars, barrels and receivers of rifles were shipped out instead of complete mortars
and rifles. Furthermore, it has been frequently and conspicuously observed that when the
United Nations Command side was shipping out replaced armoured vehicles, most of the
weapons on the vehicles were stripped off and kept in Korea, whereas the replacing ar
moured vehicles iqtroduced into Korea by the United Nations Command side were all fully
equipped with weapons. !\ccording to the r'esults of supervision and inspection by the per
sonnel of the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams up to March 17: 1954, the United Nations
Command side had taken from outgoing armoured vehicles some 160 machine guns cal.
.50, M1919A1, 140 machine guns cal. .30, M2 and 15 mortars cal. 81mm Ml.

What is more frequently found out by the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams is the
practice of the United Nations Command side of under-reporting incoming and over-report
ing outgoing shipments while introducing reinforcements of combat materiel. For example,
in September, 1953, the United Nations Command side reported 249 incoming combat air
craft, while merely according to the data based on the very incomplete supervision and
inspection by the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams conducted under restrictions and ob
structions, the United Nations Command side introduced during that month 435 combat
aircraft, which means that within only one month the United Nations Command side has
illegally introduced 186 combat aircraft. Furthermore, the Neutral Nations Inspection
Team in Pusan found out in January 1954, that the ammunition brought into the port of
Pusan on board LST 520 was four times larger than the number reported to the Team by
the United Nations Command side. The over -reporting of outgoing shipments can be
illustrated by the removal of armour ed vehicles by the United Nations Command side in
October 1953. The United Nations Command side reported in October 1953 to the Neutral
Nations Supervisory Commission 145 outgoing LVT-M4's and LVT-M5's whereas the
Neutral Nations Inspection Teams established that the number of armoured vehicles actval
ly shipped out was only 74. The discrepancy amounts to 71. Such a practice of over-re
porting outgoing combat-materiel the United Nations Command has adopted, creates the
p os sibilitie s to intr oduce military reinforcements.

The above-illustrated practice employed by the United Nations Command side of
under-reporting incoming shipments and converting complete items into parts while intro
ducing combat materiel and over-reporting outgoing shipments and reporting incomplete
items as complete ones, while removing combat materiel, is only what the Neutral Na
tions Inspection Teams could discover through supervision and inspection under the vari
ous restrictions and obstructions imposed by the United Nations Command side. Since
the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission and the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams
have been unable to carry out a normal, effective, and complete supervision and inspec
tion in the territory under the control of the United Nations Command side, the Polish and
Czechoslovak Members of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission can neither make
a complete report on this state of affairs nor give the exact figures of the reinforcing com
bat materiel introduced into Korea by the United Nations Command side since the Armis
tice. However, taking into account the very incomplete data possessed at present by the
Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission, the quantity of reinforcing combat materiel
introduced by the United Nations Command side has already been very great.

Furthermore another matter related to the introduction of combat materiel by the
United Nations Command side must also be indicated here. During the five months frOIn
9ctober 1953 to February 1954, the United Nations Command side reported as destroyed,
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daInaged, worn out, or used up to the Neutral Nations Supervisory COInInission and the
Military ArInistice COInInission SOIne 130 Inillions rounds of cartridges of different cali
bers and seIne 1,100,000 rounds of shells of different calibers. On the basis of such re
ports the United Nations COInInand side Inay be in a position to introduce the saIne
aInount of cartridges and shells of the saIne calibers, and has, in fact, already introduced
considerable aInounts of theIn.

This store of cartridges Inay supply 1,300,000 soldiers using sInall arInS if each Inan
is to be issued 100 rounds, and each soldier Inay be issued about 650 rounds if 200,000
soldiers using sInall arInS are to be supplied. If this store of shells is used to supply
1,000 guns, there will be Inore than 1,000 rounds per gun at an average. The Neutral
Nations Supervisory COInInission has not inspected the cOInbat Inaterie1 reported to have
been destroyed, daInaged, ~Qrn out or used up nor are the Polish and Czechoslovak MeIn
bers of this COInInission inclined to speculate on it, however, it is rather inconceivable
that the aInount of aInInunition destroyed, daInaged, worn out or used up by the United Na
tions COInInand side during the ArInistice should have been so huge, and therefore the
Polish and Czechoslovak MeInbers of the Neutral Nations Supervisory COInInission deeIn
it necessary to take it up in this report.

III

The above-cited facts reveal that the United Nations COInInand side has been continu
ously violating the ArInistice AgreeInent by introducing Inilitary reinforceInents ever since
the ArInistice. The existence and continuance of such a state of affairs is iInperilling the
stability of the Korean ArInistice.

The situation is all the Inore serious as the United Nations ComInand side, while re
inforcing its Inilitary strength in violation of the ArInistice AgreeInent, restricts and ob
structs in various ways the work of the Neutral Nations Inspection TeaIns stationed in the
ports of entry in the territory under its ,control. Because of such restrictions and obstruc
tions by the United Nations COInInand side, the Neutral Nations Supervisory COInInission
has only been able to exercise fully its functions in the territory under the control of the
Korean People's ArIny and the Chinese People's Volunteers side whereas the work of its
Neutral Nations Inspection TeaInS stationed in the territory under the control of the United
Nations COInInand side, has been seriously restricted and the prescribed norInal and effec
tive supervision and inspection on the rotation and replaceInent by the United Nations COIn
Inand side rendered iInpossible in substance. The Czechoslovak and the Polish MeInbers of
the Neutral Nations Supervisory COInInission in their report subInitted to the Military
ArInistice COInInission on April 15, 1954, have already enuInerated the facts disclosing
such restrictions and obstructions and called the attention of the Military ArInistice COIn
Inission thereto.

The Polish and Czechoslovak MeInbers of the Neutral Nations Supervisory COInInission
fully realizing the seriousness of the situation deeIn it their responsibility to subInit this
report to the Military ArInistice COInInission. The Polish and Czechoslovak MeInbers of
the Neutral Nations Supervisory COInInission consider it necessary to request that the
United Nations COInInand side should iInInediately cease violating the ArInistice Agree
Inent by introducing Inilitary reinforceInent, and stop the restrictions and obstructions
on the Neutral Nations Supervisory COInInission and the Neutral Nations Inspection TeaIns.

The United Nations COInInand side should take effective Ineasures to enable the Neu
tral Nations Supervisory COInInission to exercise its legitiInate functions in accordance
with the ArInistice AgreeInent in the territory under the control of its cOInInand so as to
ensure the stability of the Korean ArInistice and the peaceful settleInent of the Korean
question.
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ATTACHMENT "D"

To:

From:

Military Armistice Commission.

Swedish and Swiss Members of the Neutral Nations
Supervisory Commission.

Panmunjom, 4 May, 1954.

On 29 April the Polish Member of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission submitted
for the consideration of the Commission, at its l24th meeting, a draft to a report to be directed
to the Military Armistice Commission. The Swedish and th~ Swiss Members of the Neutral Na
tions Supervisory Commission rejected this draft in its entirety. The Czechoslovak and Polish
Members thereupon decided to forward the document to the Military Armistice Commission in
their own name.

The Czechoslovak and Polish Members are, of course, perfectly free to convey to the Mili
tary Armistice Commission whatever views and opinions they hold. As this particular document
claims to be based, however, on facts and figures collected by the Neutral Nations Inspection
Teams, the Swedish and Swiss Members feel called upon to present a few comments to the re
port submitted by the Czechoslovak and Polish Members to the Military Armistice Commission.

In the introductory part of their report the Czechoslovak and Polish Members charge the
United Nations Command side with (a) obstructing and restricting the activities of the Neutral
Nations Inspection Teams, (b) introducing military reinforcements into Korea, (c) violating the
provisions of the Armistice Agreement under which replacements of combat materiel shall be
made piece-for-piece of the same effectiveness and the same types.

The contention that the United Nations Command side has obstructed and restricted the
activities of the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams is utterly ridiculous. The United Nations

Command ha s from th;" ~~.:.:::.~o_le-r:.:~;~~~r~~~~~!.~~.Y~4~.Y...S:,2~~~.::;t~ci~Hll tll,e ,Neut;t;,al
NaTIons .Su,Eervisory ComII1i.!!.sion..2:i~>!sInspection Teams. Errors and mistakes have admit
tedly occurred and there have also been cases of omission. but never has any intention of cir
cumvening the provisions of the Armistice Agreement been proved. The Neutral Nations In
spection Teams have been in th~ unique position of being able to check on the movements of
goods amounting to many millions of tons in the seaports of Pusan. inchon and Kunsan, and on
the movements of aircraft amounting to many thousands of planes. With such a considerable
turnover, it is obvious that some allowance must be made for discrepancies and inaccuracies.

There is no evidence whatso!~,z:..tosh9~~~~ite.£~,,~mr:;:~~~i~~Jn-

creas 'ts comba.t stren th in Korea since the Armistice A~emept~~Pl,lt, ,!;l,~2~,:!i.ce. On the
contrary, the Swedish and Swiss Members conc uded, in their evaluation on rotation"";;'rmili
tary personnel and replacement of combat materiel for the months of October - November 1953,
that the United Nations Command side had considerably reduced its over-all combat strength
during this period. The same trend has prevailed in the following months. In this connection
it should be noted that, contrary to the assertion of the Czechoslovak and Polish Members. the
Neutrfl.l Nations Supervisory Commission as such has not submitted any evaluation report for
the months of October - November 1953.

The charge th.at the Uz;ite~ Nations Command side has violated the provisions of the Armi:

~~:"-~r~~me.~;elati~~,,~~ere,p.~~ent...;1..<;"9.m...~..,~4~_l".e,;~~,s<~""., Jh~.~~~aEZ.
effechveness and 01 tile same~.~""E1~1!.L~J?.E..9~~l..at..t:hz2..~as.;~.abf~, of."t~,~,••~,~.~;3;.~",
and Polish Members. Their way of reasoning may be illustrated by a statement in the eva:r~'
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uation of rotation of military personnel and replacement of combat materiel which they sub
mitted to the Military Armistice Com.m.ission for the m.onths of October - Novem.ber 1953. The
statem.ent relates to the replacem.ent of training aircraft designated as T-33 which, besides, is
no com.bat aircr:aft. The contention of the Czechoslovak and Polish Mem.bers is that the United
Nations Com.m.and side is violating the provisions of the replacem.ent piece-for-piece of the
same effectiveness and the sam.e type by having T-33's replaced by T-33A's. The absurdity of
this accusation appears from. the fact that all T-33's in South Korea are T-33A's. The Czecho
slovak and Polish Mem.bers persist, however, in yielding to the sam.e m.isapprehensions with
regard to other types of aircraft.

In the first period after the signing of the Arm.istice Agreem.ent the United Nations Com.
m.and side strictly reported types of com.bat aircraft as required by the provisions of the Arm.i
stice Agreem.ent. When the Neu~ral Nat,ions Inspection Team.s started their "ontrol operations
som.e three weeks after the Arm.ifjtice Agreem.ent had been signed, they also Cbnfined them.
selves to reporting of types only of com.Qat aircraft. Subsequently they extended their reporting
to include sub-types (m.odela) as well, and the United Nations Com.m.and side, for its part,
adopted the sam.e procedure, although there was no obligation to do so under the provisions of
the Arm.istice Agreem.ent.

The assertion of the Czechoslovak and Polish Mem.bers that "the United Nations Com.m.and
..;s;,;i;d::,;e::...;s:.,:t:.:i.:,H:..;r;.;e;;,:ll;;.;u;;.s;;;.e.;,;;s.,;,to_r;;.·e~.;;o~-;;,;;t~th_,;;e H...,;;;~~;,;;;b...':...t~~;-~~ ...0iii.!of.,;~;,;~;;,·m.;,;;·:.;,·b;,·;;~·,;t..;·';';;;1;.;·';"~C~';:~.ft:'~1;th~;···'T~;;~~reif untoun~.
T 1S assertlon seem.s to be based on their ignorance of the definition of the wor 1 su _ ype lt

which, contrary to their belief, has nothing to do with varying serial num.bers of aircraft.

Due to the fact that, in the beginning, types only, and no sub-types, were reported either
by the United Nations Com.m.and or the Neutral Nations Inspection Team.s, som.e doubts have
arisen with regard to som.e replacem.ent figures. The Czechoslovak and Polish Mem.bers
bluntly infer, for exam.ple, that the United Nations Com.m.and side by 30 Novem.ber 1953 had
introduced four m.ore com.bat aircraft F-94 than it had shipped out, and, in addition, that F-94's
had been replaced by F-94B's which they aSl'um.ed to be an im.prQved version of the F-94. There
are, however, two facts they om.it to take into consideration: (1) that before the Neutral Nations
Inspection Team.s started their control operations the United Nations Com.m.and reported to have
flown out nine F _94' s m.ore than it had introduced and thus even with due s;onsideration 'for the
figures of the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams had built up a credit of six F-94's by 30 Novem.
ber 1953 (one aircraft was m.issed in the counting of the Czechoslovak and Polish Mem.bers); (2)
that there is no difference between the F-94 and the F-94B and thus, in fact, all aircraft in this
class should be listed as F-94B. The conclusions of the Czechoslovak and Polish Mem.bers are
therefore fallacious and com.pletely m.isleading.

The Czechoslovak and Polish Mem.bers quote the definition agreed upon by'the Military
Arm.istice Com.m.ission with regard to "eom.bat aircraft" as referred to by the Arm.istice Agree
m.ent. The definition, of 28 Novem.ber 1953, reads as follows:

"( 1) Aircraft which are designed to expend destructive
ordnance and which, even though not equipped with weapons at
a given tim.e, can have weapons installed in them. <;1.t any tim.e;
and (2) Aircraft designed for weather, photography, and visual
reconnais sance or tactical air coo rdination".

The application of this definition on aircraft in the territory under the m.ilitary control of
the United Nations Com.m.and - as is well known not a single aircraft has been reported as in
com.ing or outgoing in the territory under the military control of the Korean ~eople 's Arm.y and
the Chinese People's Volunteers - has m.et with little difficulties as far as the Neutral Naj:ions
Inspection Team.s are concerned. They were anyway in a position to check on all incom.ing and
outgoing aircraft, both com.bat and non-combat, and as a m.atter of routine they reported to the
Neutral Nations Supervisory Com.m.ission, long before the definition of com.bataircraft was
given, all training aircraft that cam.e within the range of their observations. No instructions to
that effect had, however, been issued.
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April 10th; 1954

"HEADQUARTERS
UNITED NATIONS COMMAND MILITARY ARMISTICE COMMISSION

for flight instruction and
Similarly, it has been

The T-6 is an aircraft used extensively as a training plane
general utility flying. It contains no armor or armament.
designated by the letter "Til - for training.

c.

d. The TBM and the TBM-3R are former World War II naval combat aircraft which have
also been stripped of armor and armament and are used as utility aircraft for per
forming routine administrative missions and cargo flights.

f. The T-33 is an aircraft designed expressly for training purposes and is not designed t
expend destructive ordnance. This airplane provides spaces for instructor and studen
dual control and carries no armor. It is used for instruction and instrument training.

g. The TV-2 closely resembles the T-33. It, too, is designed for training and not de
signed to expend destructive ordnance. It provides spaces for pilot and student, has n
armor and is used for instruction and instrument training.

3. None of these World War II aircraft could be converted into combat aircraft without extens
modification, and even were an attempt made to so modify them they would be completely obs
lete for combat purposes. As you know, the TV-2, T-33, and T-6 have never been designed
for combats •

2. I have been instructed to inform you that:
a. The TB-17 and TB-26 are former World War II bombers which have been stripped of

their guns, bomb racks, armor plate and other distinctive features of a combat air
craft. These types of aircraft are now used for utility and training flights. That is
the reason they have been designated by the letter "T" - for training.

b. The VB-17, an old B-17, is also a former World War II bomber which has been ex
tensively modified for personnel transport. Similar to the TB-17, it also has been
stripped of its armament. That is the reason it has been designated by the letter "VI<.

e. The P2V is a patrol bomber stripped of armor and armament and is used in Korea
as a transport aircraft.

Memorandum for: Major General' Mohn, Senior Swedish
Delegate, NNSC.

1. Reference is made to your recent informal request on why the TB-17, VB-17, T-33, TV
T BM-3R and P2V are not considered combat aircraft.

The United Nations Command side, for its part, never considered training aircraft to be
comb<;it aircraft and therefore did not list them in the reports which, under para. 13 of the
Armistice Agreement, the sides have to submit daily to the Military Armistice Commission a
to the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission. The Swedish Member, although convinced
personally that training aircraft could not be considered as coming under the definition of com
aircraft as agreed upon by the Military Armistice Commission, followed up a suggestion once
made by the Polish Members and asked the United Nations Command to clarify its position on
the subject. The reply reads as follows:

•
I.
j
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4. You will note that the characteristics listed above are not those of United Nations combat
aircraft. Accordingly, they are not reported as combat aircraft.

HOBART HEWETT
Brigadier General; USA
Chief of Staff".

The se explanations fully confirmed the view s held by the Swedish and Swiss Member s on
this matter. Consequently, in their opinion the introduction into South Korea of 177 training air
craft up to 15 April 1954, as claimed by the Czechoslovak and Polish Members, is completely
irrelevant to the observation of the Armistice Agreement. Moreover, it is remarkable that
the Czechoslovak and Polish Members fail to mention, in this connection, that during the period
under review, 164 training aircraft were flown out of South Korea.

The case of the aircraft VB-17 No. 48-3798 is even more revealing of the methods used by
the Czechoslovak and Polish Members for imputing violations of the A:tnlistice Agreement to the
United Nations Command side. The characteristics of this aircraft are given in the memorandum
of the United Nations Command quoted above. The VB-17 is obviously not a combat aircraft
as defined by the Military Armistice Commission. The Neutral Nations Inspection Team.at
Kangnung, upon inspection of a VB-17, reached the same conclusion and, llpon inquiry, reported
its findings to the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission in its cable No. 190 which reads
as follows:

"According to NNIT record of the ~eeting of 6 March the mentioned plane on 5 and
6 March was a VB-17 stop That plane was not reported to NNSC as it is no combat
aircraft stop NNIT Kangnung. "

The four officers responsible for the dispatch of this cable were: First Lieutenant
Leunberg~r (Switzerland), Captain Smolick (Czechoslovakia), Major Norrby (Sweden), and
Major Hanba (Poland). The actual inspection was carried out jointly by a Swedish and Czecho
slovak officer. They found that the bomb-bay doors were sealed and, furthermore, that the
space previously allotted for the storage of bombs had been converted into a sitting room
with a pantry and a bar. Therefore, the Czechoslovak Member of the Inspection Sub-team
agreed that the listing of this aircraft as a combat aircraft was out of the question. The
charges brought against the United Nations Command by the Czechoslovak and Polish Members
of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission are thus in flagrant contradiction with the
findings of their own military observers.

The Czechoslovak and Polish Members point to a discrepancy between the figures reported
by the United Nations Command side and by the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams respectively
on combat aircraft during the month of September 1953, claiming that the United Nations Com
mand side "illegally" introduced 186 planes. This assertion is based on a misunderstanding.
Until the latter part of October the reports of the United Nations Command side on replac e
ments carried the date on which they were issued, with no reference to the date when the re
placements actually took place. The reports of the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams, on the
other hand, indicated the date on which combat materiel was int"roduced or shipped out. Thus,
the United Nations Command side included in its October reports planes which the Neutral
Nations Inspection Teams listed as incoming or outgoing in September.

Similar remarks can be made with regard to other types of combat aircraft.. Contrary to
what is stated in the report of the Czechoslovak and Polish Members no "over-introduction"
of, for example, B-z6 B has oc.curred. Both according to the figures of the United Nations Com
mand and those of the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams, there is a comfortable safefy margin.
The same goes for B-z6 C. According to the figures of the United Nations Command there ap
pears to be an excess of four units in this category, but this is due to the fact that in the beginning
the B-z6 B and the B-26 C were reported as B-z6. All B-Z6 are either B-Z6 B or B-z6 C and this
has to be taken into account before insinuations of armistice violations are made.
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For the sake of the record the Swedish and Swiss Members report the tentative figures for
outgoing and incoming combat aircraft on the United Nations Command side up to 31 March 1954
according to the reports of the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams.

In the same way. RB-26 C have been reported as RB-26 and F-51 D as F-5l. As in the
case of F-84 G, RF-80 C and F-86 Fl, the assertions made by the Czechoslovak and Polish
Members are based on erroneous calculations. Similarly, F-86 F-30 and F-86 F-IO were
orginally reported partly as F-86 and partly as F-86 F. Some planes in this category have
even been reported by the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams as F-86 E and F-86 G which are
unknown to the United Nations Command and therefore belong under a different category. With
regard to the sub-type F-86 F the United Nations Command has built up a considerable credit.

The Czechoslovak and Polish Members are unable to distinguish between types, sub-types
and serial numbers or else they attempt to confuse the issue. They claim that the United Na
tions Command side has exceeded its credit in fifteen types of aircraft4 but they only mention
two, the F-51 and the RB-26. They furthermore list five sub-types and, in addition, refer to
three identifications wh.ich are· neither types nor sub-types.

. r

In their evaluation On rotation of military personnel and replacement of combat materiel
for October - November 1953 the Swedish and Swiss Members have pointed to the possibility
that with regard to a few sub-types the United Nations Command side may have slightly ex
ceeded its credit. If. however, a breakdown of reported incoming and outgoing aircraft into
sub-types were made for the period 27 July - October 1953 it would most likely prove that
proper replacement procedures had been observed.

In Out (Destr. ) Credit

745 783 5 43
1 1 0

19 20 2
19 21 2

27 38 12
21 47 26

2
7
1

12

47
1
4
2
3

9
99

8

2
18

23

1648 34
7

10 11
3 2

16 23
604 685

808 832
54 55

5 9
2

20 23

87 91

.......................... .. ' .

2. Jet
F-80 (F-80 A or F-80 C) •..••..•••...
F-84 (All F-84 G) ••••••.••••••••••••
F-86 (All F-86 F, including planes

erroneously reported as F-86 E
and F-86 G) '-1 •••••••••••

F-94 (all F-94 B) •.••..•••••••.•••• _
F - 3 D (F - 3 D and F - 3 D 2) .•.•••. •.••
F - 7 F (F - 7 F and F - 7 F 3 W) •..••••..
F-2 H (F-2 H 2, F-2 H 2 P and F-2 H3)
F-9 F (F-9 F. F-9 F 4. F-9 F 5 and

F-9F6) ••••..••..•....•••...
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2. Jet
B-45

1. Piston
Fr51 (all F-51 D) ..•.•..••..••.•..•.•...
F-4 U (F-4 U rand F.4 U 4 B) •.•........
Fire-Fly ••...•...•..•...••..........•..
Sea-Fury .•...••...••..•......••........

AU-1

B. Fighters.

1. Piston
B-26 (either B-26 B or B-26 C) •..........
B-29 (B-29 A) .........••.........••.•..
AD-2 (AD-2 and AD-2 Q) ••..•••.••••.••••
AD- 3 .••..•••.••....•••••••••.•••.•••.•
AD-4 (AD-4, AD-4 N, AD-4 NA, AD-4 NL,

AD-4 Q, and AD-4 B) ••.•.........

A. Bombers.



:8. Fighters.

2. Jet (continued)

Meteor MK-8

C. Reconnaissance~planes.

In

58

Out

67

(Destr. )

7

Credit

16

1. Piston
RB-26 (all RB-26 C) .......•.•..•....... 144
LT-6 (LT-6 and LT-6 G) _ •. , ... '......... 7
PBM-5 A. .••••••. , •••.•••••••••••••••. , • 1

135
12

1
5

2, Jet
RF -80 (RF-80 A or RF ';:80 C) ..........•••
RF-86 (all RF-86F) ..•.... , ., .•.•. , .....
RB-45 (all RB-45 C)~ .••..... , .•.••.••••.

D. Weatherplanes.

1. Piston
WB-26 (all WB-26 C) .••.••. , ...•.•.....••

118
2
5

21

129
3
5

20

1 12
1

The above znentioned figures take into account only the period beginning 19 August 1953,
the date on which the Neutral Nations~I;;Bpection Teazns started their operations in the southern
ports of entry. For the period 27 Julyn_ 18 August 1953 only figures reported by the United Na
tions Command are available. It is to be noted that with regard to "Sea Fury'stl the United Na
tions Command has reported three in and three out and with regard to RB-26 160 in and 162 out.

These statistics show that for the period 19 August 1953 - 31 March 1954 the United Nations
Coznznand side had built up an over-all cre'dit of 297 combat aircraft according to the reports
subznitted by the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams. To this should be added the credit built up
before 19 August 1953 for which only United Nations Coznznand reports are available, amounting
to slightly under 100 combat aircraft. The United Nations Command side has thus considerably
reduced its combat strength in the air since the coming into force of the Armistice.

The Czechoslovak and Polish Members comment at great length on the question of disas
sembled parts, dismantled parts and spare parts, over-looking the fact that nowhere in the Armi
stice Agreement is there put any restrictions on the introduction into Korea of such materiel.
,They also omit mentioning that in this question the United Nations Command side were wil
ling to commit itself beyond the obligations imposed by the Armistice Agreement and that the
negotiations on the matter conducted within the Military Armistice Commission were kept in
abeyance by the Korean People's Army and Chinese People's Volunteers side.

The Armistice Agreement specifically provides that combat materiel which is destroyed,
damaged, worn out, or used up during the period of the Armistice may be replaced on the basis
of piece-for-piece of the same effectiveness and the same type. It is obvious, therefore, that
combat znateriel may also be repaired on the spot by the use of spare parts. It can be assumed
that the United Nations Coznmand side disposes of a considerable amount of coznbat znateriel the
refitting of which, in as much as it is damaged or worn out during the period of the Armistice,
requires important quantities of spare parts, 'I;he Czechoslovak and Polish Members have p+o_

~uced no proof whatsoever to ~ !il&tes;t.tb~t .tb~Jll,)it,d.!:i~~w~..s...C~mn:;~~~~~,Jntr2.gu.sa:,d
dismantled parts of combat materiel.. ,~~~.r.e~~:~';'''t.".!.~~~~~'!~~,.mJ1>.j.~rupect
18 ag 1n gra U1toUS as " nin fact. It 1S even surprising that tl:iey are

1 lng 0 18p ay such ignorance of military ordnance. 0 soldier in his sound mind would infer
that the United Nations Command is attem.pting to build up strength in the way indicated by the
Czechoslovak and Polish Meznbers.
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The inanity of the accusations brought against the United Nations Command side by the
Czechoslovak and Polish Member s can easily be expo sed. They charge that with spare parts
introduced into Korea the United Nations Command could assemble guns and howitzers, machine
guns, ~ocket launchers and mortars, and in this way increase their combat potential. Their
allegation is particularly revealing with regard to machine guns and mortars.

In respect of machine guns the United Nations Command up till the end of February had
built up a credit of 2.063 units and even if it Were to assemble weapons in the clumsy way al
leged bl the C:<.echoslovak and Polish Members, whose figure for this operation is 1. 365, it
still would dispose of a credit of 698 units that could be introduced into Korea in strict abidance ,
by the provisions of the Armistice Agreement. The same goes for mortars. The Czechoslovak
and Polish Members claim that with reported spare parts 145 mortars could be assembled. Th
pr~sent cred:t of the Uflited Nations Command amounts, however, to 279 units, and even after
the deduction of 106 dis~antled mortars under dispute there still would remain a credit of 28
units. As to guns, howitzers, 'and roc;:ket launchers, the introduc.tion of spare parts does not
exceed normal consumption of a large army.

For many months the Czechoslovak and Polish Members have made a major issue of the
discovery by the local Neutral Nations Inspection Team at the port of entry of Pusan, of 106
disassembled mortars, claiming that this materiel had been introduced into Korea in violation
of the provisions of the Armistice Agreement. The boxes containing the mortar parts had been
lying around in the harbour of Pusan unnoticed for more than a month until, on 4 September
1953, they were observed by a Neutral Nations Inspection Sub-team. Their content was clearly
marked and the local authorities readily assisted the Sub-team in clarifying the matter. Taking
into consideration the circumstances that came to light, the Swedish and Swiss Members re
solved that the 106 disassembled mortars had, in fact, been introduced into Korea before the
signing of the Armistice Agreement. The details are to be found in the evaluation report of the
Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission for the months of August and September 1953.

The whole discussion about the 106 disassembled mortars has, in the meantime, become
without object, since the United Nations Command side has shipped out 279 mortars and thus,
even taking into account the 106 disassembled mortars, built up a credit of not less than 173
units with regard to mortars.

With regard to alleged "under-reporting" of incoming combat materiel by the United Nations
Command, the Czechoslovak and Polish Members have chosen a rather unfortunate example,
claiming that in January 1954 the Neutral Nations Inspection Team at Pusan "found out" that am
munition introduced on board a LST No. 520 was four time s larger than had been notified by the
local authorities. This information is incorrect. The Neutral Nations In~pection Team was
notified that 106,617 pieces of ammunition in 23 lots were to be introduced at Pusan. When pro
ceeding with the inspection a further lot of 2, 655 pieces was made available for examination.
Even with a stretch of imagination it is hard to realize how the figure of 109,272 could be con
sidered four times as large as 106,617.

In respect to "over-reporting" of outgoing combat materiel by the United Nations Command
side, the Czechoslovak and Polish Members claim that in October 1953, 145 LVT-M4's and
LVT-M5's were reported to have been shipped out from Pusan, whereas the Neutral Nations In-

. spection Team only found 74. A special investigation carried out atl1'Pusart revealed, however,
that the Team, for its part, had neglected to report some of the armoured vehicles involved and
reported others under a wrong nomenclature. Unfortunately, other cases of serious misreporting
have occurred and it would be most unfair to blame the United Nations Command for such errors.

The Czechoslovak and Polish Members further declare "it has been frequently and conspicu_
ously observed that when the United Nations Command side were shipping out replaced vehicles,
most of the weapons of the vehicles were stripped off and kept in Korea, whereas the replacing
armoured vehicles introduced into Korea by the United Nations Command side were all fully
equipped with weapons". The figures given are .160 machine guns cal. 50, 140 machine guns
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caL 30, and 15 mortars. In the first place it has to be noted that the United Nations Cqmmand
disposes of an ample "credit" with regard to armoured vehicles, having shipped out 483 units
and introdu~ed only 81 units. Of the armoured vehicles shipped out 349 were complete. The
provision of the Armistice Agreement that combat materiel which is destroyed, damaged, worn
out, or used up during the period of the Armistice may be replaced on the basis of piece-for
piece of the same effectiveness and the same type implies that part of, for example, a combat
aircraft or an armoured vehicle can be missing. At any rate, the United Nations Command has
presently a credit of 2,063 machine guns. In all, the United Nations Command has considerably
reduced its combat strength with regard to armoured vehicles and the intimation to the contrary
of the Czechoslovak and Polish Members must therefore be rejected.

The other example prov_ided to .prove that the United Nations Command is reporting incom
plete items as complete is alfso a rather unfortunate one. It so happened that when 12 mortars
caL 4.2, 9 mortars 81 mm. and 2,700 rifles cal. 30 were shipped out from Pusan on 1 Febru
ary 1954, this combat materiel formed part of a large consignment of outgoing combat materiel,
for which the United Nations Command did not claim replacement.

The situation with regard to ammunition is a good example of how restrained the United Na
tions Command has been in its replacement policy. For a total of 136,277, 072 rounds of all
types reported as destroyed, damaged, worn out, or used up from 27 July 1953 to 1 March.1954
only 57,155,029 rounds of all types have been introduced into Korea which represents a replace
ment of 42 per cent.

If 500,000 men underwent training in the use of light weapons for a period of 5 months with
the ammunition reported by the United Nations Command as used up, they would expend 13
rounds per man and per week. As to artillery les s than 50 shells could be fired from each one
of 1,000 guns per week. These figures are entiTely normal according to European standards.

These are some of the comments the Swedis and S~~¥~~~b.Q.R.e~~
to refute allegations which they conSl er to be a tissue of malicious fabrications, rat'
dIs ortions, mlS ea - ru s, and delusive insinuations without foundation in reality. The

me 0 s resortedtR c9nsistlaue!~ini1301ati~~.!?~S!:!L._}~r.~~_.._r_§,,Ill~-''~r·
~ making..~wee,P2~~~~1.i~~tWas .Q..J.hri..l1iulia Qt:Jiu:.e.V1i~~t~,,!,~~~~d. .

lsi Paul Mohn
It I Paul Mohn
Major General

Swedish Member of NNSC
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It I Ernst Gross

Brigadier General
Swiss Member of NNSC



When the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission assumed its functions of sUperVl.SlOn, observation,
inspection and investillation the United Nations Command side and the ;Korean People's Army and Chinese People's
Voluuteers I side made their own deCisions as to how to implement the provisions of the Armistice Agreement re
lating to rotation of military personnel and replacement of combat aircraft, armoured vehicles, weapons, and
ammunition, which are the prime concern of the Commission. Subseq~ently, the two sides reached agreement
on the carrying out of some of their obligations with regard to the reporting of these movements to the Military
Armistice Commission and to the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission as provided for by sub-paragraph
13 c and 13 d of the Armistice Agreem.ent. With regard to other procedures, in particular those to be applied
in the p'orts of entry, the siaes were left to their own devices.

TO:
FROM:

Pamnunjom., 7 May, 1954

Military Armistice Commission
Swedish and Swiss Members of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission

,......

The United Nations Command side, for its part, took from the beginning a broad view of its obligations and
threw itself open to full control by the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams stationed at the ports of entry in the
territory under its military control. Partly on its own initiative and partly on request it put at the disposal of
the Inspection Teams all documents, like ship's manifests and clearance., relating to incoming and outgoing
materiel, both combat and non-combat. The Inspection Teams were therefore in a position to inspect and to
report on any m.ateriel they felt to be interested in. They were thus free to check, for example, On training
aircraft, spare parts, explosives and many other items which the United Nations Command itself did not con
sider to come within the scope of the.4rmistice Agreement. No restrictions were imposed on the control activi
ties of the Inspection Teams. On the contrary, full access was given to whatever docum.ents they wanted to con
sult. The Inspection Teams took full advantage of theBe priwileges.

The ;Kor't~n People'!.!\;i~~PeoEle 's Vo~n;;e.rs'~~~, on t~e otJ;er hand, adopt~~: rigi'!,.pr~

~dure of str;ctb¥ reporting ~~~,"~£n~¥.~.1~~s~~,tW~J1lfit:rr.it~,.un~e~its mi!i-.
tar! cuntrol. It never submitted i!;fU othe.~s.fo..rJ~:'~rtiAAi!:ta?~.'!rey~'
inspection of duly reported combat materiel, the Inspection Team.s were unable to check efficiently on other
movements and this because of the stand taken by their Czechoslovak and Polish members. According to the
Czechoslovak and Polish Members of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Com.mission the task of the Commission
is, in principle, limited to the inspection of combat materiel as reported by the sides. Thev have, however,
admitted the practice of spot check controls, but in the territory under the militar control of the Korean Pea Ie's
Army and the . e eo's TS th Czechoslovak and i501!iiri fXeffibers of bon a s
o I II ower, have ke hose s ot chec contro s to a are mlnimu All efforts undertaken by the

Swedish and Swiss Members of the Inspection Teams in order to increase the scope and the frequency of the spot
check controls have been constantly and persistently frustrated. The way these spot check controls are carried
out they have merely become a face saving device devoid of any real significance. =~ctionTeams in the
North have therefore never gained the insight in movements of materiel as have the 1!lJle(;:n 'l';afuii:]tmf!""~._ ............. __ • 7' _'II Uti I; IS "~~~Jl/L,,~"~. ...II1II

It is also to be noted that in the territory under the military control of the Korean People's Army and Chinese
People's Volunteers' side rotation of military personnel and replacement of combat materiel have been reported
in two ports of entry only, Sinuijo and Manpo. The three other ports of entry designated in the Armistice Agree
ment, namely Chongjin, Hungnam and Sinanju, have remained inactive. Although they have railway connections
with the territory beyond the northern border of Korea the Czechoslovak and Polish Members have refused, in

\ principle, to agree to current spot check controls at the railway stations, claiming that all movements there
~i have to be considered as inland traffic.

The Swedish and Swiss Members of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission have maintained, ever since
the beginning, that the Inspection Teams should be given the widest latitude in controlling all movements of in
coming and outgoing materiel in the ports of entry. As their views could not be 'made to prevail over those of the
Czechoslovak and Polish Members, they have insisted on, at least, an equalization of the control activities on
both sides of the Demilitarized Zone. This became possible when the United Nations Command side recently
adopted procedures which are almost identical with those applied by the Korean People I s Army and Chine se
People's Volunteers' side from the outset.

In one respect, however, the situation remains unsatisfactory. Spot checks in the territory controlled by
the Korean People's Army and Chinese People's Volunteers' side, besides being completely illusory, are carried
out at railway stations in two ports of entry only, whereas the railway stations in the other three ports of entry
remain without controL This state of affairs is hardly compatible with the role assigned to the Neutral Nations
Supervisory Commission. As it is furthermore claimed that no materiel is shipped out from or brought into
Korea through these ports of entry and as, in consequence, there does not seem to be any valid reason for main
taining them, the Swedish and Swiss Members suggest that the Commanders .of the opposing sides take under
consideration the moving of the ports of entry of Chongjin, Hungnam, and Sinanju, to other locations where rail
way lines are actually crossing the northern border of Korea. Only by such an adjustment could the situation
in the North be made to compare with the situation prevailing in the South with regard to the number of locations
where spot check controls may be carried out.

(s) Paul Mohn
(t) P AU L MOHN

Major General
Swedish Member of NNSC

(s) Gross
(t) GROSS

Brigadier General
Swiss Member of NNSC



Panmunjom, May 8, 1954

TO: The Senior Member, United Nations Command Side, Military Armistice Commission
FROM: Czechoslovak and Polish Members of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission

(s) Leszek Krziemiem
(t) LESZEK KRZIEMlEN

Major General
Polish Member of the NNSC

-(s) Frantisek Bures
(t) FRANTISEK BURES

Lieutenant General
Czechoslovak Member of the NNSC

CJlechoslovak and Poliah Members of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission reject slanderous
and threatening letter of Major General Lacey because they cannot but consider it as an attempt to under
mine this Commission so that your side could freely introduce into Korea military reinforcements, thus
undermining the stability of ArmistiCe and frustrating the peaceful settlement of the Korean question.
Czechoslovak and Polish members of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission are determined to con
tinue with the fulfilling of the functions and responsibilities of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission,
even if it is being restricted by your side and they will, even in the future, report every violation of the
Armistice Agreement, threatening the stability of Armistice in Korea, regardless the attitude, your side
takes towards this Commission.

The Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission has become inconvenient to you as it prevents a free in
troduction of reinforcing combat materiel into Korea. That is why your side, instead of finishing with the
restrictio~s and obstructions -],mposed on the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams in the ports of entry undel:
its control and creating conditions for an effective supervision and inspection as it is pledged by the Armis
tice Agreement, is continuing in its restrictions and obstructions, makes them still more intense and thus
actually paralyzes the activity of the Inspection Teams in these ports. Under these circumstances the
Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission is able to carry out its functions and responsibilities only .on the
territory under the control of the Korean People's Army and Chinese People's Volunteers. side which affords
to the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams all possible assistance and cooperation.

Major General Lacey's letter of April IS, 1954 also contains strong menaces against the Neutral Nations
Supervisory Commission. It is an attetnpt to cover up the violations of the Armistice Agreement by the United
Nations Command side in order to evade responsibilities and consequences. It was not by a mere chance that
Major General Lacey has sent it just at that time when the Polish and Czechoslovak Members' report has
been forwarded to the Military Armistice Commission, a report containing numerous facts on restrictions
and obstructions by which your side, in violation of the provisions of the Armistice Agreement, makes
impossible to the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams in the ports of entry on the territory under the control
of your side to conduct an effective supervision and inspection. Despite these restrictions and obstructions
the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams have revealed a number of serious violations of the Armistice :Agree
ment by 'your side in introducing combat materiel into Korea.

The Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission has received and considered the letter of Major General
J. K. Lacey, dated Apz:il 15, 1954, containing slanders and threats against this Commission. The charges
your side has raised against some members of this Commission in connection with your side's requests to
conduct special investigation by the Neutral Nations Inspection Teams on the Territory under the control of
the Korean People's Army pond Chinese People's Volunteers side. as well as on the territory of the United
Nations Side, were completely unfounded. The Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission strictly adhering
to the letter and spirit of the Armistice Agreement has always met the requests for conducting special in
vestigation, if the se were in conformity with the provisions of the Armistice Agreement. Thus, the Neutllal
Nations Supervisory Commission se.nt, according to the request of your side, a Mobile Inspection Team to
the airfield of Uiju, on the ~rritory under the control of the Korean People's Army and Chinese People's
Volunteers Side. A special'investigation, conducted by the Inspection Team in Uiju, proved that charges
of your side against the Korean Peop-le's Army and Chinese People's Volunteers side were unfounded. All
the remaining requests of your side were both in contradiction with the provisions of the Armistice Agree
ment and an attempt to change the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission into an instrument of your side
for political and propagandistic aims. As for instance, on November 29, 1953, your side requested the
Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission to carry out special investigation by interrogating three men,
POWs of your side, who allegedly escaped from North Korea. Your side requested first the Neutral
Nations Repatriation Commission to carry out the investigation. The N~utral Nations Repatriation Com
mission rejected the request. Nor the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission was authorized to conduct
the investigation. The requests of your side to investigate the alleged retention of the POWs of your side
by tb-e Korean People's Army and Chinese People's Volunteers side, reached the Neutral Nations Super
visory Commission around the time when your side has di~rupted the explanatory work of the Neutral
Nations Repatriation Commission, prepared forcible retention of POWs of the Korean People's Army and
Chinese People's Volunteers side and finally retained tens of thousands of them.

Accusing the Korean People's Army and Chinese People's Volunteers side at that moment your side
evidently intended to create a certain counterbalance to its gross violations of the Armistice Agreement per
taining to the POWs problem and tried to misuse the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission to this pur
pose. When your side did not succeed, its Senior Member, Military Armistice Commission, sent a letter
to the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission, dated February 19, where he threatened the very existence
of this Commission.

L-



Chinese COlllDlWlist Demand for the
Return or 96,m Prisoners Captured bl the

UnIted Nations 60mmand

Both in the JU.litary Armistioe Commission and in public statements
the Chinese C011lJllUnist and North Korean authorities have clailled that
98,742 prisours oaptured bl the United Nations Command are beiDg UlegaJ.1y'
detained by the Command, the Republic of Korea or the Republic ot China in
violation of the Arm.istloe. A list of names~ b7 actual count totaliBg on17
98,739, was given to' the Command b7 the Communist component of the Militarl
Arlllistice Commission, and an accounting was requested.

T~ COJIIIluoists constructed their list, at least in part, from the
names of prisoners captured bl the United Nations Command. These names,
together with the serial number assigned to each prisoner captured, had
been periodicalll reported bl the Command to the International Committee
of the Red Cross, which had in turn int01"lled the Communist authorities.

At a meeting of the )(uitar,- Armistice Commission on Kal 13, 1954,
the United Nations Command component gave the following account by categorr
tor the 98,739 prisoDers on the Communist list:

Chinese Korean Total

Civilian internees, tound to have
been erroneously classified as prisoners
and released in 1952 37,956 37,956

Escaped before the armistice 69 26,861 26,936

Repatriated 111 exchange of sick and
wounded 22 350 372

Repatriated in August and September,
1953 110 2,483 2,653

Transferred to the Neutral Nations
Repatriation Commission 14,681 1,556 22,243

Dead 4 254 258

Civilians erroneousll classified as
prisoners and released atter 1952 148 148

Duplicate listings in the Communist list 214 214

Serial nWllbers in error or duplicated 298 2$9 5$7
Serial nuabere listed in roster never

used by United Nations Command 91 2~O13 2,104
Listed witbout serial num~r and there-

fore unidentifiable 243 394 637
COlIPletely unidentifiable 4,661

98,139



T

The COIlmlW1ist side rejected this accounting as completely unsatistactor,y
and call~ tor the release to them of all personnel listed.

At the meeting of the Military Armistice Commission on August 17,
1954, the United Nations Command component ottered to account by indivi
dual nue for the 98,139 personnel on the Communist list, if the Communists
would siaultaneously and reciprooally provide sillilar information concerning
the list of 2,840 United Nations Command llilitary personnel which had been
given them at the saae meeting. The proposal was not accepted, and no
accounting by individual name has been giftn the Communists.

It is apparent from the tabulation given abo~ that over 87,000 ot
the 98,000 taU into three categories -- about 38,000 civilian internees,
about 21,000 prisoners who escaped before the Armistioe, and about 22,000
prisoners transferred to the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission.
there tollows a brier explanation of the circumstamces with respect to
each categor,y.

38,000 Civilian Internees

This category included south Korean citizens who had been impressed
iRto Coa.unist lIl1litary or labor units duriDg the Communist occupation of
a large part of the Republic of Korea. After thoroagh screening of
prisoners taken in the advance to the north, these south Korean citizens
.....re segregated trom the prisoners of war, reclassified as civiliaJl in
ternees, aDd kept in special camps. In 1952 they were released. Public
announcement of the release of these civilian internees was made at the
time that the action was taken.

The Armistice Agreement provisions on repatriation apply to "prisoner.
of warn and specifically reter to "all prisoners of war held in the custody
of each side at the time this Armistice Agreement becomes effective ••••"
(Paragraph SiX) These 38,000 civilian internees were not properly classi
fied as prisoners. Even it they had been, since they were not in the cus
tody of the United Nations Command at the time the Armistice Agreem.ent
became effective, the Agreement lIOuld not have applied to thea.

When the Communists signed the Armistice Agreement on JulY' 21, 1953,
they did so wi.th full knowledge of the foregoing facts eoncern.tng these
38,000 individuals.

27,000 Escaped Prisoners

In June 1953, with the assistance ot the Republic or Korea, 26,867
Korean and 69 Chinese prisoners escaped from United Nations Command prison
camps in the Republic of Korea. The Communists participating in the armis
tice negotiations immediately protested. they aooused the Command of
having conniftd at the escape of these prisoners. The accusation was
false, aDd General Clark, who was then Commander-in-Chief, United Nations

Conuaand,
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Command, prompt1,. denied it. He undertook to make such efforts as were
feasible to recapture the escaped prisoners. Honftr, the authorities
of the Republic of Korea, who had assisted in the escape ot the prisoners,
....re unwilling to oooperate in these etforts. It therefore proftd im
possible to recapture thea and retura them to the prison caups.

As pointed out in the preceding section, the Armistice Agreemeat,
proVisions on prisoners of war refer specifically to nall prisoners of
war held in the custody of each side at the time this Armistice Agreement
becomes etfective ...... (Paragraph $1) When the Communists signed the
Armistice on July 21, 19$3, the;y knew that these 21,000 former prisoners
were no longer in the custody of the United Nations Command and that the
Armistice Agreement therefore does not Dlpose any obligation whatever
upon the Commaad to repatriate theJI.

22,000 Prisoners Transterred to the Neutral Nations RepatriatioD
Commission

The Armistice Agreement provided that prisoners who did not ltinsut
on repatriation to the side to which theT belonged at the time of capture"
should be handed over to the Neutral Nationa Repatriation Commission for
disposition in accordance with the Annex to the Armstice, entitled,
tJTerma of Reference for Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission". This
Annex provided for the process of explanation to the prisoners - an
opportunitY' under agreed rules for the side from which the prisoners had
originally come to endeavor to persuade them to return.

The effort to carry out these provisions of the Armistice Agreement
probably arouaed more controversy than any other provision of the Agreement.
The varying points of view were set forth in two General Assembly docwaents,
tIJleport of the United Nations Command on the Operation of the Neutral Nations
Repatriation Commission" (A/2642) and "Reports of the Neutral Nations Repa
triation Commission" (A/26l,.l).

Th. United States vie. is s.t forth in the appended memorandUID, which
analyzes the 1egis1ati.... history of the Armistice provisions with respect
to the release of prisoners and concludes that the intention established
by the General Assembly in 19$2 was to preveDt indefinite captivity and
to use the devi•• of a stipulated time period to this end. In negotiating
the Agreem.eat at Panaunjom the Communists proposed and were forced to
abandon a provision which would haTe made termination or captivity contin
gent upon agreement reached between the parties. The United Nations
Command negotiators bad made their position clear in the negotiation of
the Armistice, especially on )fay 2$, 19$3, lib•• they saids

"United Nations COllDDaDd agreement to this point is contingent
UpOD mutual acceptance of the principle that this question
cannot be permitted to remain unsolved indefinitely and that
it DO agree.nt is forthcoming within a prescribed period of
time the problem JIlUst be self-liquidating."



As the 120-day period provided in the Terms of Reference drew
near a close, and no Political Conference had convened to consider the
disposition or the prisoners, the Chairman or the Neutral Nations Re
patriation Commission despite the objections or the Swiss aDd Swedish
members wrote to the United Nations Command proposing to turn over tM
prisoners they still held to the Command and stating that theT should
be held in prisoner status until a Political Conference had settled
their disposition.rln accordance with the new described in the pre
ceding paragraph, the United Nations Command replied that it was the
duty of the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission to deolare the
relief to civilian status or all prisoners it held on January 23, 1954,
that it could not accept custody of the prisoners on the terms given in
the Chairunt s letter, and that the Command - it the prisoners were
nevertheless tumed over to it - would "honour its obligatio. to treat
thea aa fully entitled to their freedom as civilians on 23 Januar;r."

On January 20 and 21 the Neutral NatioDS Repatriation Commission
retU1'Iled custody of these prisoners to the United Nations Command.
Although arrangements had been made to give each prisoner an individual
opportunity to ask for repatriation to the Communist side, only 92 of
the prisoners did so. The total actually turned over to the Command
was 21,805. The Command made arrangement. te tun them over to Republic
of Korea and Republio of China authorities. On January 23, the United
Nations Command formally declared their relDr to civilian status.

The United States Go....mJllilnt believed then, and believes now, that
this action was the onl,. one 'Which conformed completely to the letter
and the spirit of the Armistioe Agreement, and to have done otherwise
would have broken faith 'With the prisoners b,. condeaDing them to oap
tivityof indefinite duration.

In their propaganda output and in wbat was said by Vr. Jla1ik and
his supporters in the recent General Assembly debates about the detained
Am.rican airmen, the figure ot 21,000 was used for this category. The
reduotion from the figure of over 22,000 resulted from the fact that SOM
prisoners chose to be repatriated, either after explanations or in the
process of return of custody to the United Nations Command. Despite
their use of the lower fig,'ure fOl' this category, the Communists have
continued to refer publicly to their total figure or 98,71,2.



Cases of JohD T•. Downey and Richard Fecteau, Civilians CapJiured bl
Chinese Communists DUring the Korean Rostilities

John T. Downey and Richard Fecteau, American civilians on the roster of
the Department of the Army assigned to duty in Japan and Korea, disappeared
late in 1952 in the course of a flight in the theatre of the Korean operations.
The place where their C-47 plane went down is unknown. The pil.t and co-pilot
of the plane apparently were killed in the course of a Conununist attack on the
plane, or in the subsequent crash. The Chinese Communists announced on
November 24 that they had sentenced Downey and Fecteau to life imprisonment and
20 years imprisonment, respectively, on cha.rges of espionage.

The Chinese Communists liAked these oases with those of the 11 airmen
whose sentences were announced at the same time. However, the airmen were on
a differen.t .1ssion and .....re shot down several weeks after the oivilians.

It is the position of the U.S. Government that these civilians are entitled
to release under paragraph 59(b) of the Korean Armistioe Agreement, which ia
quoted below.* They were on a confidential mission in support of the United

'Nations Command. The mission 'Was directly related to the United Nations defense
against the Chinese Communist aggression in Korea. Their operations were impor
tant to this purpose and were made necessary by the Chinese Communist breach of
international peace and security. The Korean Armistice Agreement contemplated
the return of civilians 'Whose detention resulted from the hostilities in Korea
and a number of civilians have been returned thereunder. Messrs. Downey and
Fecteau come within this category and their continued detention by the Chinese
Cormnunists cannot be justified. The Government of the United States maintains
that these Amerioan civilians should be given their freedom forthwith.

* Paragraph 59(b) of the Korean Armistice Agreement reads as tollows:

flAll civilians of foreign nationality who, at the time this Armistice Agree
ment becomes effective, are in territory under the military control ot the
Supreme Conunander ot the Korean People's Army and the Commander of the Chinese
People's Volunteers shaUJ if they desire to proceed to territory under the
military control of the Commander-tn-Chief, United Nations Command, be permitted
a'1d assisted to do so; all civilians of foreign nationality who, at the time
this Armistice Agreement becomes effective, are in territory under the military
control of the Commander-in-chief, Uoited Nations Command, shall, it they desire
to proceed to territory under the military control of the Supreme Commander of
the Korean People's Ar1.ny and the Commander of the Chinese People's Volunteers,
be permitted and assisted to do so. The Commander of each side shall be res
ponsible for publicizing widely throughout the territory under his military
control the contents of the provisions of this sUb-para.graph, and for calling
upon the appropriate civil authorities to give necessary guidance and assistance
to aU such oivilians of foreign nationality who desire to proceed to territory
under the military control of the Commander of the other side.
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November 17, 1953
DEPARTMENT OF STATE BRIEF ANALYZING

BACKGROUND ON m~ QQE$fIQN OF TUW MkEASE
OF KOREAN PRISONERS OF WAR

The Secretary of State at a press conference November 17 gave the finn
U.S. position as to the status of prisoners of war in Korea 120 days after
they were turned over the Repatriation Commission. The Secretar,y said:

"The Armistice provisions are clear. All prisoners who have not
chosen repatriation, and as to whom no other disposition has been agreed
to by the Political Conference, shall be given their freedom after 120
days. This period .. ends January 22, 1954. Even if no Political Con
ference has been held by that time, the prisoners on that date should
receive their freedom."

The background considerations are outlined below.

The relevant Armistice provisions are found in paragraph 11 of the Terms
of Reference for Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission annexed to the Korean
Armistice Agreement.

"11. At the expiration of ninety (90) d!\y§ after the transfer
of custody of the prisoners of war to the Neutral Nations Repatria
tion Commission, access ot representatives to captured personnel
as proVided for in Paragraph 8 above, shall terminate, and the
question of di§Poeition ot the prisoners of war who have not"'€xer
ciaed their right to be repatriated shall be submitted to the
Political Conference recommended to be convened in Paragraph W,
Draft Armistice Agreement, which shall endeavor to settle this
question within thirty !:30) days, during which period the Neutral
Nations Repatriation Commiesion shall continue to retain custody
or those prisoners of war. The Neutral Nations Repatriation Coa
mission shall declare ~he.relief from the prisoner of war status to
civilian status of any prl.soners of war who have not exercised
their ri ht to be re atriated and for whom no other d osition has
been reed to b the Po i tical Con!erence within one hundred and
twen 20 da 8 after the eutr8.l ations atriation Commission
has as~ed their custody. Thereafter, accordillg to the applica
tion of each imividual, those who choose to go to neutral nations
shall be assisted by the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission
and the Red Cross Society of India. This operation shall be com-
lete<! within thir (.30 d s and u on its com letion the
eutral atl.ons Re triation amml.SS on shal imme iate cease its

fWlctions, and declare its dissolu ion. ter the d1.8Solution 0

the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission, whenever and wherever
any of those above-mentioned civilians who have been relieved fram
the prisoner of war status desire to return to their fatherlands,
the authorities of the localities where they are shall be respon
sible for assisting them in returning to their fatherlsndso" (Under
scoring supplied.)

Had it been intended to prOVide for a flexible timetable, due to the
obvious uncertainties above the schedule of a political conference which had
neither been recommended nor called when the agreement was made, this couJld
easlly have been accomplished. Instead, the very contrary intent is ev1denced
by the tact that the tenninal date tor prisoner of war status is tixed as
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120 days after the NNRC took custody, and is thus fixed independently of
the periOd allowed for political conference consideration, if any.

Not only is the literal reading of the provision clear; the purpose of
the Agreement as established by its provisions and its legislative histozy
would permit of no other conclusion.

The opening sentence of paragraph 1 states that the NNRC is established
"In order to ensure that all prisoners of war have the opportunity to exercise
their right to be repatriated following an armistice." This was the first
basic purpose of the Agreement. The period of 120 days allotted for the NNRC
to ensure unrestricted opportunity of repatriation is divided into an initial
period of 90 days during which the two sides may make explanations and a
final period of 30 days during which they may seek to reach further agreement
at the politioal oonferenoe on the -disposition" of prisoners rejecting
repatriation. During the entire period of 120 days the basic purpose is to
ensure the opportunity to exercise the right to be repatriated.

The second basic purpose of the Agreement, to establish a definite limit
on the time a prisoner could be held in captivity, is directly served. by a
natural reading of paragraph 110 Indeed, the histo17 of the deVelopment of
international law concerning repatriation makes clear the overriding concern
of all states that the duty to release from prisoner of war status shall arise
and be given effect immediately after the cessation of active hostilities and
thus shall not be dependent upon any subsequent agreement. ThUS, Article 118
of the Geneva Convention for the Protection of Prisoners of War of August 12,
1949 provides tha.t in the absence of an agreemen1Ji:>etween parties each
detaining power shall execute a plan of repatriation without delay. It fur..
ther provides for agreement on a portionment of certain costs of repatriation,
but expressly stipulates that the conclusion of this agreement shall in no
circumstances justify any delay.

The provision in paragraph 11 that "The question of the disposition or
the prisoners of war••••shall be submitted to the political conference•••• f1

obViously envisaged that a conference could be held. The words ttfor whan no
other disposltion has been agreed by th~olitical conference" contemplated no
doubt that the parties, whether or not they met, might have failed to reach
agreemento The reasonable interpretation to be placed on these words is that
if within the 120 days afur the transfer of custody, the political conference
was not held or has for any reason not reached agreEment regarding the
disposition of the prisoners, their status as prisoners of war will come to an
end. Any other interpretation wuld allow either party to the Agreement to
:frustrate indefinitely the basic purpose of avoiding indefinite captiviv,
simply by refusing indefinitely to appear at a conference or to agree to any
disposition at a conference.

The deliberations of the Gener81 Assembly leading up to its Resolution
of DecEmber 3, 1952, which provided a framework for the agreement reached at
PantmUljom, showed that there was no question that the majority in the General
Assembly intended that captivity should terminate at the end of a fixed period
of time am should not be depement upon subsequent agreement between the
parties. As Mr. Menon succinctly put it, according to the Summary Record:
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rtThe IMian proposal was designed to terminate their deten-
tion. (UN Off. Rec., 7th GA" 1st Comm." 1 Dec. 1952, p. 176).

He referred to his resolution as proving a rt sixty-day limitll (Ibid).
Buma's understanding was simUarly clear that release must follow in a
limited period of time:

"It seemed indeed that the question of what was to be done
with prisoners who resisted repatriation might be settled by the
political conference which was to discuss the Korean question as
a whole. If", after a limited period of time, the conference had
taken no decision, the United Nations might, in accordance with
humane principles and the rules of intemational law, arrange for
prisoners to be received as guests in neutral countries." (Id.
p. 168). -

It was the Canadian understanding:

" ••••There would no longer be reason to fear an endless de
tention for the pr.isoners, which would have been the case if no
armistice had previously been signed. He was satisfied that para
graph 17 of the Indian proposals offered. as it stood, an accept
able method of approach for the settlement of the prisoner-of-war
problem." (~., p. 161).

It was also the understanding of Denmw (Id.., p. 161), Sweden (Id., p. 149),
Mexico (Id., p. 161), Australia (Id., p. J21i), the United Kingdoiil(Id., pp.
l17-l20),the Netherlands (Id." p.12l), and of course was a basic pOInt of
principle for the United states (see, for example, !2., pp. 140-141).

Despite this weight of opinion that indefinite captivity must be clearly
ruled out by agreement on a specific period of time, the Communist side, when
negotiations resumed at Panmunjom. proposed on May 7 the following:

nlf, at the expiration of the time limit of four months•••• ,
there are still prisoners of war in the custody of the Neutral
Nations Repatriation Conmission, their disposition shall be sub
mitted for settlement to the Political Conferenceu ..t1

The UNO of course objected, and on May 12 restated its objections as follows:

" ••••you s'!-l that if any prisoners remain ,lifter the ex
planation peri~ their disposition should be settled by a
political conference. It is obvious that if after the period of
explanation•••• there are still those who resist repatriation,
it will only be because these men are absolutely determinted not
to return to your control. That being so, we don't see why you
should insist on further efforts to get them by means of political
negotiations."



<?n ~ 2$ the UNC brought in a new proposal:

tl Your point 6 /See Communist proposal of May 7 quoted above7
provides that the question of the disposition of prisoners of war
who still refuse to be repatriated at the em of 90 dqs shall be
submitted for settlement to the political conference••••United
Nations Command agreenent to this point is contingent uRon JIlutual
acceptance of the principle thet this question cannot be permitted
to remain unsolved indefinitely am that it no agreement is forth
comW& within a prescribed period of time the problem must be
self-1iquidat!J!g)'

After init.ially turning dom the ONe proposal~ the COJllnWlists on
June b retumed to state that they basically agreed with the May 25
proposal. Thq presented a revised text, substantially the text of the
final Agreement, which the UNC accepted -literally as intended to be a
forthright proposal which means what it says."

To recapitulate: The Amistice Agreement is clearly premised on
the humanitarian purposes of the Geneva Convention. One of its most
important purposes was the quickest possible release of prisoners from
captivity. The intention established by the General Assembly in 1952
was to prevent indefinite captivity and to use the device of a stipulated
time period to this end. In negotiating the Agreement at. Panmunjom in
the framework of the General Assembly resolution the Canmunists proposed
and were forced to abandon a provieion whioh 'WOuld have made termination
of captivity contingent upon agreement reached between the parties.
Thus, there wOuld seen to be no support in reason or in the legislative
history for construing paragraph 11 contrary to its literal meaning.
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Sllbject: The Chinese Communists are Bound by the Armistice

The Korean Armistice Agreement was signed at Panmunjom by General
William. K. Harrison, Jr., Senior Delegate of the United Nations Command
Delegation and General Nam. Il, Senior Delegate, Delegation of the Korean
Peoplets Army and the Chinese Peoplets Volunteers. It was subsequently
signed at their respective headquarters by General Mark W. Clark, Commander
in-chief, United. Naticrp.s Comma.nd; Marshall Kim Il Sung, Supreme Commander,
Korean Peoplets Army; ana. Peng Teh-Huai, Commander of the Chinese Peoplets
Volunteers. .

While a representative of the "Chinese People ts Volunteers" -- not of
the Chinese Communists -- signed the Korean Armistice Agreement, actions of
the United Nations f'rom the time of the Chinese Communist intervention in
Korea have been based upon the realization that the "volunteers" were a
fiction and that Communist China was directly involv~d in the Korean hostil
ities. In the recen-t Assembly debate on the "Complaint of Detention and
Imprisonment of United Nations lvlilitary Personnel in Violation of the
Korean Armistice Agreement", a number of speakers explored and completely
refuted the Communist cont~ntion that the Armistice Agreement binds the
Commander of the so-called Chinese Peoplets Volunteers but does not bind
the Chinese Communist regime in Peiping. Pertinent excerpts f'rom their
remarks axe attached.

Among the reasons advanced to show that the Chinese Communists axe
bound by the Korean Armistice and so regard themselves are the following:

1. The Comma.nd~o:r~..~.h~L~.ty()~unteers" was simultaneously the Deputy
Commander-in-Chief of the Chinese Communist Army and Deputy Chairman of
the Peoplets Revolutionary Military Council, the highest military organ of
the Peking regime, and is n:~~the ..~~~~~.L.g!_P-.~:t~~~.; his official position
would make it unthinkable ror him to disavow his signature on the Armistice
Agreement.

2. Article 60 of the Armistice Agreement provided that the military
commanders of both sides should recommend tQ tb&Jir €ipvel7i!!!!'t!: that they
hold a political conference "of a higher levelor both sides"; the higher
level presuming to speak for the Chinese People r s Volunteers in Geneva
was !vIr. Chou En-lai, the Prime and Foreign Minister of the Chinese Communist
reg:Giie; and the' prOposals he made at Geneva -- as on troop withdrawal -
indicated that Communist China assumed responsibility for the actions and
activities of the "volunteers".

3. Communist statements from both SOViet and Chinese sources showed
that the "People r s Republic of China" regarded itself as a party to the
Korean Armistice Agreement.

4. In
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4. In February 1951 the General Assembly found that the Chinese
Communist regime had engaged in aggression in Korea; in May 1951 it
imposed its strategic embargo against that regime; and United Nations
communications regarding its actions on Korea were sent to the Chinese
Communists whose replies--as well as independent communications to the
Organization--indicated their direct involvement in the Korean conflict.

5. It was a patent fraud to contend that a nation could produce,
command and direct a -;fighting force of nearly a million men on a voluntary
basis; obviously CommUnist China supplied, trained and equipped the
Chinese soldiers in Korea, nor would it have wished to entrust the defense
of its security, which it gave as the reason why the Chinese "volunteers"
went to Korea, to uncontrolled volunteers without any connection with
established Chinese authorities.

Attachment:

Statements in General Assembly Debate,
December 8-10, 1954.
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STATEMENTS IN GENERAL ASSEMBLY DEBATE,
nEir-E1-1BER ~-10, 19.54

1. Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr. (United States), December 8, 1954.

This modern myth about volunteers has been exploded so frequently that
it is an insult to the intelligence of this body for another reference to be
made to it at this late date. More than 800 thousand Chinese soldiers parti
cipated in the Communist aggression in Korea. They came to Korea not with
crude, home-made weapons but with modern arms of all types. The commander
of these so-called "volunteerslf was at the same time the Deputy Comrnander
in-Chief of the Chinese Communist army and Deputy Chairman of the People r s
Revolutionary Military Council, the highest military organ of the Peking
regime.

In February 1951, the General Assembly found that the Chinese Communist
regime - not the "volunteerslf -- had engaged in aggression in Korea.
Article 60 of the Armistice Agreement provided that the military commanders
of both sides should recODUTlend to their govermnents that they hold a poli
tical conference "of a higher level of both sides". What was the "higher
level"? Who presumed to speak for the Chinese People's Volunteers in Geneva?
!1r. Chou En-lai himself, the Prime and Foreign Minister of the Chinese
Communist regime.

Incidentally, by 1953 even Hr. Chou En-1ai had tired of the pretense
about the "volunteers". I refer you to his cablegram of September 13, 1953
to the Secret~ General of the United Nations, which was circulated as
document A/2469. All through the cablegram l-'lr. Chou En-1ai refers to the
"two belligerent sides II , clearly including the Chinese CODUTlunist regime on
one of the two sides. There was no mention of "volunteers".

The Communist delegates who have sought to construct a legal argument
that the Peking regime is not bound by the Armistice Agreement cannot .fail
to be aware of the familiar rule o.f international law that a general armis
tice agreement may be concluded only on the authority of a government. If
such an armistice is concluded in this manner, it binds the government which
gave the authorization to the military commander signing the agreement.

2. Mr. Anthony Nutting (United Kingdom), December 8, 1954.

I had really thought that the fiction that the Chinese i'eople I s
Volunteers were entirely independent o.f the Chinese People's Goverrunent
had been .finally abandoned after the signature of the Annistice Agreement••••

But I do not have to rely upon my opinion to find the answer to this
prevarication about who signed the Annistice and in whose name•••• I rely
upon no less an authority than that distinguished spokesman of the Soviet
Union, the late Mr. Vyshinsky. At the 430th meeting of the General Assembly,
on 28 August 1953, Mr. Vyshinsky used these words: lilt is clear from the

statement
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statement made by Hr. Chou En-lai, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the
People's Government of China, on behalf of his Government, and published
on 25 August 1953, that the representative of the People IS Republic of
China who signed the Armistice Agreement also regards their interpreta
tion as erroneous." (A!PV.430, par~graph 114)

I repeat: "the representative' of the People t B Republic of China
who signed the Annist~ce Agreement ll ••••

Mro IJlalik l s case in the General Committee the other day has been
shattered, and shattered by his own predecessor's admission that the
Armistioe Agreement was signed by the representative of the People's
Republic of China.

3. Hr. Lester B. Pearson (Canada), ~cember 8, 1954.

If it is put forward seriously -- and it is hard to think that it has
been put forward seriously -- I can only say that the Foreign Minister of
the Chinese People's Government does not seem to share the inhibitions of
his friends here about assuming responsibility for the actions of the
Chinese troops in Korea. On 3 May and again on 5 June at Geneva, Mr. Chou
En-lai made proposals involving the withdrawal of foreign forces of both
sides from the Korean peninsula. PresumablY speaking with the full
responsibility of his office, he said then that, in the event of agreement
being reached, the Chinese volunteers would withdraw from North Korea.
Without any nonsense about China. not being a belligerent in the Korean
war, Mr. Chou »l-lai said plainly on 3 May:

tiThe Korean and Chinese side made repeated efforts for the
conclusion of an armistice in Korea, and finally reached agree
ment with the other side on the question of war prisoners.
Both sides agreed to ensure for every prisoner of war the
opportunity of exercising his right to be repatriated".

If Mr. Chou En-lai did not assume responsibility on behalf of his Government
for the actions and activities of the so-called Chinese People's Volunteers,
then I do not know Why he spoke like that at the Geneva Conferenoe. Indeed,
I do not know what he was doing there at all.

4. Hr. Francisco Urrutia (Colombia), December 8, 1954.

It seemed to me to be rather curious that at a certain moment any
leader of a country could say that he Was the head of volunteers and, on
behalf of those volunteers, sign the Armistice Agreement, as General Peng
Teh-huai signed the Armistice Agreement, but,had there been any doubt in
our minds with regard to the obligations of the People t s Republic of China

to
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to respect that Armistice, I think t~at doubt would be completely dis- .
sipated by two circumstances. The fJrst being that General Peng Teh-hual.
has now been appointed the Minister of Defence of the People's Republic
of China. I do not feel that the present Minister of Defence ot the
People's Republic of China is going to disavow the signature he placed
on the Armistice Agreement.

The second point1 and this is something which should be known by all,
is 'that in Geneva Mr. Bidault, the then Minister of Foreign Affairs of
France, at one of the private meetings turned to Mr. Chou En-lai and asked
quite clearly whether he considered hiInsel.f bound by the Armistice Agreement.
Mr. Chou En-lai answered quite frankly and clearly that the signature of
the Chinese official on the Armistice Agreement was binding 80 far as China
was concerned. I do not remember the exact phrase that Mr. Chou En-lai
used, because this was spoken at a private meeting with only seven delegates
present, and I was not present at the meeting.

(The verbatim text of the May 1 restricted seven-power meeting on
May 1 reveals that Mr. Bidault of France, discussing a North Korean pro
posal that United Nations forces should withdraw from South Korea and the
Chinese nVolunteers" from North Korea, asked Mr. Chou En-lai: "How can
the volunteers be withdrawn when they have not been sent1" In reply, the
Chinese Communist representative stated }'Ir. Bidault had forgotten that the
armistice had been reached with the UNC on one side and the N rth Korean
forces and "Chinese People's Volunteers" on the other. "If ~ Armistice
is valid and effective, why would not an agreement signed by the two sides
for the withdrawal of troops be effective?")

5. Mr. Fernand van Langenhove (Belgium), December 9, 1954.

In the General Committee, both these representatives (USSR and
Czechoslovakia) said that the signature of the Commander of the Chinese
Volunteers on the Armistice Agreement did not bind the Central Government
of the Poople's Republic of China. Such an affirmation would be a serious
one if it really expressed the position of that Government, but one
hesitates to believe that that is the case. The representatives of the
Soviet Union and of Czechoslovakia themselves no longer seem as sure of
it as they were at first, since they did not renew that assertion at
yesterday's plenary meeting..... How could the Central Goverrunent of the
People t s Republic of China have participated in the political conference
which met last June at Geneva with a view to seeking, under paragraph f:IJ
of the Armistice Agreement, a peaceful settlement of the Korean question
if it were not on the basis of being, together with the Goverrunent of the
Democratic Republic of Korea, one of the parties in the Korean war?

And the Peking Goverrunent can harcUy claim that the United Nations
Command had contracted obligations with regard to the Chinese prisoners,
while it had no obligations as regards the prisoners belonging to the
United Nations forces.

6. l>1r. Leslie
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6. Mr. Leslie Munro (New Zealand), December 9, 1954.

History scarce~ records a bigger fraud than the allegation that a
nation can produce, officer and direct a fighting force of nearly a
million men, launch them into an offensive war, and then claim that
this huge array are volunteers, for whom their Goverrunent has no responsi
bility, legal or moral. The vigour of the attacks launched by the Chinese
soldiers in Korea is proof enough that many of them, if not the great
majority, were trained soldiers from the regular army of Communist China.
Moreover, these Ch:inese CoIl1IllUIlist "volunteers" were commandered, equipped
and supplied by the Government of Peking. Is it suggested that this
logistic support came from "voluntartt contributions? Whatever words are
used to describe the status of the Chinese Cormnunist soldiers who fought
against the United Nations in Korea, the overwhelming conclusion by all
free men is that this army was in Korea because its Govern'llent directed
th~o be there. The Chinese Commander signed the Armistice Agreement
because his Government ordered him to do so.

If evidence were needed for this, I would refer the Members to document
A/2616 of 7 December 1953 pertaining to the eighth session of the General
Assembly. This document contains the text of a telegram- addressed to the
President of the General Assembly and to the Secretary General by Chou En-lai.
In that communication the Chinese Communist Foreign Minister requested the
President of the eighth session of the General Assembly to circulate the
text of his cable and the two annexes to the General Assembly. Annex I
sets out the over-all Korean-Chinese proposals relating to Korean political
settlement. Paragraph 1 of these proposals states:

"The political conference shall take the form of a conference
on an equal fa:ting between ~he two sides to the Armistice Agreement.
The two sides participating in the political conference shall have
plenary authority as to its proceedings. The nations concerned on
the two sides to the Armistice Agreement participating :in the
political conference are the Democratic People 1 s Republic of Korea
and the People's Republic of China on one side and the seventeen
nations contributing armed forces to the United Nations Com..mand
on the other side... " (A/26l6, AIUlex I, page 2)

iurely this, if language has a meaning, means that the People's Republic
of China was a belligerent.

7. Sir Percy Spender (Australia), December 9, 1954.

I think it is clear beyond all shadow of doubt to all who are not
willfu11y blind that the Chinese Government was a belligerent in Korea.
Need I remind this Assembly of the solerrm resolution which was passed by
it in 1951? I think it was early in 1951 when it was held by that
resolution, which binds us, and which binds every Member of the United
Nations, that the Chinese Communist Government had, by its intervention,
engaged in aggression in Korea.

8. Prince
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s. Prince Wan Waithayakon (Thailand), Dedember 9, 195h.

At the Geneva Conference, Chou En-lai on 3 May, in supporting
Foreign Minister Nam 11' s proposal for the simul.taneous withdrawal of
all foreign forces from Korea said 1Ihis: tWe consider that, in order
t.o enable the Korean people to solve their problems peacefull.v without
foreign interference, an agreement should be reached among the states
having armed forces in Korea for the withdrawal of all foreign forces
from Korea within a d-,finite period of time. 1

Is not the People 15 Republic of China included among the States
having armed forces in Korea? If not, the statement thus made by Prime
Minister Chou En-lai would have no meaning at all.

9. :Hr. Wentzel C. DuPlessis (Union of Sout.h Africa), December 10, 1954.

I can only add that on 3 :Hay of this year :Nr. Chou En-lai, Foreign
Minister of the People 1s Republic of China, said at the Geneva Conference
that the Chinese People's Volunteers went to Korea to defend the security
of their motherland. Surely it would be asking us to stretch our credulity
too far if we were expected to accept the contention that the defence of
the security of one's motherland can be actively entrusted to a band of
nearly a million uncontrolled volunteers without any connection with the
established authorities of their motherland.

10. Mr. Felixberto :H. Serrano (Philippines), December 10, 1954.

It was Communist China and not the Chinese People '5 Volunteer Arcrry
which was declared the aggressor in General Assemblj- resolution 498 (V)
of 1 February 1951. It was against Communist China. and not against the
Chinese People 1s Volunteers that the embargo on strategic shipments was
imposed by the General Assembly in resolution 500 (V) of 18 May 1951.
Finally, it was Communist China, speaking through its Minister of Foreign
Affairs, which assumed responsibility for the Chinese i"eople' s Volunteer
Army during the negotiations that preceded the Armistice talks at Kaesong
and later at Panmunjom, and after the conclusion of the AraiBtice Agreement
during the Political Conference at Geneva.

On 28 April 1954, Chou En-lai, in a statement before the Geneva Con
ferenoe, defended the intervention of the Chinese people on t.he side of
North Korea in the Korean war as designed Uto safeguard the security of the
Peoplels Republic of China". Chou En-lai, also on 28 April 1954, categorica~

admitted that it was the Chinese people who ~1as responsible for the conclusion
of the Annistice Agreemen'6. He said: "After the Korean People's Army and
the Chinese Peoplets Volunteers had driven the interventionists'troops, and
reached the 38th parallel, the Korean and ChiBese people, in conformity with
their consistent policy of the peaceful settlement of the Korean question,
quickly responded to the proposal of the Soviet Union made on 23 June 1951
at the United Nations regarding negotiations for the cessation of hostilities
in Korea."

UNCIASSIFIED



Chinese S'tudents in the United States.

When the Communists by force of arms conquered mainland China, several
thousam Chinese students were attending American schools and mrlversitieso
The overwhelming majority chose, of their own free will, not to return to
their homeland.

A number, however, did wish to return to mainland China. Until the out
break of the Korean War,-fand the Chinese Communists! aggression in Korea, they
were permitted freely to do so: in 1949 and 1950, several hundred Chinese
students departed from. the United States.

Virtually all the Chinese students now in the U.S. came from the China
mainland before it fell under control of the Chinese Communists (prior to 1950),
or (after 1950) from Formosa and Hong Kong. They are individuals who have
never owed allegiance to the Chinese Communist regime and are in no sense
proteges of the Chinese Communists.

Since 1949, the United States has given direct financial assistance* to
over 3,500 Chinese students to continue their studies here, by means of grants
for tuition ani subsistence, which have exceeded in many cases the aid avail
able to American veterans under the flGoI. Bill of Rights".

In June, 1951 - under the authority of the Passport Control Act of 1918
(as amended in 1941.), which authorized the President to control the departure
of aliens; and, subsequently, under Section 215(a) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act of 1952, which superseded the Passport Act of 1918 - regu
lations were issued setting up controls over the departure of certain foreign
nationals from the United States.

This was at a time when the United States was serving as the United Nations
command in Korea;'· and these regulations were designed to protect the security
of the United States and its allies in that war.

Since 1951 only 434 Chinese of the approx:iJnately 5,000 in the U.S. have
applied for departure to Communist China. Of these applicants 124 were
temporarily prevented from departing under security regulations applicable to
all aliens and in force since 1918. Half of the 124 have lately indicated
that they no longer desire to depart for Communist China. Tw~nty-sevenhave
been or are being sent ~9tices that they are -free to leave. Of"-'£ljese 11 have
already left. The cases of the remaining 35 are still under review.

All Chinese students in the U.S., including those who have been temporarily
prevented from departing are comple:~ely"free to travel ~here in the U.S.
and accept any employment. The only control over them is the requirement that
they report their whereabouts and emplo:YJD.6nt in writing every three months, as

must

*Over $8 million dollars.
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must all aliens in the United states. A significant indication of the attitude
of these students toward the regime in control on the China mainland is the
fact that over 90% of them, virtually all vdth close family ties in Communist
China, have evinced no desire to return to the mainland.

Statistics on the Chinese students in the U.S. follow:

1. Total number of Chinese who arrived in U.S. on student
visas or as students,on other visas 1946-50 4,800

. 1951-54 1,500
6,300 (approx.)

2. Departed from U.S. before June 1951 (Korean War) 800 (approx.)

3. Appli~.9:.~o~~~rt1951-Aprll1954
(restrictions in effect) 434

4. Permitted to depart 1951-54 310

5. Temporarily denied permission to depart
because of U.S. security regulations
1951-April 1954 124

6. Of those in 5 above, number who wished to
depart when canvassed June 1954 65

7. Of those in 6 above, number who wished to
depart as of Sept. 1954 (some of whom mean-
while granted permission - see 8 below) . 62

8. Granted permission to depart June -
December 1954 27

9. Wishing to depart but cases still under
review 35

10. Of those in 8 above, number actually
departed from U.S. as of December 1, 1954

11. Total deputed U.S. 1946-54

12. Remaining in U.S. as of U3cember 1954

11

1,100 (approx.)

5, 200 (approx.)

Figures in 3 through 10 are exact. Other figures are close approximations.
Statistics in the ImmigratIOn ani Naturalization Service are not broken down in
such a marmer as to yield exact figures for 1 and 2. The figure in 2 is the
least substantiated, but represents the best-estimate of those most 'familiar
with the subject.



American Civilians in China

When the Chinese Communists began their campaign southward in late 1948
there were approximately 5,000 Americans in China. As a result of warnings
issued by the American consular establislli~ents in China, most Americans left
China between December 1940 and April 1950. During the past 3-1/2 years,
among those who remained, there have been between 25 and 50 American civilians
under arrest at any given time.-''''"'~

At the present time there are 28 American civilians whom the Chinese
Communists admit holding 'in prison~' It will be noted from the attached table
that the majority of these have, been held for three years or longer. In most
cases they were unable to communicate in any way with relatives or friends
until a few months ago when an arrangement was made at Geneva with the Chinese
Co~unists permitting the prisoners to send and receive letters. Despite the
fact that the Chinese Communists have kept these unfortunate people in prisons
for long periods of time, the charges against most of them have never been made
public, and so far as the US can ascertain few of them have had legal trials,
or been afforded counsel. Four Americans are known to have died as a result
of maltreatment. The majority of the civilian prisoners are missionaries, both
Catholic and Protestant; three are stUdents, and several businessmen. They are
persons of good reputation, of whom it is difficult to conceive that they could
have engaged in any activity harmful to the Chinese people, either before or
after the Chinese Communist conquest of the mainland. In addition to those
incarcerated, there are eleven others who are unable to obtain permission to
leave the country.

\ When the United States withdrew representation from mainland China in
April 1950, the British Government agreed to protect United States interests.
Since then that Government has earnestly endeavored to do what it could to
assist the Americans remaining in Communist China. Several approaches on
behalf of these Americans have been made by British representatives in Peiping,
but not one of them was ever officially acknowledged.* The authorities of the
Chinese Communist regime insisted that the British had no right to represent
American interests in their area. As early as September 1951 when it became
evident that the Chinese Communists were not responding to British efforts in
our behalf a number of governments which maintained diplomatic establishments
in Peiping were requested to approach the Chinese Communist authorities in an
effort to obtain the release of imprisoned Americans and more hmnane treatment
for Americans in general. In all, ten governments were solicited to join in
an approach to the Chinese Communists, including the Soviet Union, which did
not cooperate. On several occasions since September 1951 the United States
has requested friendly nations to make informal approaches on behalf of the
imprisoned Americans. Although there has been during the past three years a

steady

*April 30, 1951, August 30, 1951, April 21, 1952, April 21, 1953, February 22, 1954
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steady trickle of Americans leaving Communist China, it can not be said that
these departures were the result of any specific diplomatic move until face
to-face talks between U.S. and Chinese Communist representatives were held at
Geneva (see below).

Twice the matter of the American civilians detained in Communist China
has been raised in the united Nations, although not as an item on the agenda.
In March 1953 Ambassador ~odge ~alled this problem to the attention of the
United Nations in connection with the Czech Item and at that time challenged
the Soviet Government, which had been professing its peaceful intentions, to
alleviate friction by acting on behalf of the detained Americans. In April
1954 at a meeting of the Economic and Social Council the American Delegate,
~~. Hotchkis, during a discussion on freedom of information mentioned the
seizure and imprisonment of two American journalists who had been sailing
in the international waters between Macao and Hong Kong in March 1953 and
called specifically at that time for their release and the release of the
other detained Americans. In May of this year the American Red Cross, during
a meeting of the Red Cross Societies in Oslo, requested that the Indian Red
Cross intervene with the Communist Chinese Red Cross on humanitarian grounds
on behalf of the imprisoned Americans. There were negative responses to all
these attempts.

Beginning in June 1954 when the Chinese Communists atlt~!.t~!~.._suggested
that progress in the matter of the release of Americans could be facilitated
through direct contact with a member of the U.S. delegation, the United States
Government authorized informal United states participation in the meeting with
members of the Chinese Communist delegation. As a result of these meetings,
the Chinese Communists agreed to permit the departure from their area of six
Americans W119_"hadnot been jailed, but who had been unable to obtain exit
permits for long periods of time. In addition to these six, three jailed
Americans were released shortly after the close of the Geneva Conference and
several others were given exit permits. However, the great bulk of the Americans
in jail continue to languish there, and the Chinese Communists have shown no
sign of reViewing their cases as they had promised at Geneva. Instead, they
announced in September the sentencing to life imprisonment of one of these
civilians who had been jailed since 1951 -- the first public announcement up
to that time that any of the prisoners had received trial and sentencing.

. As a result of the long detention of the majority of these civilians,
'\ some of them are known to be rapidly deteriorating both mentally and physically,
I and it is greatly feared that if something cannot be done soon on their behalf
\ death or complete physical disability may ensue.

There follow lists of American civilians jailed, under house arrest, and,
those who, although not confined, have been unable to obtain exit permits.
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BERSOHN, Malcolm

BRADSHAW, Dr. Homer V.

BRADSHAW, Mrs. Homer V.

OCCUPATION

Student

Missionary

lI.issionary

AMERICAN CIV1~S IN PRISON

APPROXI!v!JtTE
DATE ARRESTED

February 1951

February 1951

February 1951

PLACE ARRESTED

Peiping, Hopei.

Lienhsien

Lienhsien

BUOL, Lawrence R.

CLIFFORD, John William

DOWNEY, John T.

FECTEAU, Richard G.

GARVEY, Justin

GROSS, Fu1gence

HOULE, John Alexander

KANADY, Dilmus T.

IDVEGREN, Levi A.

Civilian airline
pilot

Missionary

Dept. of Army
Civilian

Dept. of Army
Civilian

Missionary

i\'iissionary

Missionary

BusinessIl".B.n

Missionary

January 1950

June 19, 195.3

December 1952

December 1952

December 1951

January 1951

June 19, 195.3

April 26, 1951

January 15, 1951

Kunming

Shanghai

North Korea or Manchuria

North Korea or ~~nchuria

Yuanling, Hunan

Tsingtao, Shantung Province

Shanghai

Shanghai

Stationed Sichang, Sikang, arrested &
transferred to prison, Yaan. Now probably
SW Counter-Revolutionary Can~ at Tzechik'ou
near Chungking.

IvlACKINSEN, Paul p.'lissionary lVIarch 7, 1952 Tsingtao

McCANN, Eobert Businessman June 14, 1951 Tientsin

McCARTHY, Charles Joseph l':1i ssionary JU!le 19, 195.3 Shanghai

McCORW~CK, Joseph Patrick Missionary June 19, 195.3 Shanghai



NAME

MIDDLETON, Dorothy

;( MILLS, Harriet

PERKINS, Sarah

PHIUIPS, Thomas Leonard

PINGER, Ambrose H.

PROULX, Armand

REDlVOND, Hugh Francis

RICKETT, itt. W. A.

RICK1~T, Mrs. W. A.

RIGNEY, Harold W.

WAGNER, John Paul

WHITE, Marcellus

OCCUPATION

Missionary

Student

Missionary

Missionary

Missionary

Missionary

Businessman

Student

Housewife

Missionary

Missionary

Missionary
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APPROXIMATE
DATE ARRESTED PLACE ARRESTED

February 1951 Lienhsien

July 25, 1951 Peiping

February 1951 Lienhsien

June 19, 1953 Shanghai

April 1951 Tsingtao

March 1952 Shanghai

April 26, 1951 Shanghai

July 25, 1951 Peiping

July 25, 1951 Peiping

July 25, 1951 Peiping

June 19, 1953 Shanghai

February 24, 1952 Arrested at YungShtUl (Moved to Yuan1ing.)

UNDER HOUSE A~ST

GORDON, Frederick B.

HYDE, Joseph B.

JOYCE, lIIames

Missionary

Missionary

Missionary

August 1953

August 1953

August 1953

TOTAL ARFiESTED ;31

Soochow

Soochow

Soochow



AMERICAN CIVILIANS UNABLE TO OBTAIN EXIT PERlvIITS

BOYD, Ralph

HAESIDP, Huldeh

h1JANG, Juanita Byrd

mJJrZER, Marcella E.

Ii,INER, Charles S.

PARKER, Robert H.

RICKS, Mr. & Mrs. Harold

RO~~NOFF, Irene and Nadeshda

ROSS, Julia B.

THOllISON, Julius J.




